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Hurricanes’ Tony DeAngelo moves past Game 4 vs. Bruins: ‘Just playoff hockey. All good.’ 

By Chip Alexander 

Tony DeAngelo of the Carolina Hurricanes was on the ice 
Monday at PNC Arena for a noon practice, smiling, joking 
around with teammates, running a power-play unit, shooting 
the puck. 

The Canes were preparing for Game 5 of their Stanley Cup 
playoff series with the Boston Bruins. 

Game 4 in Boston? History, as far as DeAngelo was 
concerned. 

When last seen Sunday at TD Garden, the defenseman was 
angrily hurling his stick across the ice, trying to keep the 
Bruins’ Brad Marchand from scoring an empty-net goal. It 
was the end of a mostly frustrating day for DeAngelo and the 
Canes, who were beaten 5-2 as the Bruins tied the series 2-
2. 

DeAngelo was asked Monday if he allowed his emotions to 
get the best of him in Game 4. 

“No,” he said. 

And his run-ins with Marchand during the game? 

“Nothing. Just playoff hockey. All good.” 

But his emotional outburst ... 

“I don’t know what emotions you’re talking about,” he said. 
“It’s playoff hockey and you’re losing the game. ... We’re 
trying to win a series here. So if you don’t have any fire 
you’re not going to win. So I’m going to keep doing what I’m 
doing. I’m not concerned about what anybody thinks.” 

Except the referees, of course. DeAngelo has to be 
concerned about that. The Canes were called for enough 
penalties in their two losses in Boston. It’s safe to say they 
don’t need DeAngelo’s temper to lead to more. 

“He’s got to control his emotions,” Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said Monday. “He understands that.” 

Throwing his stick, for example, at the puck on Marchand’s 
empty-netter with 35 seconds left in regulation. That was a 
mostly petulant move. 

“It was going to be a goal anyway,” DeAngelo said. “It 
counts. If it knocks off his stick it’s going to count as a goal 
anyway, so would you rather see it go in the net or go wide? 

“It is what it is. It doesn’t bother me very much.” 

Nor does it particularly bother his defensive partner, Jaccob 
Slavin, who said he tries to help DeAngelo “keep his head” 
by being the cooler head. 

“It’s an emotional game,” Slavin said Monday. “It’s the 
playoffs and everyone’s a bit emotional. Some guys wear it 
on their sleeves pretty hard and some guys don’t.” 

DeAngelo’s encounters with Marchand on Sunday, and there 
were a few, were reminiscent of the 2019 playoffs at TD 
Garden. Marchand got the best of Justin Williams, then the 
Canes captain, in Game 2 with some on-ice antics that 
Marchand further inflamed by taunting Williams by using his 
fingers to make a “C” on his jersey. 

The Bruins won Game 2 of that 2019 series — Williams 
memorably called it a “poop sandwich” by the Canes — and 
went on to a four-game sweep in the Eastern Conference 
finals. The question now is whether the Canes can regroup, 
collect themselves, overlook any other histrionics by 
Marchand or anyone else and get back to winning games. 

Top priority for the Canes: stay out of the penalty box. It’s 
that simple. 

“We’ve just got to be disciplined,” DeAngelo said. “I thought 
we did a real good job in Games 1 and 2 of being disciplined 
but they (refs) are calling it, in all the playoffs and not just our 
series, a little tighter than I guess the playoffs would normally 
go. We’ve got to make sure we don’t give them a reason to 
give us one.” 

The Hurricanes believe they have had the better of the 5-on-
5 play but have had too little of it the past two games 
because of their penalties. They also need to be more 
threatening on their power plays — the Canes are 2-for-22 in 
the four games. 

“They’ve got a good (penalty) kill,” Brind’Amour said Monday 
of the Bruins, “They’ve done a nice job but our execution is 
poor.” 

The Bruins switched to goalie Jeremy Swayman after the 
first two losses with Linus Ullmark in net. Swayman had the 
better of the goaltending play in Boston against the Canes’ 
Pyotr Kochetkov and then Antti Raanta the past two games. 

Brind’Amour had no update Monday on goalie Frederik 
Andersen, who has been out since April 16 with a lower-body 
injury. It’s up to Raanta and Kochetkov this series. 

The Canes pressed hard all season to win the Metropolitan 
Division and gain the home-ice edge in the playoffs. The 
best-of-seven series now has become a best-of-three. If it 
goes to a Game 7, it would be at PNC Arena. 

“There’s no panic in our locker room,” DeAngelo said. “It’s a 
2-2 series and we’re back in a much louder building than was 
in Boston, so we’ll be fine.” 
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Hurricanes beating Bruins between blue lines, but losing playoff battle between the ears 

By Luke DeCock 

While everyone’s wondering about where Tony DeAngelo is 
mentally — and he was cheerfully defiant Monday after his 
contretemps with Brad Marchand on Sunday — it’s not like 
he’s the only one. 

As the series shifts back home for Game 5 reset to even at 
two games apiece, the Carolina Hurricanes’ early advantage 
lost in a spectacular road implosion, it’s clear now this is 
going to be won or lost not between the blue lines, but 
between the ears, and the Hurricanes have gone from 
decisively winning that battle to comprehensively losing it. 

That includes DeAngelo’s composure, the team’s (sudden 
lack of) discipline, a stalled power play, Frederik Andersen’s 
continuing absence and the fact that the Hurricanes worked 
so assiduously to evict the Boston Bruins from their heads in 
the regular season and at the start of this series, only to let 
them stroll right back in. 

Because five-on-five, the Hurricanes have dominated. And 
yet they still find themselves back at square one, with an 
extraordinary amount of struggle and effort already 
expended, for all those other reasons. 

“We’ve done a lot of good things,” Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “Everybody’s talking about the bad, but 
there’s way more good that’s gone on. So hopefully we can 
build on that and try to correct, build on the things obviously 
we’re not doing well, but there’s a lot of good in these four 
games.” 

While there are many culprits, DeAngelo became the 
exemplar on Sunday, with Marchand goading him and 
DeAngelo getting his stick up on Curtis Lazar to help snuff 
out whatever chances the Hurricanes had of a late 
comeback. 

Throwing his stick down the ice at Marchand in the final 
seconds, trying to deny him his fifth point of the game in an 
empty net, is something Alexander Ovechkin did as a joke 
during the 2011 All-Star Game in Raleigh — on a Matt 
Duchene breakaway, leading to the first penalty shot in All-
Star history — and DeAngelo did in all seriousness. He 
shrugged it off Monday, but even seen in the most generous 

light, it was a tangible representation of the Hurricanes 
collectively losing their cool. 

“It’s going to be a goal anyway, right?” DeAngelo said. “It 
counts. I’d rather knock off the puck, just to, you know, if it’s 
knocked off his stick it’s going to be a goal anyway, so would 
you rather see it go in the net or go wide? It is what it is. It 
doesn’t bother me very much.” 

Despite his reputation upon his arrival, by all accounts 
DeAngelo has been a model teammate during his time with 
the Hurricanes, winning over fans not predisposed to like him 
with charisma, playing on the edge — as he has to, to be his 
most effective — without really going over it until now. This is 
no time to roll around in the muck with Marchand; the Boston 
agitator is just better at it. Just ask Justin Williams. Or better 
yet, don’t. 

Still, DeAngelo is far from alone. Between the propensity for 
penalties, a well-intentioned but ill-advised challenge of a 
disputed goal and the way the Hurricanes have allowed the 
Bruins’ stars to gather momentum while many of their best 
players have none of their own — Seth Jarvis, Martin Necas, 
Andrei Svechnikov and Teuvo Teravainen have combined for 
fewer points than Marchand alone — the Hurricanes have 
matched the Bruins’ physicality, but not their mentality. 

They’ve also felt the absence of the goalie who was such a 
rock for them during the regular season. In a series where 
the Hurricanes’ goalies haven’t yet lost them a game, they 
haven’t won one yet, either. Andersen excelled at that over 
the course of the season, but he’s still not practicing with the 
team four weeks after suffering what is believed to be a 
sprained left knee. 

“Until he hits the ice, there’s really nothing more to say,” 
Brind’Amour said, again, Monday. 

That’s always a tricky injury for goaltenders given the 
demands of the position. Because of that, it’s going to be as 
much a mental hurdle as a physical hurdle for Andersen to 
get back practicing, let alone playing. In that respect, he fits 
right in with his healthier teammates. 
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'Just playoff hockey': Hurricanes look to keep emotions in check for Game 5 

By Kacy Hintz 

Raleigh, N.C. — "Nothing. Just playoff hockey. All good,” 

That was Carolina Hurricanes defenseman Tony DeAngelo's 
take on the "extracurricular" activities that went on in the 
Canes' Game 4 loss to Boston Sunday. 

Heavy. Physical. Hard-hitting. Emotional. That is playoff 
hockey after all. 

But DeAngelo became villain number one in the eyes of 
Boston hockey fans after he allowed league-pest, Brad 
Marchand, to get under his skin. 

But it wasn't just the feisty exchange with Marchand, it 
poured over to a cross-check on Curtis Lazar that led to a 
shoving match, and it was topped off with TDA throwing his 
stick at Marchand's empty-netter in the third. 

Do you know you can't do that? 

"Yeah, is that right?,” DeAngelo responded when asked 
about the stick toss. “I’d rather knock off the puck. If it knocks 
off his stick, it’s gonna count as a goal anyways. So would 
you rather see it go in the net or go wide? It is what it is. It 
doesn’t bother me very much that I can’t do it.” 

Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind'Amour values the 
competitive edge DeAngelo brings to the ice every night, but 

notes they've had the conversation about controlling his 
emotions. 

"He's competitive as heck, I mean this guy wants to win 
bad," said Brind'Amour. "Obviously we don't want to see that. 
There's a line you've gotta be careful to cross for sure". 

The undisciplined penalties have to go, and that goes for the 
entire team, but as for the rest of the antics? DeAngelo 
stands firm that it's just simply "playoff hockey". 

"We’re losing the game, so obviously we’re a little frustrated, 
but I don’t think anything happened," DeAngelo said. 
"Nothing happened in the game. Everybody wants to write a 
little story about it or something, but we’re trying to win a 
series here. If you don’t have any fire, you’re not gonna win. 
I’m gonna keep doing what I’m doing. I’m not very concerned 
what anybody thinks.” 

He really wasn't concerned about what Boston fans think 
after taking a shot at the playing atmosphere inside TD 
Garden. 

NC State fans think small gym vibes. 

"There’s no panic in our locker room. 2-2 series and we’re 
back in front of a much louder building than it was in Boston, 
so we’ll be fine," said DeAngelo. 

Game 5 between the Bruins and Hurricanes is set for 
Tuesday night at PNC Arena, puck drop shortly after 7 p.m. 
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Burnside: Staal's Road To Becoming The Perfect Leader For The Canes 

By Scott Burnside  

RALEIGH, NC. - The news came to The Captain during his 
wedding dinner on June 22, 2012. 

"You don't know the story?" 

Jordan Staal seems a bit incredulous that even after a 
decade has passed that the story doesn't instantly come into 
focus. It certainly does for him. 

"It was in the middle of my wedding," the Carolina Hurricanes 
captain recalled. "I want to say it was in between appetizers 
and the main course. We were sitting on the main table and 
my agent at the time, Paul Krepelka, who is now in Florida 
(with the Panthers' executive team) he came kind of swiftly to 
the table and I didn't really see him coming and he's like 
'you've just been traded to Carolina.' And I was like, oh." 

Talk about a life-changing moment in the middle of a, well, 
life-changing moment. 

"All of a sudden the phones started going off a little bit. Kind 
of the whole room kind of went into a little bit of a hush in the 
middle of our wedding which is unusual," Staal said. "It was a 
little weird. And a lot of emotion that day for sure." 

Even the night before, guests in Thunder Bay had an inkling 
that something was afoot for Staal and his new bride 
Heather. 

"I knew something could happen. Even the night before we 
had all of the out-of-town guests together and obviously most 
of them were my buddies from Pittsburgh. And in Thunder 
Bay you get TSN on TV in the bar and it says 'Jordan Staal 
turns down a 10-year deal' and everyone's looking at me. 
And I'm like, yeah, let's turn this off here,'" Staal said with a 
rueful chuckle. 

"But was I sure I was going to get traded the next day? No. I 
still had a year on the contract and I wasn't sure if they were 
going to keep me or try to sign me or whatnot. I wasn't 
exactly sure what was going to happen. We didn't line up 
that wedding with that decision very good but obviously it 
turned out the way it did," Staal said. 

It would be a moment that would change everything for a 
young hockey player and his new bride, and his new team 
and the community that would become home to them for 
going on a decade. 

It wouldn't be all roses and rainbows. Far from it. It's life 
we're talking here. 

There would be long days and nights and tragedy and 
healing and injuries and a long, slow climb both personally 
and professionally to a place of not just great success but of 
comfort and peace of mind. 

And sitting in the empty dining area on the arena level of 
PNC Arena fewer than 48 hours from the Hurricanes' 
opening game of the 2022 Stanley Cup Playoffs, it's hard to 
imagine Jordan Staal anywhere else, hard to imagine him 
wearing anything but that 'C' placed prominently on his 
jersey with the familiar #11. 

The first time we met Jordan Staal was in the Staal family's 
hometown of Thunder Bay, Ontario where parents Henry and 
Linda have run a sod farm for years. It was the summer of 
2006 and the Hurricanes were Stanley Cup champions and a 
young Eric Staal was enjoying his day with the Stanley Cup. 
When the Staal boys, Jordan, Marc and Jared, were asked 
to pose for pictures with the Cup you needed a wide angle 
lens as none wanted to get too close to the great silver 
trophy and they certainly weren't interested in touching it. 

Three years later, after losing in the final in 2008, Jordan 
Staal was holding the Cup himself after Pittsburgh's dramatic 
Game 7 win in Detroit. 

But over the next couple of seasons Staal felt he needed a 
change and began to contemplate what his career might look 
like outside of Pittsburgh. 

Of course playing with one of his three brothers in the NHL 
was a dream the boys had all held since they were young 
and that part of his trade to the Hurricanes has exceeded 
expectations. 

"Obviously we were both excited. Heather was super excited 
obviously. She loves Tanya (Eric's wife) and the boys were 
so much fun. We had a great time outside the game, 
probably a little bit more than the game itself here early. 
Memories that I'll never forget," Staal said. 

Staal ended up buying a house near his brother, probably a 
bigger spread than a young couple needed, but they figured 
they'd grow into it and well, didn't we mention this is life, not 
some sort of movie script? 

But if that part, sharing life as an NHLer with his older 
brother, was more fulfilling than they could have imagined, 
well, maybe nightmare is too strong for what was happening 
on the ice. But maybe it's not. 

 Staal was 17 when he showed up at the Penguins' training 
camp in 2006 after the Penguins had made him the second 
overall pick at that '06 draft. He turned 18 during training 
camp and scored 29 goals in his rookie season. 

The Penguins made the playoffs in the first of what would be 
16 straight postseason appearances and then they went to 
the final in Staal's second season, 2008. He was the best 
skater on the Penguins as they lost in the finals in six games 
to Detroit. The next year it was his turn to host a day with the 
Cup in Thunder Bay after a thrilling Game 7 win in Detroit. 
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The Penguins made the playoffs the next three years leading 
up to Staal's trade to Carolina. 

He would wait six more long years before stepping onto the 
ice for an NHL playoff game. Six years in the prime of his 
career. In two of those playoff-less years with the Hurricanes, 
2016 and 2017, Pittsburgh won back-to-back Cups with 
some of the players who had been in attendance at his 
wedding that fateful night. 

"Yeah, it was very difficult," Staal said. "For sure outside of 
hockey was fantastic. In the game was very difficult. For me 
selfishly, personally, making the decision to come down here 
and really struggling a little bit personally in my game, but 
also as a team and then making that decision to leave 
Pittsburgh and watching them do what they did and win 
Cups. All that stuff made that hard." 

But Staal dug. He dug in and worked to make it a better 
hockey place even after Eric was traded to the New York 
Rangers at the 2016 trade deadline. Maybe that's why what 
has happened here the last four years is so important and so 
meaningful given all that history, all those disappointments 
that had come before. 

"As it went on, I was invested in here and I was giving 
whatever I could to help make the playoffs and turn it around. 
The original decision, the first years and really struggling was 
very hard for me. There were some dark nights after games. 
It wasn't easy," Staal said. Eric's departure complicated 
things. Eric was the captain. He was part of the allure that 
brought Staal to Raleigh. Then there was the question of 
who would follow in wearing the captain's 'C'. It wasn't 
something that Staal aspired to or even felt he was qualified 
to do. At least not in the beginning. 

"I take it very seriously. I've respected every leader I've 
played for," he said. 

And if you have spent any time around Staal, a father of 
three, you know that this was a decision that was not to be 
made in a cavalier manner. If he was going to do the job, and 
make no mistake being the captain of an NHL team is a job, 
a full-time job on top of everything else that comes with being 
an NHL player, he was going to do it right. 

"I've struggled with doubts in my mind whether I can do it or 
not. I think especially, right when Eric left they asked me right 
away and I was just like kind of in shock really. You just 
traded my brother and you ask me to lead the team that I 
came to play with him?" Staal said. "And so all that stuff was 
running through my mind. Was I ready? Do I want to 
continue these non-playoff droughts with another Staal as 
captain and all that stuff? Do I really want to carry that load 
really? Am I ready for it and all that stuff? There was doubt in 
my mind." 

So he waited and kept grinding. The team went without a 
captain after Eric's trade and then Staal and Justin Faulk 
shared the duties in an awkward system introduced by then-
coach Bill Peters and then Justin Williams wore the 'C' in his 
final full season 2018-19. 

Staal has been the full-time captain ever since. But even 
before the letter formalized the post, he was slowly but surely 
growing into the role that now seems to fit him like a glove. 

"I waited a few years and really it started to kind of turn more 
into my team," Staal said. "I could feel it right when Eric left, 
obviously it was his team so that didn't really feel the same. 
But as the years went on more and more I felt ready and 
comfortable and obviously Roddy gave me that extra boost 
of confidence. You know what he's like, he's an easy one to 
back up. He's the one that's been a solid foundation for this 
group." 

Ah yes, Rod Brind'Amour. Not just the coach of the 
Hurricanes, but the captain of the team when they won their 
only Stanley Cup in 2006, back when Staal's older brother, 
Eric, was just a kid. 

 Brind'Amour took over as head coach in the summer of 
2018. There is something more than a little symbiotic about 
the relationship between Brind'Amour and Staal, and there is 
a direct line to be drawn from the fact the team has made the 
playoffs in four straight seasons under Brind'Amour, a first 
for the franchise, and the evolution of Staal as captain. 

They speak the same language. They share the same vision. 
And that permeates the team and how they prepare and 
play. Without it? 

"Well, it wouldn't work," Brind'Amour said. 

But it does work. 

"I've known him for a long, long time before he was captain. 
I've worked with him, so we have a good relationship that 
way," Brind'Amour added. "I think being on the same page 
helps. He knows what I expect. I know what he expects. He's 
the leader of the team and you can see it's pretty much what 
I want to have happen, he makes sure it happens. I don't 
ever have to call him in and say you've got to do this or that, 
it's very rare. It's worked for sure." 

Maybe it's different with other teams, but Brind'Amour and 
Staal don't have scheduled meetings to go over the inner 
workings of the team. They're not meeting for lunch or going 
to a boardroom. But what lacks in formality in their 
exchanges doesn't lack for importance. 

"Roddy's a very simple coach to play for," Staal said. "It's 
show up, work, give it everything you got and the rest of it 
will take care itself. That's how I've always approached my 
game from the start. That makes it easy. Then, as for the 
day-to-day stuff, there's the odd time there might be 
something bothering me personally, or what's going on with 
the group." 

"And for whatever reason I feel comfortable just after 
practice kind of bs'ing with him on the ice. That always 
seems to be where we find each other a little bit more than in 
the office.  Feels a little cramped in there," Staal said. "He's a 
simple coach that demands simple things and it lines up with 
the way I've always wanted to play the game. I think 
everyone in the group that he's brought in has been following 
that very well." 

The captain has to be able to communicate the vision of the 
coaching staff and help identify issues or rifts within the 
locker room. 

He has to regularly speak to the media about the state of the 
team and he has to know when to speak to the team about 
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the state of the team. But the fulcrum of all of it is the coach 
and the captain. 

"One hundred percent. Totally," Brind'Amour said. "Because 
I wasn't rah, rah either and on purpose. I always thought you 
have three times a year as a captain to come up and say 
your piece or do whatever, because if you're doing it all the 
time it becomes, guys are like ah, whatever." 

"I don't even know that he's had to this year," Brind'Amour 
said. "But there'll be a time when he's going to have to stand 
up and he knows, okay, that he'll command the room. He 
commands the room. Again, I always talk about how he just 
does his business, of course that's how he leads." 

Brind'Amour turns and points to Staal's name at the top of a 
list of names at the team's practice facility for workout 
supremacy. 

"He just shows up at camp, he's the best shape guy, you 
don't have to say a word, drop the mic. That's the biggest 
voice is your actions. Done," Brind'Amour said. 

The captains, the good ones anyway, shoulder an enormous 
responsibility when it comes to how a team operates both on 
and off the ice. The captains, the good ones anyway, are the 
ones that make sure new players feel comfortable. That 
means their partners and kids, if they have them, feel 
welcome and wanted. GM Don Waddell praises Staal's lead-
by-example style, but there's more to building the kind of 
environment that Waddell, Brind'Amour and the rest of the 
coaching staff have been striving to create in Carolina these 
past four seasons. 

You can talk identity and culture but someone has to put the 
work in to make those things. 

"There's more stuff going on obviously off the ice as the 
captain. It's really getting everyone to feel comfortable and 
really honestly, it's been my wife. She's been huge in that 
part," Staal said of Heather and their role in creating the 
proper environment, not just for teammates, but their 
families. 

"I have leaned on her a lot - happy wife, happy life.  She's 
been making sure that every girl that comes in here feels 
comfortable," Staal said. "A lot of guys have girls, so that's a 
big thing. Obviously the rest of the guys is everyone just 
shows up, plays hockey and finds a good place to live. It's 
pretty simple for the guys.  The girls have a few more 
questions, especially when they start to have kids and 
everything like that. All those things when we start adding 
guys. The first questions are, does he have a girl? Does he 
have kids? What's the situation? And you kind of just make 
sure you're crossing all the t's. All the things that I would be 
thinking about if I'm moving to a new team and what I would 
want to know. How I can make that transition as comfortable 
as possible?" 

Paul Krepelka has known the Staal family for years. At one 
point he represented all four Staal brothers. He calls the 
confluence of Staal's wedding and trade to Carolina "one for 
the ages." 

When Tom Dundon bought the team in early 2018, Krepelka 
would join Waddell's management team and he got to see 
Staal flourish under head coach Brind'Amour. 

"You've finally got a coach in Roddy who one 100% believes 
in him. Jordan feeds on that," Krepelka said. "He's been able 
to give Jordan comfort and peace. They're in tune with each 
other. I would argue that it's as close as any player/coach in 
the league, without question. They have an understanding." 

One of the biggest changes Krepelka has seen is Staal has 
grown more and more comfortable in his own skin. After 
signing a 10-year extension days after being traded to 
Raleigh, Staal worried about living up to the deal. 

"He internalizes a lot of stuff, more so when he was younger 
than he does now. He tried to live up to the contract and 
mentally beat himself up over and over," Krepelka said. "It 
was a burden, it was a huge burden on him." 

But as he got older, and especially after Brind'Amour took 
over as head coach, Krepelka felt that Staal began to 
understand that his role and his value to the team weren't 
necessarily tied up in goals and assists. Instead he began to 
understand and be at peace with the intangibles - how he 
played, how he prepared, how he served as a role model in 
almost every aspect of the game, at the rink and away from 
the rink. 

Sometimes being a mentor and a leader is in how you deal 
with your own life. Staal and Heather lost an infant daughter, 
Hannah, to a terminal birth defect. We have spoken to Staal 
about those moments and how his faith and the support of 
family, both blood relatives and the extended family of the 
organization, have helped the couple through incredible 
darkness. 

"He's a special kid," Krepelka said. "He's been through a lot." 

Along with the personal family challenges, there were injuries 
that also threatened Staal's career. 

One day Krepelka came into the locker room when the team 
was on the road and Staal was rehabbing from a concussion 
and riding a stationary bike facing a blank wall because that 
was the only way he could manage the task. 

"There were some tough talks going through some of that 
concussion stuff," Krepelka said. "Just talking about life and 
getting him through it." 

 We have spoken to Brind'Amour about the building of this 
team, the vision for what the Carolina Hurricanes might 
become. He believes deeply that it's all in the details, the 
small pieces that added together create something 
substantial and meaningful. 

In some ways Staal epitomizes that. The commitment, the 
perseverance through dark and light. 

We asked Nino Niederreiter with whom Staal has played 
along with Jesper Fast for most of the season, in what is 
arguably the team's most important line; consistency. That's 
it. Same dedication every day. 

"The funny part is, he's just him. From the first day here, he's 
always so consistent, so professional, so committed to taking 
care of his body, being a pro, just leading by example 
obviously," added Sebastian Aho. "He takes care of the 
people around him. Treats everyone the same way. I was 
coming in my rookie season, he treated me the exact same 
that he treats me now. It's just awesome to see. He's a true 
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leader. He's probably not the loudest guy who's always 
talking or yelling at the guys, but those things for young 
Sebastian, it was huge to just look from close distance and 
learn from one of the better leaders." 

"He's been through some not so good years, building the 
playoff team, but still in the mindset that we're not just a 
playoff team, we're going to be the best team. That's the 
drive he has. The drive that I feel like the whole team and the 
organization has to get there," Aho said. "I can't say it's just 
him, but a lot is because of him and how he runs things 
here."  

Nathan Gerbe sat beside Jordan in the locker room during 
some of his time in Carolina, there for three of Staal's early 
seasons with the Canes. He recalled how open and 
welcoming Staal and Heather were to he and his wife. 

"Hard work and dedication. To me that's the sign of a 
leader," Gerbe said. "But the personal stuff? He's an even 
better person." 

"I think he's a better player today than he has ever been in 
his career," Gerbe added. "And that's phenomenal." 

You could go through most of Staal's teammates, past and 
present, and get more or less the same answers to questions 
about his presence and importance to the team. 

"Everybody has another story, other than their hockey story, 
right?" Brind'Amour said. "Actually this is a small part of 
really what goes on, it just gets all the attention and so every 
guy in there has a story. Some are more touching, some are 

whatever, but everyone has dealt with something and 
obviously we know what he's had to deal with," Brind'Amour 
said of his captain. "Being a Hurricane for as long as he's 
been here, that adds just what you're talking about, that 
personal touch to it, because it means more. I mean it just 
does. When you've put so much into it and you've been here 
through all those years where it was just nothing going, not 
looking like it's going to turn the corner, to all of a sudden 
now we're knocking on the door. You want it more for guys 
like that. You just do." 

Staal, as well as anyone, understands the path is long and 
fraught with all manner of pitfalls that might scuttle the best 
laid plans. Still, does he think about what that moment might 
be like, to take the Stanley Cup from Commissioner Gary 
Bettman? 

He smiles. 

"That's a good question. I literally have been kind of battling 
with that in my mind lately," Staal said. "Do I let that run 
through my mind a bit? Obviously it's exciting, but there's so 
much work to be had. I really don't try to dwell on that too 
much. Is it exciting? Yes. Obviously. But I know how long 
and how hard and how grueling it can be and how much 
things have to go right and how teams have to stay injury-
free and all that stuff. It's something that I run through my 
mind every now and then. It excites me and there's nothing 
wrong with it. So I don't shun it away. But also don't dwell on 
it too much, because I know what's ahead of us. 

Spoken like a true captain. 

 

 

Tony DeAngelo fires shot at B's fans: Carolina crowd 'much louder' 

By Justin Leger  

Boston has itself a new villain in Tony DeAngelo.B 

The Carolina Hurricanes defenseman drew the ire of Bruins 
fans during a contentious Game 4 on Sunday. He was booed 
by the TD Garden crowd each time he touched the puck after 
a testy exchange with Brad Marchand. He also had an 
altercation with Curtis Lazar and threw his stick on 
Marchand's empty-netter at the end of the third period. 

As the series heads back to Carolina, DeAngelo fired a 
parting shot at B's fans. 

“There’s no panic in our locker room. 2-2 series, and we’re 
back in front of a much louder building than it was in Boston, 
so we’ll be fine," he said on Monday. 

DeAngelo also addressed his back-and-forth with Marchand, 
simply calling it "playoff hockey." As for the rest of his antics, 
he has has no regrets. 

“It’s playoff hockey. We’re losing the game, so obviously 
we’re a little frustrated, but I don’t think anything happened," 
he said. "Nothing happened in the game. Everybody wants 
to write a little story about it or something, but we’re trying to 
win a series here. If you don’t have any fire, you’re not gonna 
win. I’m gonna keep doing what I’m doing. I’m not very 
concerned what anybody thinks.” 

Game 5 between the Bruins and 'Canes in Carolina is set for 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. ET. DeAngelo may not hear the boo birds 
then, but you can count on B's fans letting him hear it when 
the series returns to Boston for Game 6. 
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Hurricanes Prospects Mailbag: May 

By Matthew Somma  

Well, I’m less than a week from my own wedding, so I figured 
that I’d take time to answer some questions that fans had 
before disappearing for a little while. I’ve already given you 
all a look into some names to keep an eye on for the NHL 
draft. My coverage will shift primarily to Wolves and Draft 
posts in the coming weeks as we inch closer to the draft, and 
I’m hoping to have some more profiles and content out 
before the draft. Right now, however, let’s tackle some 
questions. 

is Lyon still out? 

— Danny Leaphart (@jumpnaorta) May 6, 2022  

This one was sent in before I formally asked for questions, 
but I’m sure that some people were wondering the same 
thing. Alex Lyon started in Chicago’s last game of the regular 
season and should be good to go when Chicago begins their 
playoff series against the winner of Texas vs. Rockford.  

Do you think seeley will get a chance to play for the playoffs? 

— Birb (@Birbplswin) May 6, 2022  

Ronan Seeley’s WHL career came to an end this past 
weekend as the Everett Silvertips were shockingly defeated 
by the Vancouver Giants. It was a massive upset, but it’s not 
all bad. Ronan Seeley will be joining the Wolves for the 
remainder of the season. As to whether or not he’ll play, I’m 
doubtful. The Wolves have a deep blue line and one that, as 
of right now, has been unaffected by NHL call-ups. Seeley is 
likely joining the Wolves to practice with the team and get a 
taste of what the pro game is like before preparing for the 
World Juniors in August. Practice time with the pros is a 
good thing, especially considering the fact that Chicago has 
a number of veterans that can take him under their wing and 
show him the ropes. 

I don’t know. The Hurricanes drafted Naumov in the seventh 
round of the past draft but he has yet to play a single game 
since then. I’m not sure why, but as far as I can tell, he did 
not play this season. Teams don’t lose the signing rights to 
Russian players for a long time (or ever, I think), so it’s not 
like we’re on a tight schedule with his development. 

Would it be wrong if I said “none?” I trust the Hurricanes’ 
decision if they decide to hold off on signing certain 
prospects. While I’d certainly like to see players such as 
Scott Morrow, Domenick Fensore and Anttoni Honka in the 
AHL, it never hurts to get an extra year of development 
under your belt. What about Alexander Nikishin? Since he’s 
under contract in Russia, he cannot sign until his contract 
expires on May 1, 2023. If he signs a new contract in Russia, 
then we have to wait until that contract ends. It’s 
complicated, but that’s how it is.  

I’ve mentioned Morrow, Fensore and Honka as three players 
I’d like to see the Hurricanes sign. A few others that come to 
mind are Justin Robidas, Massimo Rizzo (in a year or two), 
Patrik Puistola and Joel Nystrom.  

With World Jr coming to Moncton and Team Canada will not 
be playing here. Which Canes prospects are eligible from 
non Canadian teams? 

— Chris (@badboybhagan) May 6, 2022  

First of all, why is it that Canada is getting yet another World 
Juniors after hosting four of the past six tournaments? It 
does nothing to grow the game and it’s frustrating. Now, onto 
the answer to the question. From non-Canadian teams, I’m 
looking at a handful of players. A lot of our prospects will not 
be eligible due to their age, so we’ll definitely have a smaller 
group at the 2023 World Juniors. The first group is the 
definite invites, which includes Ville Koivunen, Aleksi 
Heimosalmi and Nikita Quapp. The other group is comprised 
of players that were not on WJC rosters for this past (future?) 
tournament but could make the cut this time. That includes 
Patrik Hamrla, Justin Robidas, Jackson Blake and maybe 
one or two of our 2022 draft selections. The Czech 
goaltending core will take a hit with a few of them aging out, 
so Hamrla makes sense as one of the team’s two or three 
goaltenders. Robidas is a bit of a long shot given how deep 
Canada’s rosters usually are, but he’s a proven goal scorer 
that could play a depth role on the Canadian team if called 
upon. I feel the same about Jackson Blake. He had a great 
season in the USHL and could fill a role nicely for the USA, 
but it all depends on what direction the US decides to go in. 
The Hurricanes will be represented at the World Juniors, but 
it’ll definitely be a smaller contingent of prospects than the 
ten we had (have?) at the 2022 tournament. 

I hope he’ll be okay by next season, but I don’t have an 
answer as to whether or not he’ll be good to go. As for the 
Wolves’ tandem, that’s something to keep an eye on. For 
me, it all depends on what the Hurricanes decide to do with 
Kochetkov. They love the player and it’s clear that he’s ready 
for the NHL, but they have two proven NHL goaltenders 
under contract for next season. Do they keep him in the 
AHL? If so, then it’s likely a Kochetkov-Makiniemi tandem 
with Kochetkov getting the bulk of the starts. If the 
Hurricanes find a way to fit Kochetkov in, then we’re likely 
looking at a 1a-1b scenario with Makiniemi splitting starts 
with an AHL veteran similar to Alex Lyon. Maybe they’ll 
decide to bring Alex Lyon back. For now, though, it’s 
something I don’t really have an answer to. This is going to 
be a great story to follow because as we’ve seen, the 
Hurricanes don’t want to roll with a goaltender that’s fairly 
unproven at the NHL level. Kochetkov is different, though. 
He hasn’t even entered his prime and he’s proving to be an 
NHL goaltender. We’ll see what the Hurricanes decide to do. 
Game three of the series was a little rough, but let’s be 
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honest. The team failed Kochetkov. The penalty kill was 
weak and the team couldn’t generate a lot of momentum at 
even strength. Kochetkov has been a strong player for his 
other four appearances at the NHL, so I think he’ll bounce 
back. 

There are three areas that I’d look to improve upon. First, the 
third pairing. The rotation of Ian Cole, Brendan Smith and 
Ethan Bear has been so-so this season and I’d like to see 
some more stability. Second, the “second” line needs a lot of 
work. The Hurricanes have to figure out how to get Martin 
Necas going on a consistent basis, because I feel that 
they’re not getting the most out of him at the moment. Now, 
that also brings up the question of bringing back Vincent 
Trocheck. In a perfect world, you’d be able to bring both he 
and Nino Niederreiter back next season, but it’s likely that 
one of them will have to go in order to be cap compliant. It’ll 
take some ridiculous level of cap gymnastics or a 
conveniently timed long term injury to make that work from a 
cap perspective. Third, please make the power play 
consistent. This year, there were some strong moments and 
some not so strong moments, and I feel that the Hurricanes 
need a legitimate net front threat on PP1. Vincent Trocheck 
brings a lot of skill to the lineup, but the Canes need 
someone a little stronger to clear bodies in front if there’s a 
rebound. Watching game three of the first round had me 
frustrated because the first unit cycled the puck between 
Teravainen, DeAngelo and Svechnikov without getting the 
puck below the goal line or even close to the slot. That has to 
change and I saw that too often this season. Now, if Jake 
Gardiner is able to make a return to the NHL, I could see him 
fitting in on the second unit. He’s a better power play 
quarterback than Slavin, although coming back from a year 
long break has to be tough. 

As for who to re-sign or release, I’m leaving that up to the 
front office. I’d love to see Nino Niederreiter back, especially 
since his line has been one of the Hurricanes’ most 
consistent lines this year. Derek Stepan should also be 
brought back and be placed into a full-time NHL role. 
Trocheck would be nice to have, but again, I’m not sure how 
you make that work. I’d like to see the Hurricanes try to find 
another defenseman that can play on the power play, likely 
to replace Ethan Bear. I’m not sure who that will be, and to 
be honest, I haven’t looked at pending free agents around 
the league. 

How do you feel about our organization depth with the 
prospects we should have coming up the pipe into the NHL 
over the next couple of years? Any glaring weaknesses? 

— Dancing Rick (@jsmo1712) May 6, 2022  

What should we focus on in the draft? Where are we the 
weakest in organizational depth? 

— Daniel Wagner (@LikeFiftyNinjas) May 6, 2022  

These questions are fairly similar so I’m going to go ahead 
and answer them both here. First, the organization’s depth is 
amazing. We have a number of prospects that project to play 
in the NHL and the Hurricanes have one of the deepest 
pipelines in the entire NHL. They’ve done a great job of 
holding onto their prospects in the past two seasons, too. A 
lot of teams would be envious of the depth the Hurricanes 
have and the future looks bright. At the AHL level, the 
Hurricanes have Kochetkov just starting to tap into his 
potential, Drury ready to take the next step in the NHL and 
Joey Keane ready for an NHL role. Jamieson Rees, Ryan 
Suzuki, Vasiliy Ponomaryov and Noel Gunler are all 
promising prospects. Outside of the AHL, the Hurricanes 
have prospects such as Ville Koivunen, Aleksi Heimosalmi, 
Scott Morrow and Massimo Rizzo to get excited about, along 
with quite a few other names. Still, the thing I keep coming 
back to is the fact that the Hurricanes lack a true top 
prospect. Yes, Scott Morrow is the best prospect in the 
system in terms of upside, but there isn’t a single truly elite 
prospect in the Hurricanes’ system. There was last year, but 
Seth Jarvis is now in the NHL. That’s a positive, right? 

If anything, I’d like to see the Hurricanes add a left winger or 
two at the draft. That’s the only thing on my wish list that 
would be possible for the Hurricanes to achieve. Of course 
I’d love a truly elite prospect, but picking in the back half of 
the second round isn’t going to yield one of those. At least 
not right away, that is. The Hurricanes have Patrik Puistola 
and Alexander Pashin on the left wing, and with Pashin likely 
joining the Wolves next season, the depth looks a little 
better. But that’s about it, and even if some of our center 
prospects convert to the wing, it’s still fairly thin. The 
Hurricanes shored up their blue line depth in a massive way 
this past draft, so I wouldn’t be surprised if they add a winger 
or two in the upcoming draft. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Last Night: Same Problems, Different Day 
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By Ryan Henkel  

The Carolina Hurricanes were in the perfect position to have 
a chance to close out the series at home in Game 5, but 
instead, a brutal loss in Game 4 sees the series heading 
back to Raleigh tied up at two games apiece. 

Boston was missing its two top defenders. 

The Hurricanes jumped out to an early lead, twice. 

They controlled play at even strength. 

But despite all of that, Carolina couldn’t stay out of its own 
way, piling on the self-inflicted injuries one after the other. 

It was a loss based purely on mental failures that snowballed 
out of control, too far gone for the Canes to reel back in.  

So what happened last night? 

Penalties 

It’s the same exact issue that plagued the Hurricanes all 
season. Poorly timed and ill-advised penalties. It’d be one 
thing if it was just the occasional penalty here and there, but 
nearly every penalty that this team takes is an avoidable 
infraction.  

There was no case for an officiating bias here. The Canes 
earned all the calls against themselves. Not to mention the 
lazy plays that have put the team two-men down multiple 
times. 

Being the best penalty killing team in the league doesn’t 
matter if you’re spending a third of the game in the penalty 
box.  

It isn’t a matter of if a power play will score at that point, it’s a 
question of when. 

The mental discipline needed also goes beyond cleaning up 
small infraction mistakes. The Hurricanes also have to be in 
better emotional control. For instance, Tony DeAngelo is too 
important a piece of the Hurricanes’ offense to be taking 
himself out of the game because he can’t control his 
emotions. 

It was obvious that Marchand got into his head, and the 
cross-checking penalty in the third was an indication of 
frustration.  

The Canes need better from him. 

If the Hurricanes want to win this series, they have to play it 
at five-on-five. They are the better team, the deeper team, 

but if they keep taking these bad penalties, they are going to 
be another early exit. 

Power Play 

The power play has scored only twice and even given up one 
goal in the 22 attempts they’ve had in the series. It is actively 
hurting them at this point. 

The play stays on the perimeter, the passing is slow and the 
shooter is always telegraphed. The team makes no use of 
the bumper slot, and the vast majority of their shot attempts 
are being blocked. 

Something needs to change. 

With no threat of power play success, Boston doesn’t have to 
worry about the infractions they take to get under Carolina’s 
skin. They also can take borderline hits, because the 
Hurricanes can’t do anything to deter them. 

The only two goals Carolina has scored on the man-
advantage this series came in Game 2, when the Canes had 
nine power play opportunities. One was a slapshot that 
should have been stopped and the other was a loose 
rebound stuff on a 5-on-3 advantage and both came with the 
Hurricanes already ahead in the game.  

The power play has to score a goal when its needed though.  

It has to be able to convert or someone needs to be able to 
address why it hasn’t worked in the postseason for the past 
four years.  

Heart and Energy 

The energy was definitely sucked out of the team after they 
gave Boston the lead early in the third period. 

But even before that, when the penalties started to pile up in 
the second period, it just seemed that Carolina was mentally 
giving up. Lazy penalties and half-hearted attempts at 
offense gave no indication that the team wanted to rally. 

The physicality that had energized them through the first two 
games of the series was honestly lacking as well. 

The Bruins do a great job of locking things down once they 
grab a lead, but the Canes are too good of a team and too 
deep to come up that empty-handed for an entire period 
when you’re trailing in a playoff game.  

Jordan Staal and his line are giving it their all, and it’s time 
that the rest of the Hurricanes’ lines follow suit. 
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The Wolves-IceHogs rivalry history 

HISTORY OF THE WOLVES-ICEHOGS RIVALRY 

In the summer of 2007, the Rockford IceHogs moved from 
the United Hockey League to the American Hockey League 
— which meant the Chicago Wolves finally had a rival within 
an hour’s drive of Allstate Arena. When the Wolves and 
IceHogs met for the first time on Oct. 19, 2007, at Allstate 
Arena, it didn’t take long for things to simmer to a full boil. 

It took just 2 minutes, 5 seconds for Rockford to commit a 
roughing penalty. And 4 minutes, 33 seconds into the game, 
the Wolves’ Andre Deveaux and IceHogs’ Evan Brophey 
engaged in the rivalry’s first fight. By the end of the first 
period, there were six goals on the scoreboard and 19 
penalties on the scoresheet — including a fight between 
Chicago’s Nathan Oystrick and Rockford’s Colin Fraser. 

When Jason Krog scored in overtime, the Wolves owned a 
hard-fought 5-4 victory and the rivalry was forged. Since that 
night, the Wolves and IceHogs have met 177 more times — 
including 10 Calder Cup contests — heading into this week’s 
best-of-5 Central Division Semifinals that open Thursday at 
Allstate Arena. 

Over the course of these 15 seasons, there have been many 
classic moments. In the 2008 Calder Cup West Division 
Final, for example, the Wolves owned the top seed but the 
IceHogs won three straight games to claim a 3-2 series lead 
heading into Game 6 at Rockford. The day before that game, 
Wolves forward Colin Stuart decided to shave his beard — 
leaving only a cheesy-looking mustache — and every player 
and coach decided to follow suit. 

Rockford held a 1-0 lead after the first period, but then the 
“Power of the Stache” took over as the Wolves scored four 
unanswered power-play goals in the second period against 
IceHogs goaltender Corey Crawford to take the game 4-3 
and then went on to go all the way to the Calder Cup 
championship. 

Five years later on March 17, 2013, the “St. Patrick’s Day 
Massacre” occurred in the waning seconds of a relatively 
meaningless Wolves-IceHogs game. After the Wolves’ 
Guillaume Desbiens checked Ben Smith into an unlocked 
door to the Rockford bench with six seconds to go, nearly 
everyone on both teams went wild. After more than 40 
seconds of multiple battles on the ice and the Rockford 
bench, the officials assessed 27 penalties and ESPN’s 
SportsCenter was among the many outlets to share the 
mayhem with the world. 

Five years later on April 26, 2018, Chicago and Rockford 
engaged in the longest game in Wolves history as the teams 

needed nearly three full overtimes to settle Game 3 of the 
Central Division Semifinals. Goaltender Max Lagace 
shattered the Wolves franchise record with 72 saves over 
117 minutes and 22 seconds. The teams played scoreless 
hockey for 74 minutes and 11 seconds of ice time — and 
three hours of real time — before Rockford’s Victor Ejdsell 
scored a power-play goal at 12:08 a.m. to give the IceHogs a 
4-3 win in the last postseason game between the two teams 
— until this week. 

FUN FACTS 

FIVE THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT THE WOLVES-ICEHOGS 
REGULAR-SEASON SERIES 

 The Wolves outshot the IceHogs in 11 of the 12 
games. Overall, the Wolves averaged 39.0 shots 
per game compared to Rockford’s 23.3. 

 Four games needed to go to the shootout after 60 
minutes of regulation and five minutes of 3-on-3 
overtime. In Calder Cup play, though, teams 
continue to play 5-on-5 in overtime until someone 
scores a goal. 

 The final five games between the teams (and seven 
for the series) were decided by one goal. 

 The Wolves earned 14 more power-play chances 
than the IceHogs, but scored only one more goal. 
Chicago was 8 of 52 (15.4 percent) while Rockford 
was 7 of 38 (18.4 percent) with the extra man. 

 The road team won eight of the 12 games, which 
suggests the Wolves’ home-ice advantage might 
not matter much. 

CALDER CUP UPDATE 

The winner of the Chicago-Rockford series plays the winner 
of the Manitoba-Milwaukee series in the best-of-5 Central 
Division Finals. Third-seeded Milwaukee built a 2-0 lead over 
second-seeded Manitoba with wins in Wisconsin Friday and 
Saturday, but now the Moose get to play on their home ice 
May 11, 13 and 15. 

To keep track of the latest playoff news for the Wolves and 
around the AHL, visit the Wolves Playoff Page. You can 
enter to win two tickets for each Wolves home game. 

CHICAGO PET HEALTH FAIR 

Not only are the Wolves hosting Game 2 Saturday, but this 
year’s first Chicago Pet Health Fair will happen from 11 a.m. 
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to 3 p.m. at 5555 West Grand Avenue in Chicago’s 25th 
Police District. In conjunction with Hyde Park Animal 
Hospital, Chicago Community Policing, Rescue Pack 
Chicago and Cook County Animal Rabies Control, the 
Wolves will have a tractor-trailer on site to hand out pet food 
and — for the first time — food for people to help all 
Chicagoans who need aid. 

As always, the Chicago Pet Health Fair team will be 
providing free vaccines and microchips for pets. People can 
start lining up at 10:30 a.m. and ticket distribution will begin 
at that time. Everyone is encouraged to bring water and 
chairs to prepare for a long wait. 

TOP LINE 

STEFAN NOESEN 

The American Hockey League’s most prolific goal-scorer in 
the last 12 years did plenty of damage against Rockford 
during the regular season. The 29-year-old Plano, Texas, 
native scored a team-high seven of his 48 goals in 12 games 
against the IceHogs. He produced the game-winning goal in 
the 4-1 win on Nov. 12 and the 3-2 win on April 30 at 
Rockford. 

ANDREW POTURALSKI 

The Wolves captain became the fifth player in the AHL’s 86-
year history to lead the league in points in back-to-back 
years. Of his 101 points — the AHL’s most since 2009-10 — 
he registered a team-high 13 (3G, 10A) against Rockford. 
Fun Fact: The last time the AHL held the Calder Cup 
Playoffs, Poturalski won the Jack A. Butterfield Trophy that 
goes to the postseason MVP. 

ALEX LYON 

This 29-year-old from Baudette, Minnesota, finished second 
in the AHL’s goals-against average rankings with his 2.16 
GAA spread across 30 games. Lyon appeared in six of the 
Wolves’ 12 games against the IceHogs this season and 
produced a 3-2-1 record. That included his sterling 
performance in the regular-season finale that the Wolves 
won 3-2 at Rockford. 

THE CENTRAL DIVISION SEMIFINALS SCHEDULE 

 DATE SITE TIME TICKETS 

Game 
1 

Thursday, 
May 12 

Allstate 
Arena 

7 p.m. Game 1 

Game 
2 

Saturday, 
May 14 

Allstate 
Arena 

7 p.m. Game 2 

Game 
3 

Sunday, May 
15 

MetroCentre 4 p.m.  

Game 
4* 

Tuesday, May 
17 

MetroCentre 7 p.m.  

Game 
5* 

Thursday, 
May 19 

Allstate 
Arena 

7 p.m. 
Game 5 (if 
necessary) 

All games are streamed on AHLTV. 

 

 

Tony DeAngelo hurls stick in tense final moments of Hurricanes-Bruins game  

By Jaclyn Hendricks  

The final moments of Sunday’s Hurricanes-Bruins game 
weren’t without fireworks — or a rogue stick, apparently.  

With the Bruins up 4-2 against the Hurricanes in Game 4 of 
their series, Boston’s Brad Marchand skated towards 
Carolina’s empty net to score what would be his team’s final 
goal. As Marchand sped toward the net, however, Carolina’s 
Tony DeAngelo hurled his stick in Marchand’s direction. 

Marchand, who helped even the Bruins’ first-round series 2-
2, appeared to exchange words with DeAngelo earlier in the 
game, which the Boston forward addressed afterward. 

“It wasn’t much of an exchange,” Marchand said, according 
to NESN. “I didn’t even know he was around me. Kind of 
came out of nowhere. There really wasn’t much of one. Just 
saying, ‘Hey, how’s your Mother’s Day?'” 

Elsewhere in the third period, DeAngelo — who signed with 
the Hurricanes in July following a tumultuous stint with the 
Rangers that included an altercation with goalie Alex 
Georgiev — was penalized after cross-checking the Bruins’ 
Curtis Lazar. 

Though enamored with DeAngelo’s competitiveness, 
Carolina coach Rod Brind’Amour noted there’s a certain line 
that shouldn’t be crossed. 

“Well, he’s competitive as heck,” Brind’Amour said 
postgame. “I mean, this guy wants to win bad. Obviously, we 
don’t want to see that. There’s a line. You got to be careful 
with the cross there, for sure.” 

The Bruins-Hurricanes series has been chippy throughout, 
with Brind’Amour claiming last week that Boston forward 
David Pastrnak intentionally hit Carolina goalie Antti Raanta 
in Game 2. Raanta, a former Ranger, left the game bloodied 
in the first period.  
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article261268792.html 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/spt-columns-blogs/luke-decock/article261258717.html 
https://www.wralsportsfan.com/just-playoff-hockey-hurricanes-look-to-keep-emotions-in-check-for-game-5/20274004/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/burnside-staals-road-to-becoming-the-perfect-leader-for-the-canes/c-333891202 
https://www.nbcsports.com/boston/bruins/hurricanes-tony-deangelo-carolina-crowd-much-louder-boston  

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/5/9/23060671/carolina-hurricanes-nhl-prospects-may 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/5/9/23063643/about-last-night-same-problems-different-day-carolina-hurricanes-nhl-playoffs 

https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/05/09/the-wolves-icehogs-rivalry-history/ 
https://nypost.com/2022/05/09/nhl-playoffs-tony-deangelo-hurls-stick-in-hurricanes-bruins-game/ 
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Hurricanes’ Tony DeAngelo moves past Game 4 vs. Bruins: ‘Just playoff 
hockey. All good.’ 

 

Chip Alexander6-7 minutes 5/9/2022 

 

Tony DeAngelo of the Carolina Hurricanes was on the ice Monday at 
PNC Arena for a noon practice, smiling, joking around with teammates, 
running a power-play unit, shooting the puck. 

The Canes were preparing for Game 5 of their Stanley Cup playoff series 
with the Boston Bruins. 

Game 4 in Boston? History, as far as DeAngelo was concerned. 

When last seen Sunday at TD Garden, the defenseman was angrily 
hurling his stick across the ice, trying to keep the Bruins’ Brad Marchand 
from scoring an empty-net goal. It was the end of a mostly frustrating day 
for DeAngelo and the Canes, who were beaten 5-2 as the Bruins tied the 
series 2-2. 

DeAngelo was asked Monday if he allowed his emotions to get the best 
of him in Game 4. 

“No,” he said. 

And his run-ins with Marchand during the game? 

“Nothing. Just playoff hockey. All good.” 

But his emotional outburst ... 

“I don’t know what emotions you’re talking about,” he said. “It’s playoff 
hockey and you’re losing the game. ... We’re trying to win a series here. 
So if you don’t have any fire you’re not going to win. So I’m going to keep 
doing what I’m doing. I’m not concerned about what anybody thinks.” 

Except the referees, of course. DeAngelo has to be concerned about 
that. The Canes were called for enough penalties in their two losses in 

Boston. It’s safe to say they don’t need DeAngelo’s temper to lead to 
more. 

“He’s got to control his emotions,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said 
Monday. “He understands that.” 

“It was going to be a goal anyway,” DeAngelo said. “It counts. If it knocks 
off his stick it’s going to count as a goal anyway, so would you rather see 
it go in the net or go wide? 

“It is what it is. It doesn’t bother me very much.” 

Nor does it particularly bother his defensive partner, Jaccob Slavin, who 
said he tries to help DeAngelo “keep his head” by being the cooler head. 

“It’s an emotional game,” Slavin said Monday. “It’s the playoffs and 
everyone’s a bit emotional. Some guys wear it on their sleeves pretty 
hard and some guys don’t.” 

DeAngelo’s encounters with Marchand on Sunday, and there were a few, 
were reminiscent of the 2019 playoffs at TD Garden. Marchand got the 
best of Justin Williams, then the Canes captain, in Game 2 with some on-
ice antics that Marchand further inflamed by taunting Williams by using 
his fingers to make a “C” on his jersey. 

The Bruins won Game 2 of that 2019 series — Williams memorably 
called it a “poop sandwich” by the Canes — and went on to a four-game 
sweep in the Eastern Conference finals. The question now is whether the 
Canes can regroup, collect themselves, overlook any other histrionics by 
Marchand or anyone else and get back to winning games. 

Top priority for the Canes: stay out of the penalty box. It’s that simple. 

“We’ve just got to be disciplined,” DeAngelo said. “I thought we did a real 
good job in Games 1 and 2 of being disciplined but they (refs) are calling 
it, in all the playoffs and not just our series, a little tighter than I guess the 
playoffs would normally go. We’ve got to make sure we don’t give them a 
reason to give us one.” 

The Hurricanes believe they have had the better of the 5-on-5 play but 
have had too little of it the past two games because of their penalties. 
They also need to be more threatening on their power plays — the 
Canes are 2-for-22 in the four games. 
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“They’ve got a good (penalty) kill,” Brind’Amour said Monday of the 
Bruins, “They’ve done a nice job but our execution is poor.” 

The Bruins switched to goalie Jeremy Swayman after the first two losses 
with Linus Ullmark in net. Swayman had the better of the goaltending 
play in Boston against the Canes’ Pyotr Kochetkov and then Antti Raanta 
the past two games. 

Brind’Amour had no update Monday on goalie Frederik Andersen, who 
has been out since April 16 with a lower-body injury. It’s up to Raanta 
and Kochetkov this series. 

The Canes pressed hard all season to win the Metropolitan Division and 
gain the home-ice edge in the playoffs. The best-of-seven series now has 
become a best-of-three. If it goes to a Game 7, it would be at PNC 
Arena. 

“There’s no panic in our locker room,” DeAngelo said. “It’s a 2-2 series 
and we’re back in a much louder building than was in Boston, so we’ll be 
fine.” 

This story was originally published May 9, 2022 6:03 PM. 
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Hurricanes beating Bruins between blue lines, but losing playoff battle 
between the ears 

 

By Justin Pelletier | Kevin Keister7-8 minutes 5/9/2022 

 

While everyone’s wondering about where Tony DeAngelo is mentally — 
and he was cheerfully defiant Monday after his contretemps with Brad 
Marchand on Sunday — it’s not like he’s the only one. 

As the series shifts back home for Game 5 reset to even at two games 
apiece, the Carolina Hurricanes’ early advantage lost in a spectacular 
road implosion, it’s clear now this is going to be won or lost not between 
the blue lines, but between the ears, and the Hurricanes have gone from 
decisively winning that battle to comprehensively losing it. 

That includes DeAngelo’s composure, the team’s (sudden lack of) 
discipline, a stalled power play, Frederik Andersen’s continuing absence 
and the fact that the Hurricanes worked so assiduously to evict the 
Boston Bruins from their heads in the regular season and at the start of 
this series, only to let them stroll right back in. 

Because five-on-five, the Hurricanes have dominated. And yet they still 
find themselves back at square one, with an extraordinary amount of 
struggle and effort already expended, for all those other reasons. 

“We’ve done a lot of good things,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said. “Everybody’s talking about the bad, but there’s way more good 
that’s gone on. So hopefully we can build on that and try to correct, build 
on the things obviously we’re not doing well, but there’s a lot of good in 
these four games.” 

Throwing his stick down the ice at Marchand in the final seconds, trying 
to deny him his fifth point of the game in an empty net, is something 
Alexander Ovechkin did as a joke during the 2011 All-Star Game in 
Raleigh — on a Matt Duchene breakaway, leading to the first penalty 
shot in All-Star history — and DeAngelo did in all seriousness. He 
shrugged it off Monday, but even seen in the most generous light, it was 
a tangible representation of the Hurricanes collectively losing their cool. 

“It’s going to be a goal anyway, right?” DeAngelo said. “It counts. I’d 
rather knock off the puck, just to, you know, if it’s knocked off his stick it’s 
going to be a goal anyway, so would you rather see it go in the net or go 
wide? It is what it is. It doesn’t bother me very much.” 

Despite his reputation upon his arrival, by all accounts DeAngelo has 
been a model teammate during his time with the Hurricanes, winning 
over fans not predisposed to like him with charisma, playing on the edge 
— as he has to, to be his most effective — without really going over it 
until now. This is no time to roll around in the muck with Marchand; the 
Boston agitator is just better at it. Just ask Justin Williams. Or better yet, 
don’t. 

They’ve also felt the absence of the goalie who was such a rock for them 
during the regular season. In a series where the Hurricanes’ goalies 
haven’t yet lost them a game, they haven’t won one yet, either. Andersen 
excelled at that over the course of the season, but he’s still not practicing 
with the team four weeks after suffering what is believed to be a sprained 
left knee. 

“Until he hits the ice, there’s really nothing more to say,” Brind’Amour 
said, again, Monday. 

That’s always a tricky injury for goaltenders given the demands of the 
position. Because of that, it’s going to be as much a mental hurdle as a 
physical hurdle for Andersen to get back practicing, let alone playing. In 
that respect, he fits right in with his healthier teammates. 
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Bruins’ big guns deliver in Boston. Now, can the Hurricanes answer in 
Game 5 at home? 

 

Chip Alexander7-8 minutes 5/9/2022 

 

Patrice Bergeron of the Boston Bruins is 36 years old, and there has 
been talk of possible retirement. 

Brad Marchand is 33 — just days away from being 34. The Bruins winger 
still has that bite to his game, that pestiness, but did not end the regular 
season as he wanted, scoring one goal in the last 13 games. 

Aging stars? Yes, they are that. But also former Stanley Cup winners, 
and the two players who have stepped up against the Carolina 
Hurricanes in their first-round playoff series just when it appeared it 
would a short one in which the Canes’ younger, faster stars would be the 
difference. 

But age has little to do with it, Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said 
Sunday after Marchand and Bergeron led the Bruins to a 5-2 win at TD 
Garden to even the series 2-2. 

“They know how to win,” Brind’Amour said. “I was there. I wanted to win 
more when I was that age, when I knew I didn’t have as many kicks of 
the can.” 

In Brind’Amour’s case, he was 35 when the Canes won the Stanley Cup 
in 2006. He was the guy wearing the “C” as team captain, just as 
Bergeron is for the Bruins. 

“Age just goes out the window at this time of the year,” Brind’Amour said. 

Marchand has rarely looked better than he did Sunday in a five-point 
game. He scored twice, the second an empty-netter, but the first a critical 
power-play goal that proved to be the game-winner, giving the Bruins a 
3-2 lead 44 seconds into the third period. 

Marchand finished with two goals and three assists and had eight points 
in the Bruins’ two wins. Bergeron had a goal and two assists Sunday. 
Add in a goal and assist for winger David Pastrnak and that was a tidy 10 
points for the Bergeron line. 
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“Those guys are really good hockey players and they’ve been doing it for 
a long time, veteran guys who have won the Stanley Cup,” Canes center 
Vincent Trocheck said. “They know what it takes. We have to make sure 
we’re limiting them, but they’re going to get their chances and score their 
goals. We just have to be a little more disciplined.” 

In contrast, the Canes’ top line of center Sebastian Aho and wingers 
Andrei Svechnikov and Seth Jarvis — Aho the oldest at 24 — did not 
have a point Sunday and had a combined eight shots on goal, four by 
Svechnikov. 

Looking ahead to Game 5 Tuesday in Raleigh, Brind’Amour and the 
Canes again will have the last change at home and the chance for more 
favorable matchups. That was a factor in the Canes winning the first two 
games, when Brind’Amour could match the Jordan Staal line against 
Bergeron’s line. 

Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy, with the last change once back in Boston, 
moved Pastrnak back to the Bergeron line with Marchand and the results 
were immediate. It was in the first period Sunday, when he sent that line 
out for a faceoff in the Canes zone against Carolina’s fourth line. 
Bergeron won the faceoff and scored for a 1-1 tie. 

“They’re the type of players if you give them a little bit of room they make 
you pay,” Brind’Amour said. “You’ve got to be right with them, otherwise 
they can put it in the back of the net. You tip your hat there on that with 
those guys, and the other stuff we’ve got to be better at.” 

The “other stuff” Sunday was a punchless power play and a slew of 
penalties. The Canes looks discombobulated on the power play and kept 
marching to the penalty box, allowing the Bruins nine power plays — 
Boston had more than 12 minutes of power-play time. 

Boston was missing defenseman Charlie McAvoy, who entered COVID-
19 protocol Sunday morning and will miss Game 5. But they scored twice 
on the power play as Jake DeBrusk wedged the puck past Raanta on a 
disputed play — Brind’Amour losing a coach’s challenge for goaltender 
interference — and then Marchand scoring early in the third late on a 5-
on-3. 

“Our penalty kill needs to do a little better job,” said defenseman Brett 
Pesce, one of the Canes’ top killers. “But, yeah, we could be a little more 
disciplined. We’ve got to stay out of the box.” 

Svechnikov believes going back to PNC Arena, where the Canes won 
twice, will give the Canes a blast of energy. He’d also like to see it be 
more of a five-on-five game. 

“Five on five I think we’re good,” he said. 

When the Canes won the Cup in 2006, they began the playoffs with two 
losses at home to Montreal. How’s that for adversity? But they won two 
on the road, finished off the Canadiens and went on from there. 

“It starts over now,” Brind’Amour said Sunday after the game. “It’s just 
regroup. You should have a little emotion now and it should hurt and it 
should bother you and then tomorrow you start fresh and you’re excited 
there’s another game to play.” 
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How Bruins’ Bruce Cassidy is winning the chess match vs. Rod 
Brind’Amour 

 

Fluto Shinzawa6-7 minutes 5/9/2022 

 

Bruce Cassidy reunited David Pastrnak with Brad Marchand and Patrice 
Bergeron during Game 2. The Bruins coach replaced Linus Ullmark with 

Jeremy Swayman for Game 3. He rolled a rare five-forward unit for a 
five-on-three power play that produced the Game 4 winner. 

Meanwhile, Rod Brind’Amour issued an unsuccessful goalie interference 
challenge in Game 4. The Hurricanes coach went with Antti Raanta on 
Sunday instead of Pyotr Kochetkov. Brind’Amour is sticking to his game 
plan of driving offense from the points, even after the Bruins have dulled 
that philosophy’s sharpness. 

“We’re closing quicker on their point men and going out with our stick out 
so they don’t have as much time for deception plays to find the shooting 
lane,” said Cassidy of the adjustments the Bruins made in Games 3 and 
4. “They’ve got to get it off quicker. I think the blocked shot totals show 
you a little more of a commitment on our team at home here the last two 
games to prevent those pucks from getting to those dirty areas. Take 
those two things.” 

The Hurricanes adore Brind’Amour. For good reason. He is an uplifting, 
inspirational, one-of-the-guys leader. 

“I’ve definitely never had a coach like Roddy,” said Max Domi, who has 
played for Dave Tippett, Rick Tocchet, Claude Julien, John Tortorella and 
Brad Larsen. “He’s awesome. He’s just so positive. Kind of feels like 
another player, to be honest. He wants to win so bad.” 

But after his team won the first two games of this series, Brind’Amour has 
been unable to bandage the bleeding. This has happened before. In 
2020, the Hurricanes lost three straight in the opening round. The year 
before, the Bruins swept the Hurricanes. 

So far, Brind’Amour’s most ill-timed decision was the Game 4 challenge. 
He had to be 100 percent certain that referees Frederick L’Ecuyer and 
Chris Lee would overturn their initial good-goal call. Otherwise, putting 
the Bruins back on the power play after the tying goal would take the 
breath out of the Hurricanes. 

Replays showed nothing resembling flat-out goalie interference. Jake 
DeBrusk’s goal stood. Carolina was called for delay of game. That was 
compounded when Sebastian Aho raked Bergeron in the face. The 
Bruins scored the winning goal on the following five-on-three power play. 

“I would have bet my life on that one,” Brind’Amour told Hurricanes 
reporters after Game 4. “It’s tough. Because it’s clearly, it’s clearly … 
especially the view we saw after, it’s in between his pads, loose. I’m all 
good with that. But the guy came from the side, pushes his pad, squirts 
the puck out, taps it in. Little different if the guy had come from the front 
and was actually playing the puck. You can’t play the puck when it’s in 
between his legs from the side, knock the goalie sideways, turn it to 
squirt it out.” 

You could make the case that Brind’Amour put the Hurricanes in position 
for the challenge by changing his goalies. Pyotr Kochetkov stopped 24 
shots in Game 3. He had no chance on Charlie Coyle’s short-handed 
goal. Marchand beat Kochetkov with an unchallenged snap shot from the 
slot. Pastrnak, with help from a Brett Pesce screen, slipped in a short-
side power-play goal. Taylor Hall scored a slam-dunk power-play goal.  

All of this came after Kochetkov relieved Raanta in Game 2 and played 
well. He even challenged Marchand by slashing and punching the Bruins’ 
agitator. Marchand came out of it $5,000 poorer. 

Raanta took over the crease in Game 4. Instead of sealing the strong-
side post, Raanta leaned the wrong way when Pastrnak went behind the 
net. When Raanta tried to recover, he opened up the five-hole. Bergeron 
found it. 

Prior to DeBrusk’s power-play goal, Marchand threw a puck on net from 
behind the goal line. Raanta should have covered it promptly. Instead, he 
lost it. This initiated the pileup that produced DeBrusk’s goal and the 
failed challenge.  

Now Brind’Amour has to make a critical Game 5 goalie call. It may not 
matter if the Hurricanes can’t stay out of the box.  
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Both teams have been short-handed 22 times. The difference is that the 
Bruins have killed 20 of 22. The Hurricanes have killed 17 (77.3 percent).  

During the regular season, Carolina was shorthanded 276 times, second-
most in the league. The Hurricanes had an NHL-best 88.0 percent 
penalty kill.  

“We’ve talked about it all year,” Brind’Amour said of keeping the team’s 
discipline. “We play aggressively. It’s obviously an issue. The ones you 
can control, for sure, those are the ones we’ve got to take out. The other 
ones, they’re happening both ways. The ones that are obvious, the 
discipline kind of penalties — the extra ones, the shot to the face — we 
can cut those out. There’s only a couple of those. The other ones, they 
are what they are.” 

Aside from the goalie swaps, Brind’Amour has only made minor lineup 
tweaks. AfterJordan Martinook went down in Game 3, Derek Stepan 
made his series debut in Game 4. Martin Necas, a fourth-liner for the first 
three games, played with Teuvo Teravainen and Vincent Trocheck. Domi 
went down to the fourth line. 

Meanwhile, Cassidy put his top line back together, switched his goalies, 
pulled out Trent Frederic and dressed Chris Wagner. With Charlie 
McAvoy and Hampus Lindholm unavailable in Game 4, Cassidy 
managed his matchups to reduce the severity of missing his top pairing. 
He promoted DeBrusk to the No. 1 power-play unit. 

Even when the Bruins were leading in Game 4, Cassidy saw room for 
improvement. He split up Hall and Erik Haula, the second-line tandem 
that had been in place for four-plus months. Hall finished Game 4 with 
Coyle and DeBrusk. 

Brind’Amour will have an advantage in Game 5. He will have last change 
at PNC Arena. It will allow him to match Jordan Staal, Carolina’s best 
player through four games, against Bergeron’s line.  

“We need to win a game on the road,” said Cassidy. “If we don’t win a 
game on the road in this series, we’re not advancing.” 
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As series shifts back to Carolina, Bruce Cassidy’s coaching moves have 
been a benchmark for success 

 

By Matt Porter Globe Staff,Updated May 9, 2022, 8:06 p.m. 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — Last year, Rod Brind’Amour won the Jack Adams 
Award as NHL coach of the year, voted by team broadcasters. 

He inspires his charges with his performances on the bench — “Rod the 
Bod” still trains like a player — and behind the bench. 

But once again, Bruce Cassidy is flexing on his Carolina counterpart. 

The 2020 Jack Adams winner swapped Linus Ullmark for Jeremy 
Swayman, who has delivered two wins. After four months of success with 
a rejiggered top six, Cassidy reunited the Brad Marchand-Patrice 
Bergeron-David Pastrnak line in Game 2. They have scored eight of the 
Bruins’ last 11 goals. 

In Game 3, he scratched Trent Frederic and inserted Chris Wagner, who 
has submitted strong work on the fourth line. In Game 4, he moved Jake 
DeBrusk to the No. 1 power play unit and rolled a five-forward attack. 
Both alterations produced goals. 

His players have rewarded him, turning an 0-2 deficit into a 2-2 blank 
slate. Game 5 is Tuesday at PNC Arena, where the Bruins have yet to 
win this year. 

The last two games gave this series a flavor of 2019, when the Bruins 
swept the Eastern Conference final, and 2020, when they won three in a 
row to beat the Hurricanes in five games. Cassidy is once again cooking. 

Whether he can whip up something satisfying at PNC, where 
Brind’Amour will have the last change, remains to be seen. In Games 1 
and 2, Bergeron’s performance was muted partially by a difficult matchup 
with Jordan Staal. In Game 4, the Bruins scored three goals off Bergeron 
faceoff wins, one of them a pretty set play with Marchand and Pastrnak. 

“You’re making a bigger deal out of it,” Brind’Amour said of coaching 
adjustments. “They’ve got one of the better guys [on faceoffs]. That’s 
where that matchup got us.” 

For Game 5, at least, Brind’Amour will not have to worry about Charlie 
McAvoy. The No. 1 defenseman’s health had improved, Cassidy said 
Monday, but he remains in the murky environs of COVID protocol. 

Cassidy did not rule out Hampus Lindholm (upper body) for Game 5. 

“I’m not putting him in, either,” Cassidy added. “If he’s cleared, he’s in.” 

In Game 4 at home, Cassidy’s matchup control helped him put Josh 
Brown in favorable circumstances. The big defenseman was outplayed at 
5 on 5 (outshot, 8-1, per Natural Stat Trick) but he contributed on the 
penalty kill and helped salt away the game late. 

Though the series is tied, the Hurricanes have largely controlled play at 
even strength, outscoring the Bruins, 10-5. They lost their lead because 
of special teams. 

In Game 2, the Bruins gifted the Hurricanes nine power plays, including 
the Marchand-Pyotr Kochetkov slash-fest and the interference that got 
Frederic benched. The Canes’ pair of power-play goals in the second 
period put the game out of reach. 

It has been downhill since for Carolina. The B’s improved their discipline 
slightly in Games 3 and 4, going on the penalty kill five times in each 
game, but they haven’t allowed a PPG since Game 2. 

Critical to that effort: the shot-blocking, lane-filling ways of Derek Forbort, 
Brandon Carlo, and Connor Clifton, the latter of whom assumed much of 
McAvoy’s workload on the PK. Bergeron and Marchand are impacting 
every area of the game, including the kill, but Boston’s PK forward group 
as a whole (Curtis Lazar, Charlie Coyle, DeBrusk, Tomas Nosek) is 
pressuring Carolina into turnovers and early clears. 

Another smart call from Cassidy: Though Wagner is a quality PKer, the 
Bruins are getting the best out of his 30-year-old legs by easing his 
shorthanded workload. 

Carolina is 2 for 22 on the power play this series. Brind’Amour called his 
team’s execution “poor.” Power-play quarterback Tony DeAngelo looked 
rattled in Game 4. 

“There’s no panic in our locker room,” a brusque DeAngelo insisted 
Monday, following his terrible, horrible, no-good, very-bad afternoon at 
TD Garden. “It’s a 2-2 series and we’re back in front of a much louder 
building than was in Boston, so we’ll be fine.” 

The Bruins tied Game 3 on a DeBrusk-to-Coyle shorthanded goal. 
Marchand doesn’t have a shorty so far, but he looks ready to strike as he 
rattles around inside DeAngelo’s head. 

“Just stay out of the box,” Hurricanes defenseman Jaccob Slavin said. 
“We can beat them 5 on 5. We’ve just got to make sure our special 
teams are good.” 

Brind’Amour, who lost starter Frederik Andersen before the playoffs, has 
received inconsistent results from Antti Raanta (1-1) and Kochetkov (1-
1). Raanta was a star in Game 1, but he returned in Game 4 to have 
Bergeron outflank him for the 1-1 goal between his pads. Raanta also 
couldn’t find the puck that DeBrusk jammed home to make it 2-2. 

Brind’Amour continues to run his team at the same frenetic pace, and he 
keeps asking his defensemen to shoot from the point. The Bruins have 
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adjusted. They blocked nearly as many shots (44) in Games 3 and 4 
combined as the Hurricanes put on goal (53). 

Cassidy cited his team closing quickly to the blue line, sticks out, and 
shutting down Carolina’s deceptive plays that find shooting lanes. 

“I think the blocked shot totals,” he said, “show you a little more of a 
commitment on our team at home here the last two games to prevent 
those pucks from getting to those dirty areas.” 

Their power-play touch is back, led by the top line. Their penalty kill is 
sound. The Bruins know they can overcome deficits against the 
Hurricanes. 

“Confidence that we’ll get the timely save and the finish at the other end 
to get back in the game,” Cassidy said. “There were some goals we 
scored (Sunday) to get back in the game. The guys are confident they 
can do that, and not let the game get away from them. That’s what 
happened previously with Carolina.” 
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Bruins goaltender Jeremy Swayman will start Game 5, his third straight 
against Hurricanes 

 

By Julian Benbow Globe Staff,Updated May 9, 2022, 4:55 p.m. 

 

With back-to-back wins at home, the Bruins were able to claw back into 
their first-round series against the Hurricanes and even the series at two 
games apiece. 

At the heart of those two wins was rookie goaltender Jeremy Swayman, 
who stopped 25 shots in Game 3 and 24 in Game 4. 

He’ll be in net for the third straight game Tuesday for Game 5 in Raleigh, 
N.C., as Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy rides the hot hand. 

Swayman’s imperturbability has been one of his strongest assets during 
his first full NHL season. No moment has been too big — from starting 
the regular-season opener to going down to AHL Providence when 
Bruins mainstay Tuukka Rask attempted a comeback midseason, to 
splitting duties with veteran Linus Ullmark once Swayman returned in 
January. 

But this will be just the second time the 23-year-old has made three 
straight starts. The other was in April. 

Cassidy said he was confident Swayman could handle it. 

“I’m not that worried about three games,” Cassidy said. “I’d be worried 
more if it was seven in a row, something like that. There’s a little bit of 
that momentum that you just carried, gives us some energy in this time of 
the year that might not have in the January, February times of year. 

“So right now he does not look like he’s fatigued in there. He’s certainly 
had to work but not to the point where it should affect his overall play.” 

The Bruins expected a long series against the Hurricanes. Part of the 
plan was to monitor both Swayman and Ullmark — both playing in the 
postseason for the first time — as the series played out. 

Goaltending coach Bob Essensa will have the closest eye on Swayman 
to make sure the workload doesn’t wear on him. 

“We just have to make sure we have our pulse on what’s going on,” 
Cassidy said. “Goalie Bob, I think he’ll be able to tell technique-wise 
before all of us. ‘OK, he’s not recovering as quickly, not getting back to 
his feet as quickly, his push-offs aren’t as strong.’ And then he’ll let me 
know and we’ll have to make a decision. But right now I think he’s fine.” 

McAvoy out, but Lindholm up in the air 

Hampus Lindholm skated with the team at Monday’s practice at Warrior 
Ice Arena, but his availability for Game 5 won’t be determined until game 
time. 

Lindholm suffered an upper-body injury in Game 2 after a brutal hit from 
Andrei Svechnikov. He has missed the past two games. 

“I’ll get an update on him from the medical team,” Cassidy said. “So I’m 
not going to rule him out, but I’m not putting him in either right now. I 
have to hear from the doctors that he’s cleared. I don’t need to see 
anything. If he’s cleared, he’s in. If he’s not, we’ll list him as probable for 
the next game. But the fact that he’s out there skating is always a 
positive.” 

Charlie McAvoy remains in COVID protocol after testing positive Sunday 
morning. As of Jan. 31, the NHL required players who entered protocol to 
self-isolate for five days. 

“Doctors will let me know when he’s out of protocol,” Cassidy said. “I’m 
not sure how he gets out of protocol. I just know they’ll let me know when 
he’s out. I spoke to him yesterday. He’s feeling better. So that’s a 
positive. When he’s available again . . . I don’t have an answer today for 
that.” 

Marchand keeping cool 

Brad Marchand downplayed any brewing tension with Carolina’s Tony 
DeAngelo, and Cassidy didn’t seem too worried about it either. 

Marchand was suspended twice during the regular season and has been 
fined $5,000 during this first-round series for slashing goalie Pyotr 
Kochetkov in Game 2, but Cassidy said he doesn’t believe Marchand is 
getting close to dangerous territory. 

“I think he’s been fine with it,” Cassidy said. “I didn’t see him lose his 
composure [Sunday] at all. Usually, when that starts to get closer, that’s 
when we will tell him.” 

Brad Marchand played a sizable role in the Game 4 win.MADDIE 
MEYER/GETTY 

DeAngelo, on the other hand, seemed to spiral after getting into a verbal 
exchange with Marchand at the end of the first period. He went to the 
penalty box for cross-checking Curtis Lazar and threw his stick to try to 
keep Marchand from scoring an empty-net goal with 35 seconds left in 
the Bruins’ 5-2 win. 

Cassidy said sometimes Marchand senses when an opponent doesn’t 
have control of his emotions. 

“He’s also been through it a few times,” Cassidy said. “So he’s maybe 
taken advantage of a situation [where] he knows how a certain guy can 
feel on the opposition. Maybe that’s a little bit of it.” 

Marchand has a 3-6—9 line through the first four games of the series. 

“This time of year, he plays a lot of confidence, especially when things 
are going well,” Cassidy said. 
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Bruins notebook: Hampus Lindholm possible for Game 5 

 

Steve Conroy7-8 minutes 09/05/2022 

 

There was a promising sight shortly before the Bruins’ 11:30 a.m. 
practice on Monday as Hampus Lindholm,  out since taking a hellacious 
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hit from Andrei Svechnikov in Game 2 that knocked him dizzy, took the 
ice in Brighton for the B’s optional practice. 

But whether that means he’ll be able to give the B’s some much needed 
help on defense on Tuesday – Charlie McAvoy (COVID) is not expected 
to play in Game 5 in Carolina – is still to be determined. 

Lindholm, who took the ice in a tinted face shield (most likely to combat 
any possible light sensitivity), did not get a high octane, full practice to 
test how he was feeling, but those sessions are few and far between 
during the playoffs. It’s a matter of getting medical clearance from the 
doctors. 

“I have to hear it from the doctor’s that he’s cleared,” said coach Bruce 
Cassidy. “If he’s cleared, he’s in. If he’s not, we’ll list him as probable for 
the next game. But the fact that he’s out there skating is always positive 
sign.” 

Cassidy did not expect McAvoy to accompany the team to Carolina. 
There is a five-day isolation period, though a player can test out earlier if 
he produces two negative tests 24 hours apart. That is not expected to 
happen. 

“I spoke to him (Sunday) and he’s feeling better, so that’s a positive,” 
said Cassidy. “When he’s available, I don’t have an answer today for 
that.” 

If Lindholm is available, it would create a decision for Cassidy. He could 
take out Josh Brown, who struggled at times but did provide a good shift 
late in the game when Carolina pulled the goalie. That would give the B’s 
four left sticks and someone would have to shift over to the right side. Or 
they could sit Mike Reilly or Matt Grzelcyk. The former scenario seems 
more likely. 

It’s a good bet that at least one pairing would remain intact, and that 
would be the Connor Clifton-Derek Forbort duo. A question mark right up 
until the last week of the regular season, Clifton and Forbort have both 
elevated their games in the playoffs. 

Cassidy said that the staff had a conversation with the pair back in March 
about parking any negative things that happen in a game. 

“We said ‘Try not to let one bad game snowball into two or three bad 
ones.’ That was a little bit of Cliffy’s thing,” said Cassidy. “Just put it 
behind you and get back to what you need to do well, which is execute a 
good first pass and try to do that on your forehand, try to stay off your 
backhand as much as possible, make a strong play. And play to your 
strengths. 

“Cliffy’s physicality has been excellent, counter hits, finishing guys, 
annoying guys that way. Forbort’s strength – (penalty kill), blocking shots, 
getting in the way – has been good. They’re playing to their strengths so 
now they’re feeling good about their game. And their puck play has been 
good enough to help us get going the other way. 

“I think they also look around, see Lindholm’s not in, McAvoy’s not in, 
and somebody’s got to step up. Why not me? Cliffy’s always had that. 
That’s how he’s gotten in the lineup. He’s always had to outplay 
someone. He’s never been given anything. Forbort’s a little bit different. I 
don’t know his whole career, but he’s had to work his way into lineups, 
too. Sometimes it’s ‘Here’s my chance, I better grab it.’ And I think 
they’ve done that.” 

Clifton said it’s a matter of a lot of work coming together at the right time. 

“We’ve played together pretty much all year. And we’ve finally got some 
chemistry, we’re playing good, we’re playing fast, we’re defending hard 
and playing hard. Honestly it’s been going really well for us. We just have 
to keep that up, that energy,” said Clifton. 

Swayman gets Game 5 nod 

Jeremy Swayman will get the nod for Game 5. It will be the second time 
this year that Swayman has played as many as three games in a row, but 
Cassidy is not concerned. 

“He’s out there today and it was optional, completely optional, so that’s a 
good sign that he’s not overly fatigued. I think an afternoon game helps 
with recovery. He likes to work as well. Every day he can do a little 
something,” said Cassidy. “I’m not that worried about three games. I’d be 
worried if it was seven in a row or something like that. There’s a little bit f 
that momentum that gives you some energy at this time of year that you 
might not have in January, February. Right now he he does not look like 
he’s fatigued in there. He’s certainly had work, but not to the point where 
it should affect his overall play. Until I get feedback from him, that’s what 
we’ll do. But we’re always keeping an eye on it.” 

Marchand son the right side of line 

As of the moment, Carolina’s Tony DeAngelo has not been fined by the 
NHL for any of his actions on Sunday – not the crosscheck to Curtis 
Lazar’s face, not the extra punches thrown after the whistle, not the 
throwing of the stick at the end of the game. That’s in stark contrast to 
Brad Marchand’s $5,000 fine for slash into goalie Pyotr Kochetkov in 
response to an initial slash from Kochetkov, or Derek Forbort’s $5,000 
fine for a careless high stick that had already cost the defenseman a 
double minor. 

As for Marchand’s running yap-fest with DeAngelo, Cassidy didn’t see 
Marchand’s behavior concerning at all. 

“I didn’t see him lose his composure at all. When that starts to get closer, 
that’s when we’ll tell him … he’s also been through it a couple of times so 
he’s maybe taking advantage of a situation, he knows how a certain guy 
can feel on the opposition,” said Cassidy. “Other than that, Brad, at this 
time of year, he plays with a lot of confidence when things are going well. 
I don’t think he’s even been close to (going over the line). He got 
engaged with the goalie, I know that, but that’s the only thing in four 
games … Right now he seems like he’s fine with that.” 

DeAngelo spoke to reporters in Carolina on Monday, but didn’t want to 
talk much about his confrontation with Marchand after the first period. 

“Just playoff hockey. All good,” said DeAngelo. “I don’t know what 
emotions we’re talking about. It’s playoff hockey and we’re losing the 
game, so obviously eveyone’s frustrated and I don’t think anything 
happened. Nothing happened in the game. Everyone wants to write a 
little story about something. But we’re trying to win a series here. So if 
you don’t have any fire, you’re not going to win. So I’m going to keep 
donig what I’m doing. I’m not concerned with what anyone thinks.”.. 

The NHL set the Game 6 start time at 7 p.m. on Thursday at the Garden. 
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Will Lindholm or McAvoy play in Game 5? Latest update on Bruins d-men 

 

Darren Hartwell2-3 minutes 

 

The Boston Bruins gave an inspired effort Sunday without their top two 
defensemen, but they'd sure like to have at least one of them back 
Tuesday for a pivotal Game 5 against the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Defenseman Hampus Lindholm missed Games 3 and 4 of the Bruins' 
first-round Stanley Cup Playoff series after taking a massive hit from 
Hurricanes forward Andrei Svechnikov late in the second period of Game 
2. 

Lindholm participated in Boston's morning skate Monday at Warrior Ice 
Arena, however, which is a sign of progress for the 28-year-old. 

According to Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy, Lindholm's status for 
Game 5 in Carolina is still up in the air. 
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"He's skating today. I'll get an update on him from the medical team," 
Cassidy told reporters Monday. "So, I'm not going to rule him out [for 
Game 5] but I'm not putting him in either right now. 

"I have to hear from the doctors that he's cleared. If he's cleared, he's in. 
If he's not, then will list him as probable for the next game. But the fact 
that he's out there skating is always a positive sign." 

Lindholm is Boston's top defenseman behind Charlie McAvoy and was 
acquired from the Anaheim Ducks at the NHL trade deadline to bolster 
the Bruins' blue line for a Stanley Cup run. McAvoy was placed in 
COVID-19 protocols prior to Game 4, and while he's "feeling better," per 
Cassidy, it's unlikely he'll be out of protocols in time to travel with the 
team to Carolina for Game 5. 

If the Bruins want to take a 3-2 series lead, they'll need to shore up their 
defense in Carolina, where the Hurricanes scored five goals apiece in 
Games 1 and 2. 
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DeAngelo vs. Marchand will be must-watch from here on out 

 

Nick Goss2-3 minutes 

 

BOSTON -- Hurricanes defenseman Tony DeAngelo lost his composure 
in Game 4 and it hurt his team's ability to prevent the Bruins from tying 
their first-round playoff series at two wins apiece. 

DeAngelo became enemy No. 1 at TD Garden on Sunday afternoon. By 
the third period, he was being booed every time he touched the puck. 

Bruins forward Brad Marchand was chirping at DeAngelo all game, most 
notably at the end of the first period when both players exchanged plenty 
of trash talk. It appeared as if Marchand was bringing up DeAngelo's past 
issues and the 'Canes defenseman responded by mocking the veteran 
right winger's nose. 

Marchand was asked after his team's 5-2 victory what he said to 
DeAngelo. He didn't make much of it. 

“It wasn’t much of an exchange,” Marchand said. “I didn’t even know he 
was around. Kind of came out of nowhere. There wasn’t really much of 
one. Just saying hi. How’s your Mother’s Day?” 

DeAngelo's frustration reached an even higher level at the end of the 
third period when Marchand scored an empty-net goal. The Hurricanes 
defenseman threw his stick at Marchand and was lucky to escape a 
penalty. 

DeAngelo also had an altercation with Bruins forward Curtis Lazar in the 
third period where the 26-year-old defenseman took a cross-checking 
penalty. It was a stupid penalty for DeAngelo to take with his team trailing 
by two goals. Lazar had thrown a couple big hits on DeAngelo earlier in 
the game. 

DeAngelo's nightmare game highlighted an overall lack of discipline from 
the Hurricanes on Sunday. 

They committed eight penalties and put the Bruins on nine power plays -- 
two of which Boston scored on. If the Hurricanes don't regain their 
composure and stay out of the penalty box, they'll have a tough time 
winning two of the next three games. 
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Red-hot special teams have swung Bruins-Hurricanes series in Boston's 
favor 

 

Nick Goss5-6 minutes 

 

BOSTON -- Remember when the Bruins power play was in the middle of 
an 0-for-39 slump in April and then could barely execute a successful 
zone entry in Game 1 of their first-round playoff series against the 
Carolina Hurricanes? 

Those struggles seem like a long time ago, especially after the Bruins 
completely dominated the special teams battle to win Game 3 and Game 
4 at TD Garden this past weekend to even the series at two victories 
apiece. 

There are a bunch of reasons why the Bruins are headed back to Raleigh 
with a chance to take a 3-2 series lead. After a slow start to the series, 
Boston's top players -- most notably Brad Marchand and David Pastrnak 
-- are firing on all cylinders offensively. Rookie goalie Jeremy Swayman 
has given the B's two excellent performances in net. The blue line, which 
was without its top two defensemen in Charlie McAvoy and Hampus 
Lindholm for Game 4 on Sunday afternoon, has held up better than 
expected. 

But the biggest reason for the Bruins' remarkable turnaround has been 
their special teams play. This area proved to be the difference over the 
last two games. 

The Hurricanes committed six penalties and gave up two power-play 
goals in Game 3. They vowed to stay out of the box and be more 
disciplined going forward. 

Instead, they played with even less composure and lost their cool in 
Game 4. Carolina was penalized eight times Sunday and gave up two 
more power-play goals. Boston had nine power plays overall, including 
two separate 5-on-3 advantages for over a minute apiece. The B's 
capitalized on the second 5-on-3 to open the third period. Marchand fired 
a perfect shot past Hurricanes goalie Antti Raanta to give the Bruins their 
first lead at 3-2. 

The Hurricanes had the No. 1 ranked penalty kill in the regular season 
with an 88 percent success rate, but it has allowed five goals in the last 
eight periods. 

“We took too many (penalties). It felt like the whole game we were 
shorthanded," Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind'Amour said after his 
team's Game 4 defeat. "Those top guys, they’re as elite as they come. 
You just can’t give them those looks." 

Boston's penalty kill also has shown tremendous improvement in the last 
two games. 

This unit gave up two power-play goals in the Bruins' 5-2 loss in Game 2. 
But the PK was a perfect 10-for-10 in Games 3 and 4 combined. The 
Bruins penalty kill is now blocking shots, winning puck battles, breaking 
up passes, clogging shooting lanes and making it difficult for the 'Canes 
to enter the attacking zone.  

The Bruins were shorthanded for 5:35 in Game 4 and gave up three 
shots on net and only one scoring chance. In Game 3, the Bruins allowed 
just three shots on net and scored a shorthanded goal in 10 minutes of 
penalty kill action. B's defenseman Derek Forbort blocked six (!) shots on 
the penalty kill by himself Friday night. 

It's hard to rely on special teams to carry you through a series. Power 
plays are susceptible to cold steaks, which the Bruins experienced first 
hand last month. 

But it wouldn't be surprising if the Bruins got plenty more opportunities to 
cash in on the power play. The Hurricanes took the seventh-most 
penalties in the league during the regular season with 331, and their 
penalty differential of minus-46 was the second-worst in the league. 
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Carolina doesn't draw a ton of penalties and also commits them at a high 
rate.  

If the Hurricanes stay out of the box, they'll have a very good chance to 
win this series, especially with two of the final three games being played 
in Raleigh. Carolina has been the better even-strength team, outscoring 
Boston 12-6 with a 79-75 edge in scoring chances during the 175:55 of 
even-strength ice time through four games. 

But the Hurricanes have shown nothing to suggest they will play with 
more discipline the rest of the series. If the Bruins continue to win the 
special teams battle at this kind of rate, it won't be a matter of if, but when 
they eliminate the 'Canes from the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 
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Tony DeAngelo Calls Out Boston Bruins Fans Ahead Of Game 5 

 

Published 11 hours ago on May 9, 2022 By Jimmy Murphy5-6 minutes 
09/05/2022 

 

If Carolina Hurricanes defenseman Tony DeAngelo’s goal is to become 
one of the most hated sports villains in recent Boston Bruins and Bostons 
sports history, he’s doing a great job. 

After allowing Boston Bruins winger Brad Marchand to get under his skin 
and remind him of his troubled past, DeAngelo, and his Hurricanes 
teammates unraveled in a 5-2 loss that sent this first round playoff series 
back to Raleigh tied at two games apiece. DeAngelo was jeered viciously 
by the Boston Bruins fans at TD Garden after his interaction with 
Marchand and then after he cross-checked and punched Boston Bruins 
forward Curtis Lazar. 

Following Hurricanes practice on Monday, DeAngelo shrugged off the 
idea that the Boston Bruins have seized momentum in the series heading 
into Game 5 Tuesday at PNC Arena in Raleigh. He also took a shot at 
Bruins fans saying PNC is a much louder arena than TD Garden is. 

“There’s no panic in our locker room. 2-2 series, and we’re back in front 
of a much louder building than it was in Boston, so we’ll be fine,” 
DeAngelo said. 

As for the exchange with Marchand at the end of the first period in which 
he pointed at his nose in jest of Marchand’s rather large beak, and to 
which Marchand retorted by yelling at him “You’re a racist, you’re a 
F!$*&%G racist,” DeAngelo had this to say: 

“Nothing. Just playoff hockey. All good,” he said. 

That was far less humorous that how the veteran Boston Bruins winger 
who had five points (2g, 3a) in Game 4 explained it. 

“I was just asking him if he he had a good Mother’s Day,” Marchand 
replied with a smirk when asked about the interaction with Tony 
DeAngelo following Game 4. 

Tony DeAngelo was if tossing his stick at Marchand as the Boston Bruins 
winger broke in alone for an empty-net goal to seal the win for the Bruins 
in the waning seconds Sunday was another example of him losing his 
cool? 

“Yeah, is that right?,” DeAngelo responded when asked about stick toss. 
“I’d rather knock off the puck… if it knocks off his stick, it’s gonna count 
as a goal anyways. So would you rather see it go in the net or go wide? It 
is what it is. It doesn’t bother me very much that I can’t do it.” 

As far as Tony DeAngelo is concerned, his childish behavior had no 
bearing on the outcome and didn’t fuel a Bruins team grasping for a 
spark after trailing 2-1 after the first period. 

“I don’t know what emotions we’re talking about here” DeAngelo said. 
“It’s playoff hockey. We’re losing the game, so obviously we’re a little 
frustrated, but I don’t think anything happened. Nothing happened in the 
game. Everybody wants to write a little story about it or something, but 
we’re trying to win a series here. If you don’t have any fire, you’re not 
gonna win. I’m gonna keep doing what I’m doing. I’m not very concerned 
what anybody thinks.” 

"We're trying to win a series here. If you don't have a little fire, then 
you're not going to win" 

That answer doesn’t hold much weight though considering what one 
Bruins fan claimed Tony DeAngelo did to his two teenage sons following 
the game. DeAngelo apparently challenged the youngsters to a fight. 

On thing is for sure, if Tony DeAngelo truly thinks that he wasn’t out of 
line and didn’t hurt his team, then the Bruins will have a better chance of 
egging him into penalties and heading back to Boston up 3-2 in the 
series with a chance to clinch in Game 6 Thursday. 

With 20 years of experience (SiriusXM NHL Network Radio, 
ESPNBoston, NESN, NHL.com, etc.) covering the Bruins, the NHL, 
NCAA and junior hockey and more, Jimmy Murphy’s hockey black book 
is full of Hall of Famers, current players, coaches, management, scouts 
and a wide array of hockey media personalities that have lived in and 
around this great game. For 17 of his 20 years as a hockey and sports 
reporter, Murph covered the Bruins on essentially a daily basis covering 
their victorious 2011 Stanley Cup run and their 2013 run to the Final as 
well. Murphy has hosted national and local radio shows and podcasts 
and also has experience in TV as well. 
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Boston Bruins Lindholm Practices, Not Ruled Out For Game 5 

 

Published 15 hours ago on May 9, 2022 By Joe Haggerty3-4 minutes 
09/05/2022 

 

BRIGHTON, MA – While it feels doubtful that Boston Bruins defenseman 
Charlie McAvoy will be able to return for Tuesday night’s Game 5, it 
appears that Hampus Lindholm might be a possibility to return for the 
Black and Gold. 

Lindholm participated in an optional skate with the Boston Bruins at 
Warrior Ice Arena on Monday morning without any limitations and has 
not been ruled out from playing on Tuesday night at PNC Arena at this 
point, per Bruce Cassidy. The Boston Bruins head coach did indicate that 
he wasn’t sure if Lindholm had been medically cleared to play as of yet, 
but that’s a status that could potentially change right up until puck drop in 
Carolina. 

“He’s skating today. I’ll get an update on him from the medical team. So, 
I’m not going to rule him out, but I’m not putting him in either right now,” 
said Cassidy. “I have to hear from the doctors that he’s cleared. I don’t 
need to see anything. If he’s cleared, he’s in. If he’s not, then we’ll list 
him [as] probable for the next game. But the fact that he’s out there 
skating is always a positive sign.” 

Lindholm, of course, has missed the last two games in Boston after an 
Andrei Svechnikov body check knocked him out of the Game 2 loss to 
Carolina with a suspected concussion. 
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Clearly there’s some urgency for Lindholm to return to at least give the 
B’s one of their two top pair defensemen in an important Game 5 with the 
series tied 2-2, but the Boston Bruins defensemen corps did admirably 
well without either one of them in Sunday afternoon’s 5-2 victory for the 
Boston Bruins in Game 4. 

McAvoy, on the other hand, isn’t expected to travel with the Bruins down 
to Carolina and would need something miraculous to happen for him to 
be eligible to play in Game 5 while mired in the league’s COVID protocol. 
McAvoy will need two back-to-back negative COVID tests before he’d be 
allowed to play amidst a five-day quarantine period for NHL players in the 
updated NHL/NHLPA agreement on COVID rules. 

Joe Haggerty has covered the Boston Bruins and the NHL for 18 years 
with NBC Sports Boston, WEEI.com, the Boston Metro and the Woburn 
Daily Times, and currently serves as lead Bruins reporter and columnist 
for Boston Hockey Now. Haggs always strives to capture the spirt of the 
thing any way that he can. 
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Buckley: Quite a spring is blooming for Celtics and Bruins, with stars in 
the autumn of their careers leading way 

 

Steve Buckley5-7 minutes 10/05/2022 

 

It seems impossible, especially in light of what’s been happening over the 
past couple of days, but not since 1988 have the Bruins and Celtics 
advanced to the third round of the playoffs in the same springtime. 

Look it up. In the spring of ’88, the Celtics made it to the Eastern 
Conference finals before losing to Isiah Thomas and the Detroit Pistons 
in six games. The Bruins made it to the Stanley Cup Final, at which time 
they were swept in four straight by Wayne Gretzky and the Edmonton 
Oilers. Since then, there have been good years and bad years for the two 
teams but never a good year in the same year. 

But while it’s still very early — especially for the Bruins, who are still in 
the opening round of the Stanley Cup playoffs — the events of Sunday 
and Monday have made it OK to at least dream about the two teams 
keeping everyone on edge well into June. 

Lordy, what a couple of days it’s been. Consider that Sunday at TD 
Garden it was the Bruins submitting an effort of gutty brilliance in their 
opening-round, series-tying 5-2 victory over the Carolina Hurricanes. And 
at Milwaukee’s Fiserv Forum on Monday night, it was the Celtics roaring 
back in the fourth quarter and emerging with a second-round, series-tying 
116-108 victory over the defending NBA champion Bucks. 

Best of all, the Bruins and Celtics both produced a grizzled veteran who 
stepped forward and provided a snapshot moment that has the potential 
to be remembered for a long, long time if these teams go a long, long 
way in the postseason. 

No need to keep you in suspense here, because if you watched, you 
know. It was Patrice Bergeron for the Bruins, whom we’ll get to in a 
moment, and, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, it was Al Horford for the 
Celtics. And if yeses don’t do it for you, we’ll go with Celtics guard 
Marcus Smart’s assessment of what Horford’s performance meant to the 
Celtics on Monday night: “So it’s a big, big, big, big, big — and I mean 
this — big key, Al being with us, and he makes it that much better.” 

It wasn’t just that Horford, who turns 36 next month, turned in one of the 
finest postseason games of his career. AARP Al established a career 
postseason best with 30 points, 16 coming in the fourth quarter. But 
perhaps just as important, perhaps even more important if one takes 

momentum and team-building into account, was a pair of collisions 
Horford had with Bucks superstar Giannis Antetokounmpo. 

Let’s see, in the third quarter, Antetokounmpo picked up a tech when he 
growled something at Horford after completing a dunk, prompting the 
veteran Celtic to shake his head as though filing away the information for 
future use. In the fourth quarter, Horford drove to the basket and 
delivered a dunk of his own, after which he delivered a left forearm that 
sent Antetokounmpo crashing to the floor. 

What did Antetokounmpo say to Horford that lit him up? 

“I don’t know what he said to me,” Horford said, “but the way he was 
looking at me and the way he was going about it really didn’t sit well with 
me. … At that point, I think something switched with me in the game.” 

It makes no difference what the Bucks star said, just as it makes no 
difference if Horford’s elbowing of Antetokounmpo was intentional or 
oops. What matters is that these Horford-Antetokounmpo encounters are 
now the signature moments of the series. 

And Horford, in particular, gave his Celtics teammates what Bergeron, 
who turns 37 in July, gave his teammates Sunday when he tried to finish 
a shift after a high stick from the Hurricanes’ Sebastian Aho resulted in a 
stream of blood oozing from the area around Pension Patrice’s right eye. 

These things matter. 

“We love Al,” Smart said. “He’s the best vet we’ve ever had, the best vet 
I’ve ever had. … We very much needed him, and he came through big 
for us and helped us secure this win tonight.” 

And here’s veteran Bruin Brad Marchand on Sunday, talking about 
Bergeron’s eye injury: “That’s the least of what Bergie’s played through. 
He’s played with a hole in his lung and a broken rib. There’s not a whole 
lot that’s going to keep him down.” 

Decorum demands that we point out, again, that the Bruins are still in the 
first round. The Celtics are in the second round. But the Bruins’ victory 
Sunday, followed by the Celtics’ victory Monday, is merely the beginning 
of what may well be a nonstop whirl of postseason crazy for the rest of 
the week. Check it out: 

• Tuesday night: Bruins at Hurricanes, Game 5 

• Wednesday night: Bucks at Celtics, Game 5 

• Thursday night: Hurricanes at Bruins, Game 6 

• Friday night: Celtics at Bucks, Game 6 

• Saturday: Bruins at Hurricanes, Game 7 (if necessary) 

• Sunday: Bucks at Celtics, Game 7 (if necessary) 

Bruins. Celtics. Bruins. Celtics. Bruins. Celtics. 

If the teams are still alive a week from now, there’s every chance they’ll 
be playing Garden dates on the same day, a matinee followed by a night 
game. If so, here’s hoping the Bruins and Celtics get Al Horford and 
Patrice Bergeron together for a photo op as they pass each other in the 
hallway. They’re a couple of old guys, sure, but they symbolize why the 
Celtics and Bruins are still selling tickets as we move to the middle of 
May. 
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How Bruins’ Bruce Cassidy is winning the chess match vs. Rod 
Brind’Amour 

 

Fluto Shinzawa6-7 minutes 09/05/2022 
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Bruce Cassidy reunited David Pastrnak with Brad Marchand and Patrice 
Bergeron during Game 2. The Bruins coach replaced Linus Ullmark with 
Jeremy Swayman for Game 3. He rolled a rare five-forward unit for a 
five-on-three power play that produced the Game 4 winner. 

Meanwhile, Rod Brind’Amour issued an unsuccessful goalie interference 
challenge in Game 4. The Hurricanes coach went with Antti Raanta on 
Sunday instead of Pyotr Kochetkov. Brind’Amour is sticking to his game 
plan of driving offense from the points, even after the Bruins have dulled 
that philosophy’s sharpness. 

“We’re closing quicker on their point men and going out with our stick out 
so they don’t have as much time for deception plays to find the shooting 
lane,” said Cassidy of the adjustments the Bruins made in Games 3 and 
4. “They’ve got to get it off quicker. I think the blocked shot totals show 
you a little more of a commitment on our team at home here the last two 
games to prevent those pucks from getting to those dirty areas. Take 
those two things.” 

The Hurricanes adore Brind’Amour. For good reason. He is an uplifting, 
inspirational, one-of-the-guys leader. 

“I’ve definitely never had a coach like Roddy,” said Max Domi, who has 
played for Dave Tippett, Rick Tocchet, Claude Julien, John Tortorella and 
Brad Larsen. “He’s awesome. He’s just so positive. Kind of feels like 
another player, to be honest. He wants to win so bad.” 

But after his team won the first two games of this series, Brind’Amour has 
been unable to bandage the bleeding. This has happened before. In 
2020, the Hurricanes lost three straight in the opening round. The year 
before, the Bruins swept the Hurricanes. 

So far, Brind’Amour’s most ill-timed decision was the Game 4 challenge. 
He had to be 100 percent certain that referees Frederick L’Ecuyer and 
Chris Lee would overturn their initial good-goal call. Otherwise, putting 
the Bruins back on the power play after the tying goal would take the 
breath out of the Hurricanes. 

Replays showed nothing resembling flat-out goalie interference. Jake 
DeBrusk’s goal stood. Carolina was called for delay of game. That was 
compounded when Sebastian Aho raked Bergeron in the face. The 
Bruins scored the winning goal on the following five-on-three power play. 

“I would have bet my life on that one,” Brind’Amour told Hurricanes 
reporters after Game 4. “It’s tough. Because it’s clearly, it’s clearly … 
especially the view we saw after, it’s in between his pads, loose. I’m all 
good with that. But the guy came from the side, pushes his pad, squirts 
the puck out, taps it in. Little different if the guy had come from the front 
and was actually playing the puck. You can’t play the puck when it’s in 
between his legs from the side, knock the goalie sideways, turn it to 
squirt it out.” 

You could make the case that Brind’Amour put the Hurricanes in position 
for the challenge by changing his goalies. Pyotr Kochetkov stopped 24 
shots in Game 3. He had no chance on Charlie Coyle’s short-handed 
goal. Marchand beat Kochetkov with an unchallenged snap shot from the 
slot. Pastrnak, with help from a Brett Pesce screen, slipped in a short-
side power-play goal. Taylor Hall scored a slam-dunk power-play goal.  

All of this came after Kochetkov relieved Raanta in Game 2 and played 
well. He even challenged Marchand by slashing and punching the Bruins’ 
agitator. Marchand came out of it $5,000 poorer. 

Raanta took over the crease in Game 4. Instead of sealing the strong-
side post, Raanta leaned the wrong way when Pastrnak went behind the 
net. When Raanta tried to recover, he opened up the five-hole. Bergeron 
found it. 

Prior to DeBrusk’s power-play goal, Marchand threw a puck on net from 
behind the goal line. Raanta should have covered it promptly. Instead, he 
lost it. This initiated the pileup that produced DeBrusk’s goal and the 
failed challenge.  

Now Brind’Amour has to make a critical Game 5 goalie call. It may not 
matter if the Hurricanes can’t stay out of the box.  

Both teams have been short-handed 22 times. The difference is that the 
Bruins have killed 20 of 22. The Hurricanes have killed 17 (77.3 percent).  

During the regular season, Carolina was shorthanded 276 times, second-
most in the league. The Hurricanes had an NHL-best 88.0 percent 
penalty kill.  

“We’ve talked about it all year,” Brind’Amour said of keeping the team’s 
discipline. “We play aggressively. It’s obviously an issue. The ones you 
can control, for sure, those are the ones we’ve got to take out. The other 
ones, they’re happening both ways. The ones that are obvious, the 
discipline kind of penalties — the extra ones, the shot to the face — we 
can cut those out. There’s only a couple of those. The other ones, they 
are what they are.” 

Aside from the goalie swaps, Brind’Amour has only made minor lineup 
tweaks. AfterJordan Martinook went down in Game 3, Derek Stepan 
made his series debut in Game 4. Martin Necas, a fourth-liner for the first 
three games, played with Teuvo Teravainen and Vincent Trocheck. Domi 
went down to the fourth line. 

Meanwhile, Cassidy put his top line back together, switched his goalies, 
pulled out Trent Frederic and dressed Chris Wagner. With Charlie 
McAvoy and Hampus Lindholm unavailable in Game 4, Cassidy 
managed his matchups to reduce the severity of missing his top pairing. 
He promoted DeBrusk to the No. 1 power-play unit. 

Even when the Bruins were leading in Game 4, Cassidy saw room for 
improvement. He split up Hall and Erik Haula, the second-line tandem 
that had been in place for four-plus months. Hall finished Game 4 with 
Coyle and DeBrusk. 

Brind’Amour will have an advantage in Game 5. He will have last change 
at PNC Arena. It will allow him to match Jordan Staal, Carolina’s best 
player through four games, against Bergeron’s line.  

“We need to win a game on the road,” said Cassidy. “If we don’t win a 
game on the road in this series, we’re not advancing.” 
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Bruins’ Charlie McAvoy will never win the Norris Trophy, and that’s too 
bad 

 

Fluto Shinzawa5-6 minutes 09/05/2022 

 

Roman Josi, Cale Makar and Victor Hedman are the three finalists for the 
Norris Trophy. It is probably not a coincidence that Josi (96 points), 
Makar (86) and Hedman (85) also finished 1-2-3 in defenseman scoring 
this season. 

Charlie McAvoy, meanwhile, scored 56 points, No. 11 among league 
defensemen. It was a career high.  

It may be McAvoy’s ceiling. 

Explosive offense is not McAvoy’s calling card. That is the realm of Josi, 
Makar and Hedman. Adam Fox, Quinn Hughes and Morgan Rielly are in 
the next tier. All of them push the offensive five-on-five pace and make 
their hay on the power play. There is value in all of that. You could argue 
that the more you’re scoring, the less you’re playing defense. 

It is not tearing down McAvoy’s game to say he does not have the same 
degree of offensive fireworks in his feet, hands and eyes that his peers 
possess to put up their points. McAvoy is who he is, which is exactly 
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what the Bruins want him to be: an all-situations stud who is just as 
comfortable flexing his muscles against top-liners as he is working the 
point on the No. 1 power-play unit. 

“They should be able to play a 200-foot game,” coach Bruce Cassidy 
said earlier this year when asked what he believed should be Norris 
criteria. “I think it’s gotten tilted more offensively. And that’s OK. Because 
offense is a big part of the game. When you have the puck, it’s hard to 
get scored on. So you could make the argument that you’re probably as 
good defensively as anybody when you have the puck and you’re making 
plays. But I think it should involve a player that can play in a lot of 
different situations. Maybe not a penalty killer like every time over the 
boards. But they should be able to contribute to that. 

“You’re seeing conversations with Makar now, who’s more of an 
offensive guy. I think that’s OK in today’s game. Before, you would have 
expected some more (Rod) Langway attributes of blocking shots and 
defending hard. There’s different ways you can defend now with your 
stick and your feet and your IQ. I think you have to factor that in. For me, 
it’s a guy that can play in all situations, make his team better and make 
his partner better, whoever that happens to be. It’s almost to the point 
now where you wonder whether there should be an offensive one and a 
defensive one. That’s probably the next conversation that will come up.” 

The criteria of the award, similarly, outlines all 200 feet: “to the defense 
player who demonstrates throughout the season the greatest all-round 
ability in the position.” 

The five previous Norris winners were Fox, Josi, Mark Giordano, 
Hedman and Brent Burns. They finished, respectively, second, second, 
second, fifth and first in scoring by defensemen.  

The Professional Hockey Writers Association votes on the Norris. It is up 
to PHWA voters, then, to make up their own minds on how to interpret 
the award’s criteria. Based on the three finalists, it could be that most 
PHWA members consider production more heavily when determining the 
nominations. That is their right, of course. 

It is also their right to weigh the importance of defense just as 
significantly. McAvoy does not have much company in that category.  

According to Natural Stat Trick, 143 defensemen logged 1,000 or more 
five-on-five minutes this season. McAvoy’s rate of 1.86 expected goals 
against per 60 minutes of five-on-five play was lower than all but one, 
Matt Grzelcyk (1.82 xGA/60), who just happened to be one of his regular 
partners. Makar (2.21), Hedman (2.32) and Josi (2.37) were ranked 16th, 
34th and 47th. 

Opponents averaged 25.80 shots per 60 minutes with McAvoy on the ice, 
third-lowest in the league. It takes a lot of scrolling to find Hedman (28.1, 
No. 23), Makar (29.86, No. 61) and Josi (31.1, No. 88). On the flip side, 
McAvoy’s shots-for rate was a league-leading 41.49 SF/60. Being third 
and first in those categories — his resulting 61.66 percent shots-for share 
was best in show, naturally — speaks well to how McAvoy sparkles at 
both ends of the ice. 

“He’s become a great defenseman in this league,” said fellow right-shot 
defenseman Connor Clifton. “Obviously he’s missed whenever he’s not 
playing in our lineup. As for the Norris, I would have voted for him.” 

McAvoy is 24 years old. Fox (24), Makar (23) and Hughes (22) are 
younger. They figure to score more points than McAvoy for years to 
come. 

It may mean that McAvoy’s value, at least in Norris terms, never gains 
full measure. That’s too bad. 
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Who will hire Barry Trotz? A 32-team guide to the hottest coach on the 
market 

 

Sean Gentille 

 

How many NHL coaches woke up on Monday, heard that Barry Trotz 
was freshly unemployed and audibly groaned? 

Fifteen? Twenty? Thirty-one? 

Yep, a big, unexpected name has cannonballed into the coaching 
carousel. It seems we can thank Lou Lamoriello for that. Now, it’s time to 
take stock, league-wide, and ask the same question of every team: Are 
they in the market for a Stanley-Cup-and-914-game-winning head coach 
with a penchant for defensive systems? 

By our count, there are nine separate categories. Away we go. 

“Nope, did that already” 

Capitals: Peter Laviolette makes this a moot point — but even if he 
hadn’t kept Washington’s playoff streak alive, the 2018 divorce between 
Trotz and the Caps came at the right time. He did what they hired him to 
do, then got the deal they weren’t willing to offer themselves. 

Predators: Trotz’s 2014 exit in Nashville wasn’t all that different; his 
contract expired, David Poile decided he’d rather have another hand on 
the wheel (for the first time in franchise history) and that was that. 
Beyond that, pending sweep to the Avalanche aside, John Hynes took 
meaningful strides this season. The Preds are in a weird place, but that’s 
another issue entirely. 

Islanders: Groundbreaking as it would be, it’s tough to imagine 
Lamoriello replacing Trotz with Trotz. 

“Barry is great, but we’re set” 

Lightning: Jon Cooper will probably have to go a few minutes without 
winning a Cup before the “who’s next” discussion starts in Tampa. 

Penguins: The fact that Mike Sullivan hasn’t won a Jack Adams is weird. 
Nothing about this season — even Pittsburgh’s new ownership group — 
has cut into his job security. 

Hurricanes: It’s tough to imagine anyone other than Rod Brind’Amour 
coaching the Hurricanes, at this point. He’s the perfect coach for that 
roster, regardless of what happens in the Bruins series. 

Rangers: Beyond the fact that Gerard Gallant brought the Rangers back 
to the postseason and isn’t done yet, Jacob Trouba compared him to Ted 
Lasso on “The Athletic Hockey Show.” Players love him, and the results 
speak for themselves. 

Flames: Darryl Sutter will decide when Darryl Sutter isn’t the coach in 
Calgary, and they already seem to have Kirk Muller — for better or worse 
— lined up as his successor. 

Blues: Craig Berube won a Stanley Cup, just completed a 109-point 
regular season and signed a three-year contract extension in February. 
Nopes all around. 

Wild: In two full seasons as Minnesota’s coach, Dean Evason is 88-32-
12, and the Wild are one of the best teams in the Western Conference. 
Plenty of pieces are in place, pending cap problems notwithstanding. 
There’s zero reason to consider it. 

“We’re set … but Barry is great” 

Kings: The shortened season was ugly for Todd McLellan, but the Kings 
took an early jump forward in his third season with the team. A playoff 
run, 2-2 series with the Oilers aside, had the distinct feel of house 
money, given the future-focused nature of the last couple years. If the 
Kings are happy with the development of their young pieces — and 
there’s no real reason for them not to be — it’d make minimal sense to 
change horses midstream. 
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Sabres: We said it for the last several weeks in the Power Rankings: The 
vibes in Buffalo, for the first time in what feels like a generation, are solid. 
Don Granato’s team went 16-9-3 after March 1. The Sabres! Sixteen of 
28 down the stretch! Tage Thompson and Rasmus Dahlin took gigantic 
strides forward. Jeff Skinner and Kyle Okposo had major bounce-back 
seasons. Alex Tuch and Peyton Krebs played the Jack Eichel deal to an 
early draw. Do not touch a thing. Let Donny Meatballs cook. 

Canadiens: On balance, Martin St. Louis did some good work with a 
smoking crater of a season in Montreal; 14-19-4, all things considered, is 
a step in the right direction, nine-game April losing streak aside. He 
brings plenty to the table — including a potentially special relationship 
with Cole Caufield, who had 22 goals and 35 points in 37 games after St. 
Louis took over. Plus, this: 

This side-by-side is WILD   

Marty St. Louis showing Cole Caufield the fake one-timer and then Cole 
pulling it off in game   

(via @Mitch_Giguere) pic.twitter.com/IcMbC5t2Nr 

— B/R Open Ice (@BR_OpenIce) April 7, 2022 

Blue Jackets: Brad Larsen outkicked his coverage in his first season as 
Columbus’ coach. He’ll get another bite at the apple — though it’s worth 
noting that the Blue Jackets just had the worst defensive season in 
franchise history. It’d be a better fit at a different time. 

One-sided interest 

Blackhawks: Assuming Chicago moves on from Derek King, it’s 
impossible to imagine them not reaching out to Trotz; they’ve got deep 
pockets, and he’s a steady hand. Again, though, what about Chicago’s 
roster — now and in the immediate future — would make him bite? This 
team is bad. It’s going to get worse. And the Patrick Kane/Jonathan 
Toews questions are only going to get louder. 

Coyotes: Trotz wants to be one of the best-compensated coaches in the 
league, and the Coyotes stink out loud. Next. 

Senators: Ottawa has a solid group of young players. Whether you think 
D.J. Smith deserves another crack with that roster, the situation remains 
one that very few folks would willingly walk into, especially with leverage.  

“Maybe he wants to live in California” 

Sharks: The situation in San Jose might be a little more interesting than 
you’d think. If Trotz indeed seeks a management role — whether it 
involves coaching himself or not — the Sharks have a vacancy; Joe Will 
is still the interim GM replacement for Doug Wilson, who officially 
stepped down last month. Bob Boughner’s job, obviously, is in flux as 
well. It’s tough to look at the Sharks’ current roster and future cap 
obligations, though, and come away thinking that someone with his 
choice of jobs would wade into the muck. 

Ducks: Pat Verbeek has an inherited coach, in Dallas Eakins, and has 
already shown a willingness to make tough, rational decisions, but 
Anaheim just picked up Eakins’ option for next season. Could’ve been a 
lot more intriguing otherwise, though. “Barry Trotz shows the skillsy 
young Ducks how to win” is a red-meat narrative. 

Intriguing possibilities 

Kraken: Making the switch from Dave Hakstol after Year 1 would be 
surprising, but nothing about Seattle — on the ice, at least — was 
interesting or impressive last season. That’s a trade worth making, 
especially if Ron Francis could throw some of that Jerry Bruckheimer 
money Trotz’s way. If nothing else, they could buy the rights to sprinkle 
some of that Mitch Korn fairy dust on Philipp Grubauer. 

Flyers: The job is already open. Management has expressed a desire for 
an “aggressive retool” despite having next to no cap space or tradable 
assets. Last year’s team allowed the sixth-most goals in the league. 

Ownership’s pockets are deep. This one makes a whoooole bunch of 
sense. 

Jets: Almost as much sense as this. Murat Ates covered the bases in his 
story, calling the opportunity to bring Trotz home an “all-in” moment for 
the franchise. The team, flawed roster aside, is trying to find its way to 
“actual contender” status, and Trotz is the league’s reigning more-with-
less master. He also may well be the only person in hockey capable of 
turning Mark Scheifele into a mindful defensive player, or the Jets into a 
mindful defensive team. It’s an obvious fit. It also might’ve been a little 
more obvious had Winnipeg not already decided to bring back Kevin 
Cheveldayoff; GM/head coach Barry Trotz. 

Stars: Yes, Dallas is up 2-1 in their series with the Flames. Knocking off a 
trendy Cup pick would be a nice addition to Rick Bowness’ resume. Still, 
this was an intensely mediocre team during the regular season; the fan 
base, at times, seemed more than ready to move on. Plus, the Stars 
would be swapping out one defensive coach for another — but it’d be an 
upgrade. Bowness may have taken this roster as far as he can, and 
Stars management/ownership has little appetite for any sort of rebuild. 

Check back later 

Bruins: Bruce Cassidy has had a successful run, but the shelf life cliché 
comes for everyone, and Boston has fallen short of playoff expectations 
for a bit now. Still, it took two straight missed postseasons for Claude 
Julien to lose his job, and the Bruins have battled back against Carolina. 
This would’ve felt a whole lot more likely on Friday morning. 

Avalanche: If the Avs’ season ends in the second round again — no 
disrespect to Nashville — there’s reason to believe Jared Bednar’s seat 
would … maybe not catch on fire, but come close enough. At a certain 
point, this team is going to break through. If it doesn’t happen this season 
— hypothetically — Joe Sakic would almost be forced to make a change. 
Now, would I personally enjoy seeing the keys to that particular roster 
pass to Trotz? No. But you’ve got to acknowledge the possibility. 

Panthers: Andrew Brunette deserves to be a non-interim coach, 
regardless of what happens in Florida’s series with the Caps … but the 
interim coach he remains. The optics would be against him; regular-
season goal records are only nice if they transfer to the playoffs. The 
narrative here — “Trotz brings defensive structure and heavy hockey to a 
postseason dud” — is almost too easy. 

The rebuild exits 

Devils: Speaking of narratives: “Barry Trotz stays in-division and twists 
the knife a little farther by joining Lou Lamoriello’s old team.” Trotz didn’t 
just coach GM Tom Fitzgerald in Nashville — he named him the 
franchise’s first captain. Plus, Fitzgerald is ready to win meaningful 
games; last week, he openly talked about trading his first-round pick for a 
goaltender. It’d take firing Lindy Ruff, and a coaching salary that Devils 
ownership has balked at in the past, but there are a lot of reasons this 
should work. 

Red Wings: Max Bultman covered this in more detail, but Steve Yzerman 
had no problem tipping his hand a bit after announcing that Jeff Blashill 
wouldn’t return. He wants a new coach who can address the team’s 
glaring defensive issues (fourth-worst in the league in goals against and 
expected goals against). That, friends, is Barry Trotz’s specialty. He’d fit, 
and the returns would come quick. He’d also be agreeing to take over a 
roster that’s still a season or two away, so the ball is in his court. 

Canadian wild cards 

Canucks: The Jim Rutherford regime didn’t hire Bruce Boudreau. It also 
didn’t extend him; Boudreau has until June 1 to decide whether he wants 
to return to Vancouver on a one-year deal. If Boudreau winds up passing 
— and there’s reason to think he could get multiple years elsewhere — 
would Trotz make sense as a replacement? He might not be a natural 
stylistic fit, as far as ownership preferences are concerned but … does 
that matter, really? 
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Oilers: Jay Woodcroft has been outstanding (26-9-3) since taking over for 
Dave Tippett, especially given the limitations of that roster, but if 
Edmonton exits the postseason relatively soon, it’d be tough to imagine 
Ken Holland turning down a shot to work with Trotz. Now, would it be 
smart? That’s another question entirely. 

Maple Leafs: We’re one loss away from DEFCON 1 in Toronto. Imagine 
that. We’re not going to belabor the point, either. But if Toronto turns in a 
couple more performances against Tampa like the one from Game 4, all 
bets are off — and the screams for one name, in particular, are going to 
be very, very loud. 

Celebrity marriage 

Golden Knights: We already know GM Kelly McCrimmon is returning. 
We’ve gotten no such indication on coach Peter DeBoer, who end-
capped a car-crash season by getting into a public dispute with his hand-
picked franchise goalie. Know who was Robin Lehner’s coach during the 
best season of his career? Mhmm. The mix is off in Vegas. There’s no 
glaring on-ice issue — they just weren’t very good. Bill Foley likes name 
brands and new toys. Maybe Trotz is the one that actually pays off. 
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Is Shane Wright still the No. 1 pick? What’s at stake at the NHL Draft 
Lottery 

 

Corey Pronman 

 

Shane Wright entered the 2021-22 season as the consensus No. 1 
prospect for the 2022 NHL Entry Draft. He was considered a true elite 
prospect by many scouts, a potential star No. 1 center. After being 
granted exceptional status to play in the OHL as a 15-year-old, he 
promptly scored 39 goals in 58 OHL games. He scored 9 goals and 14 
points in 5 games at the U-18 Worlds as an underage player. He was on 
the path to stardom and it seemed inevitable he would have a great draft 
season. 

Then the season started and Wright got out of the gates slowly. He had 8 
points in 8 games in the season’s opening month. He also didn’t seem 
particularly impactful in the games I saw. Various reasonable rationales 
for his less-than-exceptional play started to come from around the NHL, 
with onlookers pointing to sample size or his missed season in 2020-21 
as factors that could lead to a slow start. 

It’s hard to speculate how much the missed season impacted players’ 
development, but it’s worth noting that it hasn’t seemed to slow Dallas 
pick Wyatt Johnston or Seattle pick Ryan Winterton from being among 
the top scorers in the OHL in points/game. Wright did come on strong in 
the second half though and ended up in the top 10 in OHL scoring. 

Wright’s statistics coming up always looked amazing, but I admit there 
were only a couple of times when I saw him and was truly blown away: 
the opening game of the U17 challenge and his U18 worlds game vs. 
Sweden. He scored a hat trick in both. The obvious caveat here is that he 
was always so young that I just reasonably concluded that age was the 
reason why he wasn’t consistently having great games. 

Those past viewings inform this season’s, though. I’ve talked to scouts 
about what they’ve seen and I’ve watched over a dozen Kingston games, 
both live and via video. The realization and common thought around the 
industry is that Wright simply lacks the dynamic athleticism and skill 
elements you typically associate with a No. 1 pick. He’s an excellent 
player and NHL prospect, but he doesn’t have Nathan MacKinnon’s 
skating, Patrick Kane’s hands, or Steven Stamkos’ shot.  I historically 
viewed Wright’s shot as elite, but it didn’t look that way this season, and 
in fact he had twice as many assists as goals. Wright is just a very well-

rounded player, which admittedly can be boring for a first overall pick. It’s 
why you hear scouts project him as Patrice Bergeron and Ryan O’Reilly, 
neither of whom, mind you, were first-round picks due to their lack of 
some of those dynamic elements. You can argue this is a risky projection 
for a teenager when there isn’t a very large talent high side to hit. That 
said, similar descriptions could be used for the top two picks in the 2021 
draft in Owen Power and Matthew Beniers. My current comparable for 
Wright would be Rangers center Mika Zibanejad. 

Wright has been quite productive this season, but compared to where top 
CHL prospects usually are, it’s clear he’s not at the level you’re used to 
seeing of a first overall pick in terms of dominance of his respective CHL 
league. 

Shane Wright’s grip on the No. 1 pick has yet to be challenged in part 
due to the lack of an obvious riser this season. Logan Cooley is an 
excellent prospect but has 36 points in 24 USHL games. Joakim Kemell 
got off to a scorching start in Liiga but has since slowed down 
considerably, and the same can be said to a lesser extent about Matthew 
Savoie in the WHL. Juraj Slafkovsky had a tremendous Olympics and 
overall has been impressive in international play the last two seasons, 
but despite a good last few weeks with his club his overall Liiga 
production is nothing amazing. 

“You’re keeping a guy at first overall based mostly on what he’s done in 
past seasons and not in his draft season,” said one NHL executive. “I 
think that’s dangerous.” This is a reasonable thought, and it’s one I’ve 
considered more than once. Most NHL scouts I’ve discussed Wright with 
admit they’re not jumping out of their seats for him at the No. 1 pick, but 
they also admit he would be their pick simply due to the lack of an 
obvious alternate. There were several scouts in the first half of the 
season arguing to me that Logan Cooley was a plausible alternative, but 
less so lately after Cooley didn’t light it up this season. Lately there have 
been scouts arguing Slafkovsky as the main challenger to Wright, with a 
minority suggesting they would indeed take the Slovakian winger if they 
had the first pick. 

Wright and Slafkovsky’s seasons are not over yet, though. Due to how 
delayed the CHL playoffs are, we still have to see how Wright fares in the 
postseason. Could an early Kingston exit cause more uncertainty with 
the No. 1 pick? What if they unseat OHL favorite Hamilton? What if 
Slafkovsky has a big World Championships with NHL players in 
attendance? These are questions that are yet to be answered on the eve 
of the lottery. 

Projections when a player is an 18-year-old are no guarantee. Just 
because Wright doesn’t look like a lights-out No. 1 pick doesn’t mean he 
can’t be. There are times that has happened, when a No. 1 pick like Nico 
Hischier in 2017 and Ryan Nugent-Hopkins in 2011 didn’t get you that 
excited and that ended up being predictive even though they’re very 
good players. There were also years like 2014 in Aaron Ekblad and 
Patrick Kane in 2007 — players who weren’t consensus No. 1s and 
ended up becoming legit foundational pieces. There are also years like 
2020, when Alexis Lafreniere looked like a future star and, at least to 
date, that hasn’t happened yet. 

There are still quite a few scouts who are big believers in Wright, and 
who think he’ll be a true star center in the NHL and would relish the 
opportunity to select him. I also personally believe he projects as a first 
line center, someone who can be a top 15-20 center in the league. As the 
season has progressed, though, there has been more caution among 
scouts in projecting Wright, and there are quite a few evaluators who 
don’t see that high side I do. 

Wright remains the crown jewel for the team that wins the lottery. At this 
current moment I have a hard time seeing a team taking someone else 
like Slafkovsky because it remains close at best between the two and 
teams will lean to the center if it’s tight. Wright will likely become a very 
important player for whichever NHL organization picks him. But he’s no 
sure thing to become a legitimate NHL star or a top scorer in the league, 
and as the lottery balls begin to swirl, the story of the top of the 2022 
NHL Draft has yet to be fully written. 
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Down Goes Brown: Chaos, comedy and conspiracies in the draft lottery 
power rankings 

 

Sean McIndoe 

 

The draft lottery goes tomorrow night, meaning all you fans of the bad 
teams will have something to pay attention to for an hour before going 
back to hate-watching the playoffs. It’s a bit of a weird year, with some 
new rules kicking in and a consensus top pick in Shane Wright who’s 
considered blue chip but maybe not quite a generational can’t-miss. 
(That’s next year.) 

You can find the real odds for each team here, but we’re not all that 
worried about those. Instead, we want to have some fun with what could 
happen, before reality shows up and makes a few of you very happy and 
the rest of you very angry. 

The “Maximum Chaos” Ranking 

The largest and most dedicated fan base in the league is Team Chaos 
and it’s not all that close. Here’s what we’re rooting for. 

Not ranked: Detroit Red Wings — A high pick would be just what Steve 
Yzerman’s 25-year rebuild plan needed. 

5. Chicago Blackhawks — Aside from launching roughly a million 
conspiracy theories — more on that in a bit — the Hawks are the only 
team in this year’s lottery that could make a genuinely good case that 
winning a top pick would be a bad thing. Plus getting Wright would 
probably convince Jonathan Toews and friends that they were Cup 
contenders again. 

4. Montreal Canadiens — The Habs are always chaotic, and finishing off 
the only 32nd-place finish in the history of the NHL with their first No. 1 
pick in 42 years would be very on-brand. 

3. New Jersey Devils — They’ve already won the lottery for the No. 1 
pick twice in the last few years, and that was part of the inspiration for 
last year’s announcement that the league would finally implement a limit 
on how many times the same team could win. But here’s the catch: The 
rule didn’t kick in until this year’s lottery, which means not only does it not 
prevent the Devils from winning Tuesday night, it wouldn’t even stop 
them from winning again in 2023. Yes, the team that helped us get a 
“You can’t win too often” rule could still land Wright and Connor Bedard. I 
feel like a lot of fans don’t realize that, so consider this step one in a two-
part process. 

2. Columbus Blue Jackets — Sitting with the 12th-best odds, the Blue 
Jackets are the first team that can’t move up all the way to No. 1, 
because teams can now only move up 10 spots. Here’s my question: 
What happens if we draw them first, which would give them the second 
pick? Is the next drawing now for the first pick? Third? Can the second 
team bump the Blue Jackets down to third? Has anyone actually thought 
any of this through? You’d think they must have, but this is the NHL, so 
… 

1. Vegas Golden Knights — The Knights are going to show up on a few 
of these lists, and for good reason. They can’t move up all the way 
thanks to the new rules, but could still jump 10 spots, and if they do then 
they keep the pick they traded to the Sabres for Jack Eichel. If you 
haven’t noticed, other fan bases seem to have developed a sincere 
hatred for Vegas, and rejoiced in watching them miss the playoffs. A 
lottery win here would make everybody furious, and fury is its own type of 
chaos. 

The “Who Needs it Most?” Rankings 

Everyone needs a lottery win that would hand-deliver a stud prospect, 
but some teams need it more than others. 

Not ranked: Anaheim Ducks — You have Trevor Zegras, don’t get 
greedy. 

5. Vegas Golden Knights — It’s admittedly weird to put a 94-point team 
with a ton of talent here, but the Knights desperately need a star center 
on an entry-level contract. 

4. Vancouver Canucks — They cleaned house during the season, but 
still seem like they’re permanently stuck between building for the present 
and the future. Adding the No. 1 pick for the first time in franchise history 
would nudge them in the right direction. 

3. Montreal Canadiens — Maybe the worst team in the league should be 
higher, but the Habs already have a couple of young forwards that 
project as potential stars, and should get better just based on guys 
getting healthy and Carey Price (maybe) coming back. 

2. New York Islanders — You can think this was a fluke year, or the 
beginning of the end. Either way, this is an old team without much of a 
prospect pipeline, and they desperately need some blue chips in the 
system. They can’t move all the way up to the top pick, and their odds 
are only 2%, but a miracle here would really help. 

1. Arizona Coyotes — They were so bad this year that it feels like they 
must have been this way for a while, but they haven’t picked in the top 
five since 2018 (and that pick, Barrett Hayton, has only been so-so). 
They basically sat out the 2020 draft, and the pipeline is decidedly 
mediocre, so there’s really no question that they have to rank first here. 

The “Who Actually Deserves It?” Rankings 

With our standard disclaimer that nobody actually “deserves” the top pick 
in a system that’s designed to reward failure, some teams feel like more 
deserving winners than others. 

Not ranked: Vegas Golden Knights — Immediately no. 

5. Montreal Canadiens — This is a tough one. On the one hand, they just 
had a season from hell where everything went wrong. On the other hand, 
they’re one year removed from a trip to the Final. On another hand, 
they’re the Habs, so they’re always going to be divisive. At the very least, 
I think we can all agree that that was too many hands. 

4. Buffalo Sabres — Another tricky one, especially since they’ve already 
had the top pick twice in the last few years. Still, they’ve been bad forever 
and their supposed franchise player bailed on them, so if you believe that 
the draft is supposed to help the worst teams, you can’t really argue with 
a Sabres win. 

3. Detroit Red Wings — They never win the lottery, as their fans would 
be happy to remind you. Seriously, please let them win for once so that 
Wings fans will have something else to talk about. 

2. Arizona Coyotes — They’re bad, they desperately need a franchise 
player, and they blatantly tanked in a league that chooses to encourage 
that. Until we smarten up and finally put the Gold Plan in place, the 
Coyotes are checking all the boxes that the league is putting in front of 
them. 

1. Philadelphia Flyers — I know, I know, nobody outside the Flyers fan 
base wants this to happen. But this isn’t about what we want, so hear me 
out. 

The Flyers aren’t usually near the better lottery odds because they’re 
always trying to win. And the two times they were, they had terrible luck. 
They won the second pick in 2017 but used it on Nolan Patrick, who 
never did much due to injury and is already gone. And way back in 2007, 
the last time the Flyers were legitimately awful, they finished dead last by 
double-digit points only to have the Hawks jump five spots and swipe 
Patrick Kane from them. That same Kane came back with the Hawks 
three years later and scored the Stanley Cup winner in the Flyers’ own 
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building. I ranked that as the worst lottery loss ever a few years ago and 
it still stands today, so karma says the hockey gods owe them one. 

(And if you’re still mad about this pick, just wait, I’m going to make them 
trade it away in a few sections.) 

The “Get Your Tinfoil Hat” Rankings 

This section used to be called “Conspiracy theories are fun” but, uh, 
[gestures to the world right now]. Still, we know that certain results will 
have hockey fans screaming that the fix was in. 

Not ranked: Winnipeg Jets — Yeah, I don’t think the NHL is risking its 
integrity to deliver the No. 4 pick to its smallest market in its second-
favorite country. 

5. Philadelphia Flyers — Gary Bettman never said no to Ed Snider, you 
think he’s going to refuse a direct order from his ghost? 

4. Vegas Golden Knights — Their odds are only 0.5%, so this one would 
feel mighty suspicious. Still, a $500 million entry fee should buy you 
something, and Bill Foley has never seemed like the most patient guy, so 
you do the math. 

3. Montreal Canadiens — Hey, nice lottery setup you’ve got here, would 
be a shame if anyone lobbed a smoke bomb at it. 

2. Arizona Coyotes — Bettman is committed to seeing the Coyotes 
succeed in Arizona with the same intensity as John Wick is committed to 
his dog. Could that lead to him rigging the lottery so his favorite team 
would finally have a franchise player to build around? If he didn’t do it 
with local boy Auston Matthews in 2016 then obviously not. Of course it 
could, wake up sheeple! 

1. Chicago Blackhawks — The Coyotes lost a first-round pick for having 
some draft prospects do pushups, but the Hawks somehow got away 
with just a fine for one of the worst scandals in NHL history. If one of the 
league’s most important markets hits on a 7.5% chance to move up, it 
won’t be hard to connect the dots. 

The “What’s Best For Shane Wright (and other top prospects)?” Ranking 

Oh yeah, the actual people involved in this story. I suppose we could 
consider what’s best for them 

Not ranked: Arizona Coyotes — Sorry Coyotes fans, I know you’re sick of 
hearing about it. But starting an NHL career in front of a few thousand 
fans on a potentially terrible team doesn’t seem ideal. Wright would at 
least get to reunite with André Tourigny, who coached him with Team 
Canada. 

5. Ottawa Senators — We’re not sure what direction the team is headed, 
but they’ve been good at developing young players and Wright is an 
Ontario kid. 

4. Detroit Red Wings — The pieces are coming together, it’s a great 
hockey market, and Steve Yzerman might be able to tell him a thing or 
two about being a superstar center in this league. 

3. Montreal Canadiens — Some players want the spotlight and others 
don’t, and I’m not sure where Wright would fit. But this fan base loves its 
young players — the Hall of Fame plaque for Nick Suzuki has already 
been engraved — and while the first few years could be rocky, there 
aren’t many better places to be when you’re winning. Also, Martin St. 
Louis. 

2. Anaheim Ducks — It’s a talented young team that doesn’t seem too far 
away from contending, the city is beautiful, and there’d be great 
symbolism in taking the torch from Ryan Getzlaf. 

1. Seattle Kraken — Maybe this is a weird call, but the Kraken would 
offer plenty of playing time, realistic expectations, and the chance to 
become the face of a franchise in a great city with a fan base that should 
be moderately patient for at least a few more years. 

The “Which Team Might Trade Down?” Rankings 

As always, this one is completely futile; the No. 1 pick has never been 
traded in the cap era. It’s fun to think about it, though, if only to imagine a 
world where GMs were actually interested in exploring every opportunity 
to leverage their assets. 

Not ranked: Everyone, if we’re being realistic — I hate this boring league. 

5. Ottawa Senators — The Senators have been collecting prospects for 
years now, and have some good ones. But there’s pressure to actually 
start winning, especially with new ownership potentially on the way. Does 
Pierre Dorion feel any heat to improve quickly rather than sticking to a 
long-term vision that might only benefit his replacement? 

4. San Jose Sharks — This feels dumb because they’re old and 
obviously in need of a rebuild, with a new GM incoming. Still, they can’t 
really move their big contracts, so maybe you just have to double down. 
Dig up, stupid! 

3. New Jersey Devils — They’ve already picked first twice, and took a 
center both times. And those guys are good, so maybe you figure that 
adding Wright is overkill. The Devils have won one playoff game in 10 
years, spent big last offseason to contend again, and just watched the 
hated Rangers blow by them into a playoff spot. 

2. Vegas Golden Knights — Would they be tempted to trade the pick for 
immediate help for next year? Definitely. Do they have the cap room to 
afford that? Absolutely not. Would they try to do it anyway? That does 
sound like something they would do, sure. 

1. Philadelphia Flyers — To be clear, this would be a terrible idea. But 
with an owner who apparently doesn’t think they need a long-term rebuild 
and has said that “everything’s on the table,” it’s not hard to imagine the 
Flyers getting goofy here. 

The “Unintentional Comedy” Rankings 

Finally, the most important category: What could happen at the lottery 
that would let us all point and laugh at someone? 

Not ranked: Seattle Kraken — A bad team that was trying its best wins 
the lottery, just the way it was intended. Boring. 

5. Montreal Canadiens — Your 2022-23 Habs: The Price is Wright! Is 
that a thing? I feel like it’s not there yet, let’s workshop it a bit and try 
again in the summer. 

4. Buffalo Sabres — This could make it eight times since 2010 that 
Taylor Hall’s current team or, when he’s in the playoffs, most recent 
lottery team picked No. 1. I kind of want this streak to continue for 
decades, even after he’s retired, as teams keep hiring him for made-up 
front office jobs just to have him around for one day a year. 

3. Chicago Blackhawks — Their pick went to Columbus in the Seth 
Jones trade, but was lottery-protected. Getting another team to buy high 
on a declining asset, acquiring their first-round pick in the deal, watching 
that team crash and burn to the bottom of the standings, and then losing 
the pick due to the fine print would be just about the most Blue Jackets 
result ever. 

2. The Canucks and Sabres somehow tie, and Gary Bettman unveils a 
giant novelty wheel to decide — Bring back the classics! 

1. Anaheim Ducks — They win the second drawing, move up to the No. 2 
slot and bump the Coyotes out of the way, and then Pat Verbeek smirks 
his way through the entire post-lottery interview while Bill Armstrong has 
to be restrained from physically attacking him because his feelings are 
hurt. 
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ESPN / Keys to the offseason for NHL teams, including draft, free-
agency game plans 
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The 2021-22 NHL season included a great deal of highlights, from the 
dominance of the Colorado Avalanche and Florida Panthers to the goal-
scoring prowess of Auston Matthews and Chris Kreider to spectacular 
goaltending from Igor Shesterkin, Frederik Andersen and Jacob 
Markstrom. 

But there can be only one team that gets to raise the Stanley Cup. For 
the rest, this offseason will be a critical time to restock for another playoff 
run, make that big free-agent signing to get over the hump or continue 
the slow build back to contention. With 15 teams officially eliminated from 
the playoffs, it's time to identify their biggest needs as well as some 
solutions that can be explored. 

Read on for a look at what went wrong for each eliminated team, along 
with a breakdown of its biggest keys this offseason and realistic 
expectations for 2022-23. Note that more teams will be added to this 
story as they are officially eliminated from the playoffs. 

Go through every team's profile or skip ahead to your favorite team using 
the links below: 

Note: Profiles for the Atlantic and Central teams were written by Kristen 
Shilton, while Greg Wyshynski analyzed the Metro and Pacific teams. 
Stats are collected from sites such as Natural Stat Trick, Hockey 
Reference and Evolving Hockey. Projected cap space per Spotrac. 

Jump to a team: 

ANA | ARI | BUF | CHI 

CBJ | DET | MTL | NSH 

NJ NYI | OTT | PHI 

SJ | SEA | VAN | VGK 

WPG 

First-round exits 

Nashville Predators 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $27,270,255 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 3rd, 3rd (LA), 4th, 5th, 7th 

What went wrong? 

There's no way to sugarcoat this one: The Predators went as far as 
Juuse Saros could take them. That's nothing against Roman Josi, Matt 
Duchene or any of Nashville's other top performers. It was Saros who 
kept Nashville afloat during tough stretches of the regular season; and 
once he was ruled out to start the postseason due to a high ankle sprain, 
it was clear how much goalie depth was a problem for the Predators. 
David Rittich was quickly usurped by Connor Ingram after a poor Game 1 
performance, and there was simply no way Nashville could go goal-for-
goal with Colorado without Saros manning the crease. 

Keys to the offseason 

First and foremost, general manager David Poile has to work things out 
(or not) with upcoming free agent Filip Forsberg. Poile opted not to trade 
Forsberg before March's deadline, believing he would be a valuable 
asset in the Predators' playoff push and that there was time to get a deal 
done over the summer. But Forsberg turned up zero points in four 
postseason contests, and how much that impacts his value after a 42-
goal, 84-point regular season remains to be seen. After Forsberg, the 
Predators have to examine their defense and decide if it's strong enough 
behind Josi. Rookie Alexandre Carrier should be able to make strides in 
the future, but Nashville's blue-line depth could use some veteran 
additions. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Nashville has a good core in place. Saros is an outstanding No. 1 
goaltender, while Duchene, Josi and Ryan Johansen are around the 
prime of their careers. Forsberg is the true question mark. With him in the 
fold and a healthy Saros, there's no reason Nashville can't be in the 
playoff picture again next season. However, if Forsberg moves on, that's 
a massive hole Poile will need to fill in order for Nashville to stay on pace. 

Non-playoff teams 

Anaheim Ducks 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $34,792,500 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (BOS), 2nd, 2nd (PIT), 4th, 5th, 5th (TOR), 6th 
(NSH) 

What went wrong? 

There's a concept in sports called "the rookie wall," in which young 
players will have extraordinary success for a portion of the season but 
are unable to sustain it. The Ducks had their share of young players in 
2021-22, many of them making an impact to turn Anaheim into a 
surprising contender. But things changed in early March. The Ducks went 
winless in 11 straight games, and won only four times in a 23-game 
stretch. 

Before that, Anaheim seemed ahead of schedule in its return to 
relevance. Forward Troy Terry had a career offensive season. Center 
Trevor Zegras electrified the NHL with his over-the-net passing and 
lacrosse-style goals. Defenseman Jamie Drysdale, at age 19 for most of 
the season, played nearly 20 minutes a night. The Ducks hung tough in 
the Pacific until that skid. 

New GM Pat Verbeek -- hired on Feb. 2 to replace Bob Murray, who 
entered a treatment program for alcohol abuse amid allegations of 
professional misconduct -- moved veterans Hampus Lindholm, Josh 
Manson and Rickard Rakell at the trade deadline. That signaled the 
Ducks were punting on the season as well as beginning a generational 
shift for the franchise, one that was underscored by the retirement 
announcement from center Ryan Getzlaf. 

Keys to the offseason 

The Ducks have some housekeeping to handle, with free agents in 
forwards Sonny Milano (RFA), Sam Steel (RFA), Isac Lundestrom (RFA), 
Zach Aston-Reese (UFA) and defenseman Urho Vaakanainen (RFA). 

Beyond that, it's full speed toward a bright future. Coach Dallas Eakins 
had his contract option picked up for the 2022-23 season. One question 
for Verbeek is whether to bring more of the team's prospects -- forwards 
Jacob Perreault and Mason McTavish, defenseman Drew Helleson -- into 
prominent roles or add veterans as stopgaps? Another question for 
Verbeek: How much of a roster that he didn't build does he see as part of 
the Ducks' future? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

It's hard to shake the image of the high-flying Ducks from earlier this 
season, infused with the energy of their young stars and playing an 
exciting brand of hockey. That offense dipped as the season went on and 
their defense -- which wasn't all that strong to begin with -- spiraled 
during the long winless streak. Both are indicative of an inexperienced 
team, and with a season under their belts, the young Ducks may be 
ready to soar into the playoff picture in the Pacific next season. But 
there's no rush. They're on the right flight path. 

Arizona Coyotes 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $38,069,000 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (CAR), 1st (COL), 2nd, 2nd (PHI), 2nd (SJ), 2nd 
(NYI), 3rd, 5th, 6th 

What went wrong? 
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Arizona has had talent problems. The NHL's lowest-scoring team 
struggled to generate offense and to capitalize on chances when it did. In 
well over one-third of their games this season, the Coyotes were either 
shut out or scored a single goal. It wasn't a model for success. 

Arizona also missed out on getting a big year from its best player, Jakob 
Chychrun. After he scored 18 goals and 41 points last season, Chychrun 
had only 21 points in 47 games in an injury-plagued campaign. That 
certainly impacted the Coyotes negatively on both ends of the ice, given 
their constant difficulties keeping pucks out of the net as well. 

In the final few weeks and months, though, a tidal wave of injury 
problems simply capsized the Coyotes. Clayton Keller, Christian Fischer, 
Lawson Crouse, Chychrun and others missed time with various ailments. 
It would be nearly impossible for any team to lose that many crucial 
bodies and carry on with any level of success. 

Keys to the offseason 

The Coyotes are being evicted from their current lodging at Gila River 
Arena and will begin playing in a much cozier venue at Arizona State 
University. That will be quite the transition for Arizona as it is; at the same 
time, GM Bill Armstrong has to entice more players into the fold. The 
Coyotes need scoring, dynamic two-way skaters and guys who will sign 
multiyear deals. Those boxes won't be easy to check. 

At the same time, Armstrong must decide on Chychrun's future. He took 
many calls on the defenseman prior to the March trade deadline but 
decided to stand pat. Will that hold into the summer as well? Chychrun 
had a down year, but he's still viewed as a valuable commodity. Is now 
the time for Armstrong to swap out his elite defender for some firepower? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Getting everyone back and healthy will be critical, of course. And 
deciding whom to lean on in the net (Karel Vejmelka? Harri Sateri? 
Someone else?) is another key. If the Coyotes pick right, and Armstrong 
can fill in the other gaps through trades and free agency, it's reasonable 
to think Arizona will be better than this season. How much better? Not 
playoff bound. But not a bottom-feeder. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $42,114,166 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (FLA), 1st (VGK), 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th (NJ), 6th, 
6th (CGY), 7th 

What went wrong? 

In a word: goaltending. Buffalo actually started the season fine, winning 
five of its first seven games. Then starting goaltender Craig Anderson got 
hurt Nov. 2 and wouldn't return until Jan. 29. The Sabres went 8-19-6 
without him and averaged the third-most goals against (3.76) while 
cycling through five other options in the crease. The lack of consistency 
at such an important position undoubtedly hurt the Sabres' prospects. 
Same goes with defense. Rasmus Dahlin came into his own this season 
but it was a process. The early-season growing pains for that entire blue 
line in finding a rhythm took its toll as well. 

There also was the Jack Eichel trade in November, which removed a top 
talent from Buffalo's ranks but brought Alex Tuch and Peyton Krebs in 
return. Eichel, of course, would not play until February following surgery 
on a herniated disc, but losing contributions like his from your lineup -- at 
any point -- is going to be an adjustment. 

Keys to the offseason 

Again: goaltending. Who is Buffalo going to tap for next season? In a 
perfect world, the Sabres could re-sign Anderson and have him be half of 
a one-two tandem with Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen. That would give Buffalo 
a known veteran commodity in Anderson to mentor the up-and-coming 
Luukkonen, who was the team's second-round pick in 2017 and -- the 
Sabres hope -- is Buffalo's goaltender of the future. If that scenario 
doesn't appeal to them, then GM Kevyn Adams will have to work the 

trade market and/or free agency to find a reliable goaltending duo so 
Buffalo doesn't run into the same troubles it experienced this season. 

The Sabres' other priorities will revolve around their burgeoning core. 
Owen Power has arrived. Ryan Johnson is on the horizon. Dahlin is a 
rising star. Adams should be on the lookout for potential veteran 
additions for the blue line to maximize that group's potential. Up front, 
Tage Thompson, Dylan Cozens, Tuch, Krebs & Co. project to build on a 
solid final third of this campaign. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Playoffs? Playoffs! There is no reason -- if Buffalo can get its goaltending 
settled -- that this team won't push for its first postseason appearance 
since 2010-11. The Sabres have played some great hockey since March. 
Coach Don Granato can see the chemistry emerging and will keep 
nurturing it. Buffalo should relish coming into next season with more than 
a hint of swagger. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $24,741,667 

2022 draft picks: 2nd, 2nd (MIN), 3rd (VGK), 3rd (EDM), 3rd (TOR), 6th, 
6th (CBJ), 7th 

What went wrong? 

Well, let's begin with Jeremy Colliton. Chicago went 1-9-2 to start the 
season before Colliton was relieved of his duties as coach. Derek King 
stepped in as the interim coach, and there was a requisite bump of better 
play that wouldn't last. Chicago could never find consistency offensively 
or defensively. 

Outside of Patrick Kane, Alex DeBrincat and Brandon Hagel (prior to his 
being traded), the Blackhawks were continuously looking for more 
players to contribute. Some would, in spurts, but never for long enough to 
give Chicago the momentum it needed. Defensively there was little 
cohesion at times, whether due to an apparent adjustment period for 
Seth Jones early on or just a lack of chemistry among teammates. 

Then there was the simple matter of unexpectedly difficult seasons for 
some players, such as Dominik Kubalik and Kirby Dach. And once Marc-
Andre Fleury was traded at the deadline, the goaltending suffered (the 
Blackhawks were in the bottom five in goals against following Fleury's 
departure) and it was a slow slide to the regular-season finish line. 

Keys to the offseason 

Chicago is rebuilding. That's rarely a simple process. 

GM Kyle Davidson will have to assess the organization top to bottom and 
figure out who's staying and who's going. That starts with King behind the 
bench. Will he remain or will Davidson start a broader search for his 
replacement? 

There has been talk about whether it's time for the Blackhawks to move 
on from Kane and Jonathan Toews and hand the keys to the next 
generation. Moving Hagel was already a sign Davidson won't be shy 
about making changes. Is this a tear-down operation? Or are there 
veteran pillars in place that can support Chicago's new wave of talent? 
Those are heavy questions, and the Blackhawks' path ahead hinges on 
how they're answered. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Keep them low. It will be some time before Chicago is back to its former 
glory. The team's primary goal for next season should include becoming 
tougher to play against. Too often this season the Blackhawks were an 
easy out. Rebuilding can be a grind mentally on players, but whoever 
comprises this roster in the coming years will have to persevere. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $27,203,272 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (CHI), 2nd, 3rd (TB), 4th, 4th (TOR), 7th (ANA) 
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What went wrong? 

It was a transitional season for the Blue Jackets. In the past year, they 
traded disgruntled No. 1 center Pierre Luc-Dubois to the Winnipeg Jets 
for Patrik Laine; traded defenseman David Savard to the Tampa Bay 
Lightning; traded star defenseman Seth Jones to the Chicago 
Blackhawks before he could walk away as a free agent; and replaced 
head coach John Tortorella with assistant Brad Larsen, who vowed to 
give some players a chance to shine in bigger roles in 2021-22. 

Shine, some of them did. Defenseman Vladislav Gavrikov saw an 
increase in ice time and a jump in points. Cole Sillinger, 18, had a 
promising rookie season. Best of all, Laine became Laine again with a 
point-per-game season that earned him increased ice time. 

But a lineup in transition meant it was a rough ride at times. The Blue 
Jackets went through a 2-10-1 stretch from December to January that 
torpedoed their record. Important players such as Laine, Boone Jenner, 
Alexandre Texier, Zach Werenski and Adam Boqvist missed chunks of 
time. Most of all, the Blue Jackets were one of the worst defensive teams 
in the NHL, near the bottom of the league in 5-on-5 expected goals 
against. 

That defense was in front of goaltending that saw Elvis Merzlikins' save 
percentage decline for the third straight season and Joonas Korpisalo 
become one of the league's most mediocre goaltenders -- although 
obviously this critique of the position comes with the caveat that the Blue 
Jackets were missing the late Matiss Kivlenieks in every sense of the 
word. 

Keys to the offseason 

Priority No. 1 is Laine. He's a restricted free agent with arbitration rights 
who made $7.5 million against the cap on a one-year deal. This season 
should be enough proof of concept to earn him a long-term contract as 
one of the Jackets' franchise pillars, although that hasn't materialized yet. 

In terms of roster construction, the Blue Jackets could use a couple of 
veterans to help out on the defensive end, potentially through free 
agency, and preferably ones who could bring the lineup the size and 
physicality that was lacking this season. Merzlikins begins a new five-
year contract in 2022-23; assuming Korpisalo is gone, will Columbus pair 
Merzlikins with promising Daniil Tarasov or bring in another veteran? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

The Blue Jackets scored more (13th in the NHL in goals per game) than 
their underlying numbers would have indicated (23rd in expected goals 
per 60 minutes). That said, their offensive is going to be OK. The bigger 
problem is on the other side of the ice. If Larsen can find solutions 
tactically or GM Jarmo Kekäläinen can find some externally, the Jackets 
could be back in wild-card contention -- provided they're healthy. 

Detroit Red Wings 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $35,376,944 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd, 2nd (WSH), 3rd, 4th, 4th (VGK), 4th (COL), 
5th, 7th, 7th (LA) 

What went wrong? 

Inconsistency is a hallmark of rebuilding teams. The Red Wings were no 
exception. Their first 25 games (with a 13-9-3 record) this season wound 
up being a microcosm of what would unfurl the rest of the way, with 
strings of great performances punctuated by too-long runs of cringe-
worthy losses. After that initial burst over .500, the Red Wings won only 
17 of their next 52 games. 

Detroit's team defense was the major problem, and made the Red Wings 
among the league's worst clubs in high-danger chances allowed. Outside 
of rookie phenom Moritz Seider, Detroit didn't have many standouts on 
the back end. The poor habits being exhibited just seemed to permeate 
everywhere else over time and hampered any progress Detroit was able 
to make. 

The Red Wings also were lacking in secondary contributors. Dylan 
Larkin, Tyler Bertuzzi and Lucas Raymond were electric at times, but 
Filip Zadina, Givani Smith and Adam Erne failed to take flight. It became 
a matter of too many passengers and not enough helpers. 

Keys to the offseason 

First and foremost, Detroit's defense must be addressed. Filip Hronek 
and Jordan Oesterle are the only veterans signed for next season. To 
improve their execution defensively, the Red Wings will need the right 
personnel leading the way. 

After that are bigger-picture issues. Is GM Steve Yzerman still committed 
to this extended rebuild? Who will he trust in as his next coach? Those 
questions need answering -- and not with words but actions. Larkin and 
Bertuzzi, in their mid-20s, are signed for one and two more seasons, 
respectively; are they willing to play more of their prime years for a non-
contending team? Blashill had been at Detroit's helm since 2015-16. Who 
will take over next? 

There are some great contributors in place on the ice -- Seider, Raymond 
and Alex Nedeljkovic among them -- so the key will be figuring out how 
best to support that young core going forward. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Until Yzerman starts working his magic in the offseason, it's tough to 
proclaim that the Red Wings will be markedly better next year. There are 
some impressive prospects in Detroit's pipeline, including Simon 
Edvinsson and Jonatan Berggren, who could find their way into the big 
club's roster conversation. If the Red Wings intend to ride with their 
young core again and see how far it can take them, there could be 
another spring with no playoffs on their horizon. 

But if the payoff for that is crafting an identity and foundation for the team 
that will sustain it for years to come, well, maybe that's worth pursuing. 

Montreal Canadiens 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $3,359,524 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (CGY), 2nd, 2nd (EDM), 3rd, 3rd (ANA), 3rd 
(CAR), 4th, 4th (TB), 4th (NYR), 5th, 6th, 7th, 7th (STL) 

What went wrong? 

It took Montreal 50 games to hit 10 wins. What didn't go wrong for this 
team? 

Within months of having played Tampa in the Stanley Cup Final, 
Montreal had fired GM Marc Bergevin (on Nov. 29) and coach Dominique 
Ducharme (on Feb. 9). It wasn't any one glaring issue that made the 
Canadiens so hapless, either. Carey Price being unavailable because of 
injury and a stint in the NHL's player assistance program was not ideal, 
but hardly insurmountable. Montreal was just a disjointed team. Exciting 
talents such as Cole Caufield were floundering. The defense was 
atrocious. One thing after another made attempts at improvement feel 
more and more futile. 

GM Kent Hughes and coach Martin St. Louis stepped in along the way 
and gave Montreal a pulse; it was just too late to salvage much in the 
standings. But St. Louis got Caufield firing, Price returned to game action 
and the Canadiens played with appreciably more pride. 

Keys to the offseason 

It should go without saying that St. Louis deserves to have the interim tag 
removed and sign a long-term deal as Montreal's coach. That will be the 
easiest move Hughes makes before September. 

From there, Montreal has to determine what's next for Price. So much of 
how Hughes navigates the coming months will hinge on his starting 
goaltender. Can Price step back into that elite, full-time role Montreal is 
accustomed to getting from him? Given Price's recent injury issues, does 
Hughes have to address the goaltending position either way, even with 
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Jake Allen signed for another year? Figuring out who'll be manning the 
crease is job one. 

After that, Hughes will need to put his defense back in order following 
Ben Chiarot's trade and with Shea Weber out indefinitely with lingering 
injuries. Trading Jeff Petry has long been on the table, and Montreal 
doesn't have a deep swatch of veterans signed after him. Hughes will 
have to restock the shelves. What decisions he makes will push Montreal 
in its next direction, likely leaning into the youth movement brought by 
Caufield, Nick Suzuki and others while balancing veteran contributions. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Montreal responded well to St. Louis. Over his first two months, the 
Canadiens were better than .500 at 12-11-4. Montreal did begin to fall off 
again later in April -- losing Allen to injury didn't help -- but that shouldn't 
reflect poorly on St. Louis. Give him an offseason and training camp to 
really get a feel for this team, and there will be plenty of reasons for 
optimism. 

Depending where Montreal falls in the draft lottery and how Hughes can 
wield the many picks he has -- including seven in the first three rounds of 
July's draft -- the Canadiens could avoid a full rebuild and come back as 
a retooled group. 

New Jersey Devils 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $24,334,168 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 4th (NYI), 4th (EDM), 5th (CBJ), 6th, 
7th 

What went wrong? 

The goaltending. For the second straight season, the Devils' best-laid 
plans for their netminders went awry. In 2020-21, it was veteran Corey 
Crawford retiring after signing as a free agent. In 2021-22, it was another 
veteran in Jonathan Bernier playing just 10 games after the Devils signed 
him to pair with Mackenzie Blackwood. To their chagrin, Blackwood 
regressed to a .894 save percentage and played barely above 
replacement level ... when he played. The Devils ended up using seven 
goaltenders this season because of injuries, finishing near the bottom of 
the league in save percentage for the second straight season. 

Injuries were the story among the skaters too. Jack Hughes, having his 
best NHL season, was limited to 49 games, scoring 56 points. Free-
agent prize Dougie Hamilton missed 17 games because of a jaw injury in 
an underwhelming first season in New Jersey. Nico Hischier also missed 
time. 

Keys to the offseason 

Goaltending is the whole ballgame. The Devils were 12th in expected 
goals against per 60 minutes in all situations and 28th in goals-against 
average. They have to make a decision on Blackwood, figure out what 
they have in Nico Daws, then see if Bernier can return from his hip 
ailment or if the Devils need to find a veteran solution for the third straight 
offseason. 

Beyond that, the Devils will have considerable salary-cap space to 
address a few other vital needs: replacing veteran defenseman P.K. 
Subban, who is an unrestricted free agent; adding skilled size to Hughes' 
line; and re-signing leading scorer and restricted free agent Jesper Bratt, 
who leveled up considerably this season. 

The other issue to address is coach Lindy Ruff, who has a .398 winning 
percentage in two seasons with the Devils and is signed through next 
season. Will New Jersey make a change in the offseason or will Ruff 
have a chance to coach under better goaltending conditions (in theory)? 
If he stays, it wouldn't be surprising to see a change in assistant coaches 
given the Devils' special team struggles. 

Meanwhile, the Devils are back in the draft lottery, where they've had 
some luck. Given their depth at center, would they opt for Slovak winger 
Juraj Slafkovsky or his countryman, defenseman Simon Nemec? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Not to put too fine a point on it, but the Devils won't be doing anything 
except wallowing in the draft lottery again if they can't get better 
goaltending. There's a lot to like here: New Jersey should be a top-10 
scoring team next season, given its talent. If the Devils use their 
considerable cap space smartly, they could finally circle back to playoff 
contention. 

New York Islanders 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $10,630,833 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd (COL), 3rd, 5th, 6th 

What went wrong? 

After two straight trips to the NHL's penultimate playoff round, the 
Islanders had the most disappointing season of any team in 2021-22, 
digging themselves an early-season hole from which they could never 
escape. 

They started with 13 straight road games as the finishing touches on their 
new arena were completed, going 5-8-0. When they finally played at UBS 
Arena, it was not a happy homecoming: The Islanders went winless in 
their first seven games in the new barn, as part of an 11-game winless 
streak overall. On Dec. 5, the Islanders were 5-10-5. They never 
recovered to enter the playoff picture. 

They went from being the 12th-ranked defensive team at even strength 
(per expected goals against) over the previous two seasons to being 25th 
this season. Typically dependable players like Anthony Beauvillier and 
Kyle Palmieri didn't hit their offensive marks, while forward Oliver 
Wahlstrom couldn't build on his promising rookie season. 

There were personal highlights, such as Brock Nelson's best goal-scoring 
season, Noah Dobson's breakout year and Ilya Sorokin's Vezina-caliber 
goaltending. But it didn't add up for the Islanders, who looked slow and 
old in a fast and young league. 

Keys to the offseason 

GM Lou Lamoriello must address the team's blue line. Dobson needs a 
new contract. Andy Greene and Zdeno Chara are both free agents and 
past their prime, while free agent Sebastian Aho was generally 
ineffective. Sorokin and Semyon Varlamov -- who will be in the final year 
of his contract next season -- can only paper over so much of the 
Islanders' troubles on defense. 

After that, Lamoriello has to determine whether the team's struggles were 
anomalous or systemic. Will he try to trade off some of his 30-and-older 
players on long-term contracts? Or does he run it all back next season 
with hopes that the pieces he's assembled still can click for a Cup run? 

One thing we do know: Barry Trotz will not be backed, as he was fired on 
May 9. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Bringing back Cal Clutterbuck and Zach Parise on new contracts would 
indicate that Lamoriello is willing to keep this core together for another 
kick at the can. With a few tweaks, especially on defense, perhaps the 
Islanders have another run in them, especially with their goaltending. A 
better start and some new bodies in the lineup should mean they'll be a 
heck of a lot closer to the postseason than they were this season. 

Ottawa Senators 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $23,303,929 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd, 2nd (TB), 3rd, 3rd (BOS), 4th, 5th, 5th (WPG), 
5th (BOS), 6th, 7th (NYI) 

What went wrong? 

The Senators thought the rebuild was over. They thought wrong. 
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Why? Let's start with goaltending. Matt Murray was hardly the Senators' 
savior there, losing seven straight to start the season and six straight in 
the back half of his campaign before exiting in early March with an injury. 
That's not what Ottawa needed from its supposed starter. And with his 
own subpar play, Filip Gustavsson didn't fill the void effectively. 

Murray wasn't the only one who fell below expectations, though. Tim 
Stutzle also came out slowly (on the score sheet anyway), notching only 
one goal in his first 21 games, epitomizing a lineup that struggled to 
score as a whole. Ottawa just never got the leaps and bounds from some 
of its younger stars early on, then couldn't overcome its deficiencies later. 
That became especially true after Drake Batherson, the Sens' leading 
point-getter, was lost to an injury right before the All-Star break. 

Then there were the defensive inconsistencies: odd-man rushes, sloppy 
in-zone coverage, bad decision-making with the puck. All the little 
negative habits that add up to negative results. 

Keys to the offseason 

Murray hasn't played an NHL game since March 5. How is GM Pierre 
Dorion going to address that position for next season? Anton Forsberg 
has had a solid final third of the season and signed a three-year deal to 
stick with the Senators. If Murray can get healthy, will Ottawa trust him to 
stay that way and be part of a tandem with Forsberg? Do the Sens have 
any other choice? Shoring up the goaltending, one way or another, will 
be critical to Ottawa's hopes for a turnaround. 

Dealing with their defensive problems will also be key. Dorion added 
Travis Hamonic at the trade deadline, but he'll need to do more work to 
help Ottawa keep the puck out of its own net. The Senators have cap 
space available to rectify these issues; it's on Dorion to find the right mix. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

At this stage, it's hard to think of Ottawa in the playoff conversation next 
season. Unless, of course, Dorion takes some big swings in free agency 
and can get some difference-making defensive players. The Senators 
have great talent up front in Stutzle, Batherson and Brady Tkachuk. Even 
if all three improve upon this campaign, more tweaks are necessary 
before we can say Ottawa realistically moves the needle next season. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $8,803,143 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th 

What went wrong? 

This season was a debacle for the Flyers. Coach Alain Vigneault was 
fired after an 8-10-4 start and replaced by assistant coach Mike Yeo on 
an interim basis. Under the former Wild and Blues head coach, the Flyers 
would win just 16 of their next 56 games. They missed key players to 
injury in center Sean Couturier (29 games played), forward Kevin Hayes 
(44 games) and defenseman Ryan Ellis (4 games), a significant 
offseason acquisition who was expected to solidify the defensive corps. A 
slight uptick in goaltending quality by maligned franchise netminder 
Carter Hart was undercut by a penalty kill that saw the Flyers finish near 
the bottom of the league. 

It was a season also marred by tragedy, as Hayes lost his brother, former 
NHL player Jimmy Hayes, last August. It was also overshadowed by the 
saga of captain Claude Giroux, the career Flyer whose time with the 
team ended after a deadline trade to the Florida Panthers. 

Too many injuries, too many ineffective performances and not enough 
impact from GM Chuck Fletcher's offseason additions in Ellis, Rasmus 
Ristolainen, Keith Yandle and Martin Jones (although Cam Atkinson 
played well in his first season in Philly). 

Keys to the offseason 

Fletcher has spoken about an "aggressive retool" in the offseason, 
believing there are enough pieces on the roster, with some 
augmentation, to contend next season. That retool is going to have to be 

quite aggressive: The Flyers need to replace Giroux's offense and 
probably add another established scorer beyond that. 

Will they seek to move forward James van Riemsdyk, who carries a $7 
million cap hit into the final year of his contract? Will those rumors about 
Ivan Provorov's availability result in a trade? There are plenty of 
directions to take the retool. 

Obviously, an NHL draft lottery win would help. The Flyers could certainly 
use a Shane Wright or a Logan Cooley at center, or Simon Nemec on 
defense. 

But beyond the roster, Fletcher will need to hire a new head coach. 
There has been a lot of speculation that the Flyers will seek out TNT 
commentator and Philly fan favorite Rick Tocchet to take over the bench. 
Or does a team seeking better fundamental 5-on-5 play make overtures 
to another coach-turned-commentator in John Tortorella? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

If they're healthier. If their offseason acquisitions are uniformly more 
impactful than last season's were and don't detract from other areas of 
the team. If they choose the right coach. If some of the younger players 
getting time this season -- Noah Cates, Ronnie Attard, Bobby Brink, 
Morgan Frost, Owen Tippett -- level up, and Hart continues to trend back 
to his previous standards. If all of this -- or at least most of it -- happens, 
the Flyers could return to playoff contention. But that's a lot of ifs. 

San Jose Sharks 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $13,003,333 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 5th (BUF), 6th, 7th, 7th (ARI), 7th 
(MIN) 

What went wrong? 

Not much was expected from the Sharks this season, but they improved 
incrementally. 

They were a .438 points percentage team last season; they had a .468 
points percentage through 77 games this season. Their goaltending 
improved from 29th last season to 20th this season, thanks to the 
acquisitions of James Reimer, Adin Hill and eventually goalie Kaapo 
Kahkonen, whom they acquired from Minnesota in a trade for 
defenseman Jacob Middleton. 

But their offense dropped from seventh in expected goals per 60 minutes 
in all situations last season to 27th this season. Part of that could be 
attributed to the loss of forward Evander Kane, as the Sharks terminated 
Kane's deal for what they said was a breach of contract and for violating 
COVID-19 protocols. He was their leading scorer last season, but it was 
clear that the relationship had run its course. 

Keys to the offseason 

The first is finding the next general manager after Doug Wilson stepped 
down this season. Joe Will is the team's interim GM and may end up 
running their draft as they meticulously comb through candidates to 
succeed Wilson, who was with San Jose for 19 seasons. 

Whoever takes over inherits a veteran roster filled with long-term 
contracts. The Sharks have $42.6 million in salary committed to the 
2024-25 season for Logan Couture, Erik Karlsson, Brent Burns, Marc-
Edouard Vlasic and now Tomas Hertl, whom they signed before the trade 
deadline. That's an expensive core with ample trade protection. Unless 
something dramatic changes, the Sharks will have to find ways to build 
around that talent thriftily. 

To that end, they have some interesting free agents: productive forward 
Alexander Barabanov (UFA), center Jonathan Dahlen (RFA), 
defenseman Mario Ferraro (RFA) and Kahkonen (RFA). 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 
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Another season in hockey purgatory, as the Sharks hope an affordable 
supporting cast can solidify around their talented but aging core. They 
need more players like center Thomas Bordeleau, the University of 
Michigan product who made his debut this season. They could have 
another one in forward William Eklund, the seventh overall pick in last 
year's draft, but he had a rough season in the Swedish Hockey League. 
The regular-season ceiling for this team feels like a wild card. 

Seattle Kraken 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $21,135,834 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd, 2nd (NSH), 2nd (TOR), 2nd (FLA), 3rd, 4th, 
4th (WSH), 4th (CGY), 5th, 6th, 7th 

What went wrong? 

The Kraken weren't the Vegas Golden Knights. That much was clear. 
Our expectations for Seattle, based on the Knights' recent expansion 
success and Seattle drafting under the same rules, were inflated. Given 
the talent on the roster, the Kraken should have been better than a points 
percentage under .400, even if they inevitably became a seller at the 
trade deadline anyway. 

At the very least, they should have been a team that established a 
discernible identity in their inaugural season; yet in the end, Seattle's 
style and direction are as mysterious as their namesake sea monster. 

Their goaltending was supposed to help define them. Instead, Philipp 
Grubauer gave up more than 18 goals below expectations and cost his 
team at least three wins, per Evolving Hockey. Through 76 games, the 
Kraken had the worst team save percentage in the NHL. Whatever gains 
they made at 5-on-5 during the season were undermined by the league's 
most porous goaltending. 

But the Kraken didn't give their netminders much goal support, either. 
They were near the bottom of the goals per game rankings, watching 
players like Joonas Donskoi struggle and others like Jaden Schwartz and 
Brandon Tanev limited by injuries. 

Keys to the offseason 

The arrival of No. 2 overall pick Matty Beniers gives the Kraken a 
potential No. 1 center next season and a glimpse of the future. How to 
achieve that future will involve the NHL draft, where the Kraken will have 
five picks in the first two rounds. But the short-term prospects for Seattle 
will rise or fall on GM Ron Francis' moves this offseason. 

They have 10 free agents, three of them unrestricted. They'll have 
around $21 million in open cap space. They can see what worked and 
what didn't this season and adjust accordingly. That goes for the players 
and the coaches, whose player usage and systems contributed to the 
team's offensive malaise. 

But mostly, they need to find a way for Grubauer to shake off this season 
and become the goalie they thought they signed last summer -- the one 
who was going to be the foundation for what they're building in the 
Emerald City. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

The Kraken found some franchise foundations in their first year. Jared 
McCann was the goal-scoring ace that the analytics portended. Yanni 
Gourde was as solid as expected. Jamie Oleksiak had a strong season. 
So consider the inaugural season as the opening draw in a card game; 
they'll keep some, give some back, take new ones and hope the hand 
turns out better. This is clearly a slow build for Seattle. Another season 
outside the playoffs, considering what's in the 2023 draft, wouldn't hurt. 

Vancouver Canucks 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $12,373,333 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th 

What went wrong? 

The Canucks waited too long to make significant changes. GM Jim 
Benning and coach Travis Green were fired on Dec. 6, 2021. Benning 
had been at the helm since 2014, and the Canucks made the playoffs 
just twice during his tenure. One of those times was a second-round exit 
in the 2020 bubble playoffs that proved to be an anomalous tease. 

After a .446 points percentage in 2020-21, this clean sweep probably 
could have happened in the offseason. Instead, the regime returned, with 
Benning having made overly aggressive moves in an effort to save his 
job -- like the Oliver Ekman-Larsson deal, for a future contract headache 
he figured wouldn't be his -- and augment a roster that had already 
proven not to be championship-caliber. 

Green was fired after the Canucks stumbled to an 8-15-2 start, months 
after Vancouver handed him a two-year contract extension. Enter miracle 
worker Bruce Boudreau, who has gone 31-15-9 as head coach and 
pushed this roster as far as it could go. Enter team president Jim 
Rutherford and general manager Patrik Allvin as well, who were charged 
with evaluating that roster in another lost season. 

On the ice, the team got outstanding goaltending from Thatcher Demko, 
star Elias Pettersson regained his form, it was another big offensive 
season from defenseman Quinn Hughes and a career year from forward 
J.T. Miller, whom the Canucks decided to hang onto rather than move at 
the trade deadline despite next season being the last one on his contract. 
But the team's problems, like their penalty kill, were solved too slowly for 
the Canucks to make the cut. Too much, too late. 

Keys to the offseason 

The first key is bringing back Boudreau. His contract has a team option 
for a second season, although it's been reported that he could walk away 
from that option. As long as the term is right, bringing back Boudreau is a 
no-brainer: He cracked the code on this team and changed the vibe of 
the franchise. 

They'll have calls to make on Miller, who makes $5.25 million against the 
cap next season before becoming an unrestricted free agent; it's hard to 
imagine he's not part of the solution in Vancouver, given his breakout 
season. Forward Brock Boeser is a restricted free agent whose name 
continues to circulate in the trade rumor mill. Captain Bo Horvat, like 
Miller, goes UFA in summer 2023. 

They have upwards of seven UFAs on a roster that Allvin and Rutherford 
would no doubt like to reshape a bit more in their image, while figuring 
out which pieces of the core they'll retain. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

It feels like Boudreau just ran out of runway this season. Given a full 
offseason, training camp and 82-game campaign, we have faith that he 
can get the Canucks back to the playoffs. They have some foundational 
pieces in place -- you could do a lot worse than starting with Pettersson, 
Hughes and Demko -- and a very smart managerial team to add more. 
The long-overdue end of the Benning Era should lead to prosperity next 
season. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $2,673,334 

2022 draft picks: 2nd, 3rd (NYR), 5th, 5th (CHI), 6th, 7th 

What went wrong? 

While there were things that impacted the Golden Knights beyond their 
control this season, they missed the playoffs for the first time in franchise 
history due to unforced errors, cap mismanagement and straying too far 
from their identity. 

Having selected Robin Lehner as their primary goalie and needing the 
cap space, they shipped beloved Vezina Trophy winner Marc-Andre 
Fleury to the Blackhawks last offseason. That ended up destabilizing 
their goaltending: The Knights went from 2nd in team save percentage to 
20th, and Lehner didn't finish the season after opting for shoulder 
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surgery. The Knights used much of that cap space to acquire winger 
Evgenii Dadonov ... whose cap hit they desperately tried to unload with a 
deadline trade to the Ducks, only to have the move canceled by the NHL 
after it turned out Anaheim was on his no-trade list. 

Vegas tried to move Dadonov because it was a capped-out team 
attempting to bring back players from long-term injured reserve. This 
underscored a two-fold problem this season: The financial constraints of 
their own making, which were only exacerbated when the Knights traded 
for Jack Eichel in a November 2021 blockbuster; and the incredible 
number of injuries they dealt with in the second half of the season, from 
star winger Mark Stone to defenseman Alec Martinez to key forward 
Reilly Smith to Lehner. 

Eichel was the latest in a series of high-profile player acquisitions that 
turned the "Golden Misfits" into a roster crushed under the weight of its 
payroll and expectations. That was evident in the final games of the 
season, when the Knights stumbled to their elimination with home losses 
to New Jersey and San Jose; a de facto playoff game loss at Dallas; and 
then a loss in Chicago. Outside of the Devils, the other three defeats 
were in the shootout, where Vegas went a stupefying 0-for-17. 

After that, it was goodnight for these underwhelming Knights. 

Keys to the offseason 

How does owner Bill Foley react to this? He's spent the last three 
seasons collecting star players like they're Pokémon. The Knights were a 
Stanley Cup favorite -- and they didn't even make the postseason. The 
key to the offseason is the scope of that reaction. Does it mean coach 
Peter DeBoer or GM Kelly McCrimmon are out of a job? Does it mean 
another aggressive offseason acquisition of high-priced veteran talent? 
Or do the Knights write off this injury-plagued season and run it back with 
much of the same roster, including a sharper Jack Eichel for 82 games? 

Aside from those philosophical discussions, there are some immediate 
questions to be addressed. Smith is an unrestricted free agent that's 
likely gone. Do they revisit a Dadonov trade? Could they seek to move 
Max Pacioretty one year before unrestricted free agency? Perhaps most 
importantly: What's the status of Robin Lehner and of Lehner's 
relationship with DeBoer? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Challenging for the Stanley Cup. Injuries were a huge factor this season. 
As anyone in Vegas knows, sometimes your luck is rotten. But the other 
issues that impacted the Knights were self-inflicted, and many of them 
can be corrected in the offseason with better cap management and some 
tweaks to the roster. They have enough talent on this roster to win the 
Cup. They just have to find the right mix, the right flexibility and, above all 
else, the right direction. 

Winnipeg Jets 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $16,271,310 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd (STL), 2nd (NYR), 3rd (CBJ), 4th (ARI), 6th, 
7th 

What went wrong? 

Some teams don't have enough talent to compete with the NHL's best. 
Winnipeg has top players, but too many of them had a tough season at 
the same time. So much so, coach Paul Maurice didn't think he could get 
enough out of the group anymore, leading him to resign in December. 

It's not often that a coach just up and quits on a team that's 
underperforming. Did that have a residual effect on the Jets' overall 
confidence? Maybe. But the club's struggling stars were the real issue. 

Mark Scheifele and Blake Wheeler both missed time early in the season 
and didn't find an offensive groove until later. Nikolaj Ehlers was one the 
Jets' best forwards, but he too was felled by injury midseason, and that 
hurt the Jets' chances of making a run up the standings. It felt like one 
thing after another took Winnipeg's assets out of the lineup, and the more 

they fought to stay above water, the harder another wave of adversity 
would land. 

Eventually that roller coaster seemed to take a mental toll on the entire 
team, effectively ending any last-ditch hope of contending for a wild-card 
spot. 

Keys to the offseason 

GM Kevin Cheveldayoff will need to decide on his next coach. Dave 
Lowry stepped in for Maurice, but is that a long-term slot for him? 
Probably not. 

Whoever fills the role will face arguably the next most important task for 
the Jets: putting this wasted year behind them and starting fresh. It's not 
as if the Jets' require a massive overhaul. They have good players and 
good prospects. Connor Hellebuyck is a strong goaltender. This was just 
a nightmare season in nearly every regard. 

Inevitably, Cheveldayoff will swap some personnel or make alterations 
here and there. He'll have to manage Pierre Luc-Dubois' next deal as 
well, which will be a priority negotiation between the club and its pending 
restricted free agent. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Winnipeg should enter training camp with a massive chip on its shoulder. 
This was not the year the Jets intended to have, and there are far too 
many good players in this lineup to have it happen again. There should 
be high expectations for the Jets going forward, both inside and outside 
the organization. 
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ESPN / 2022 Stanley Cup playoffs - How officials handle the intensity, 
scrutiny of postseason hockey 

 

Emily Kaplan 

 

IT'S ROUND 1 of the Stanley Cup playoffs, and the Boston Bruins are 
facing the Carolina Hurricanes in Game 2 in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
Tensions flare early, as Boston winger David Pastrnak collides with 
Carolina goalie Antti Raanta, knocking him out of the game with a bloody 
face. Scrums (and more) form at nearly every whistle. At one point, four 
Bruins players are sitting in the penalty box. Boston loses a player, too, 
as defenseman Hampus Lindholm exits the game in the second period 
after absorbing a massive hit from Andrei Svechnikov. 

It feels like things could get out of hand at any moment. 

This is playoff hockey. Stakes are high, emotions run higher and the 
intensity is tangible for players, coaches and fans alike. There's more 
physicality and more familiarity with the same teams playing night after 
night. Over the past decade, the NHL reports there has been 45% more 
hitting in playoff games as compared with regular-season games. 

Already this postseason, there have been a handful of controversial 
cross-checks, a bloody brawl, an ejection and a one-game suspension 
for boarding, and several goalie interference reviews. 

It's the job of the game officials, among their numerous other duties, to 
keep the lid on all this, preventing the tinderbox from exploding. And all 
the while, the default chant in hockey arenas throughout North America 
has become, "Ref, you suck!" 

Flashback six weeks. When the NHL's general managers convened in 
late March for their annual meetings in Florida, commissioner Gary 
Bettman addressed the group: "It's time to talk about officiating." 
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It had been a challenging week for the men in stripes, including two 
apparent missed calls late in Coyotes-Maple Leafs and Oilers-Capitals 
games, with both directly preceding deciding goals. There was also a 
feisty news conference from Colorado Avalanche captain Gabriel 
Landeskog in which he said: "In 11 years, I've never sat and talked about 
referees in a press conference. But sometimes it's time for players to 
step up and speak their truth." 

According to several people at the March session, Bettman stood at the 
front of the ballroom at the Eau Palm Beach Resort & Spa and 
acknowledged that the league's officiating isn't perfect. 

"All of you know," Bettman reasoned with the 32 general managers, "how 
hard the officials work, how difficult the game is to officiate and how 
rigorously the officials are critiqued. Concerns about certain calls or 
situations? My line is always open." 

Then, a warning: "If you criticize the officials publicly, you will get fined." 

Officiating remains a sensitive topic for the league, and the scrutiny will 
only grow as the playoffs continue and the intensity ratchets up even 
higher. Bettman's directive, however, was hardly reactionary. League 
officials say the commissioner has delivered a version of this speech 
dozens of times over his 29 years in office. And he'll do it again four 
times this spring. 

Before each round of the playoffs, Bettman holds a mandatory call for 
coaches and general managers in which he once again warns them: 
Airing grievances about officiating publicly is not productive for anyone. 

Privately? The state of officiating is a much more nuanced matter. 

THE BIGGEST COMPLAINT about officiating come playoff time is that 
refs seemingly put away their whistles and don't call penalties that should 
be called. The league says that isn't the case. NHL director of officiating 
Stephen Walkom and Bettman instruct officials to call the standard -- call 
it in the first five minutes, and call it in overtime. 

"I think the issue is, fans aren't used to seeing everyone finishing their 
checks," said Dave Jackson, the retired longtime NHL referee and 
current ESPN rules analyst. "Everyone backchecking, more hitting, more 
physicality, way less time and space." 

The nature of games changes once the playoffs start. 

"I don't think the referees call the game differently in the playoffs; I think 
players play the game differently," St. Louis Blues general manager Doug 
Armstrong said. "There's more outrage on a soft call than letting a 
marginal one go. I think you want to earn your penalties, maybe that's old 
school. But from our perspective, we want to make sure [Ryan] O'Reilly 
and [Vladimir] Tarasenko and [Robert] Thomas and [Jordan] Kyrou have 
the ability to do for us what they did all regular season. That's what we 
want, that's what the fans want." 

The numbers don't bear out the notion that referees put their whistles 
away in the postseason. In eight of the past 10 seasons, there have been 
more power-play opportunities per game in the playoffs than in the 
regular season. Through the first 28 games of this postseason 
(admittedly a small sample size), teams averaged 4.18 power plays per 
game; the league average during the regular season was 2.89. 

There is a group of critics who believe star players need to be better 
protected in the playoffs, with the example of Connor McDavid in 
Edmonton's 2021 first-round loss often cited. McDavid did not draw a 
single penalty in 211 minutes, despite some casual viewers counting as 
many as two dozen potential infractions. 

Since 2016-17, McDavid has drawn 1.41 penalties per 60 minutes during 
the regular season. In that same time frame, the number has dropped to 
0.72 penalties per 60 minutes during the postseason. 

Interestingly, those numbers aren't consistent for all star players. The 
penalty-drawn rates of Brad Marchand and Auston Matthews have gone 
down in the playoffs in their careers. Meanwhile, Tarasenko, Alex 

Ovechkin and Steven Stamkos all have seen their penalty-drawn rates 
go up in the postseason. 

Teams know they can't control how the game is called and need to stay 
true to their style of play regardless. 

"It's up to us to get our team to play hard, get to the net front, battle 
harder there and earn those things," Toronto Maple Leafs general 
manager Kyle Dubas said. "And they should be harder in the playoffs." 

Of course, complaints about their performance are part of every official's 
job. ESPN sought input from 15 players and coaches about officials, 
offering them anonymity so they could provide honest opinions. 

A handful of players were critical. "I think the consistency can be a joke 
sometimes," one veteran winger said. 

One head coach told ESPN that while he is generally OK with the state of 
officiating, he feels makeup calls are common. 

"You'll see it all the time," the coach said. "The refs call something early. 
Then you just wait ... because you know they're going to call the next 
ticky-tacky borderline infraction against the other team. It always seems 
to work that way." 

However, a majority of the commentary fell more in line with this quote 
from a veteran NHL defenseman. There's a level of empathy for officials 
that often gets lost in the heat of a postgame news conference. 

"I actually have no issues with officiating," the defenseman said. "No 
matter how emotional I get on the ice -- and you probably see it, I yell at 
linesmen, I yell at refs all the time -- they're out there just trying to do their 
job just like I am. They're going to make mistakes, just like I'm going to 
make mistakes. 

"The linesmen, at the end of the day, their job is to protect us, which is a 
thankless job. I could probably do better with some gratitude because 
they really do a good job taking care of us. Then the refs are the refs. 
Some good ones might make a bad call sometimes and bad ones call 
good ones. That's a job you can't win at, ever. I'm sure you've heard me 
after someone calls a penalty on me, and I'm dropping so many f-bombs 
at them. And then it cools off, and then I usually say sorry, because at 
the end of the day I really do respect them." 

LAST YEAR, NHL referee Tim Peel was working a March game between 
the Nashville Predators and Detroit Red Wings when he was caught on a 
hot mic after issuing a tripping penalty to Nashville forward Viktor 
Arvidsson. "It wasn't much," Peel was heard saying. "But I wanted to get 
a f---ing penalty against Nashville early." 

The comments sent the hockey world ablaze, igniting a chorus of 
criticism from those who believe makeup calls exist. Peel, who was one 
month away from retiring, did not work another NHL game. League vice 
president Colin Campbell condemned Peel's comments, saying there 
was no justification "no matter the context or intention." 

It was a public relations disaster, fueling the notion that officials manage 
the game. 

"That seems to be a default for a lot of people," Walkom said. "But it 
couldn't be further from the truth. You're managing situations, but you're 
not managing the game." 

Officials are indeed "managing the game," but not in ways that many fans 
might realize. 

"I hate that 'manage the game' now has a negative connotation," 
Jackson, the former referee, said. "When you manage something, you're 
managing emotions, you're managing personalities. You're not out there 
with a preconceived idea of what I want this game to be. You're just 
taking what you're given and you do the best job you can with the tools 
you have at your disposal." 

Stand between the benches for an NHL game and one of the most 
noteworthy things is the constant chatter among officials, players and 
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coaches. Linesmen are communicating with the benches about line 
changes. Referees are answering questions and explaining situations. 

"All of that is vital for the continuous flow of the game," Walkom said. 

And then there's the on-ice communication that largely occurs after the 
whistle. Officials are pulling players out of scrums, skating alongside 
them, playing part traffic cop, part parent, part counselor. 

It's one of the reasons Walkom doesn't believe taking referees off the ice 
-- and utilizing technology or an "eye in the sky" perspective to officiate 
games, which has come up in league discussions -- would work. It's 
impossible, and not necessarily desirable, to remove the human element. 
Another key reason is sight lines. It's a lot easier to make a judgment call 
at ice level. 

"There's always all sorts of ideas on how to use technology -- it's always 
discussed among GMs and the competition committee," Walkom said. 
"And it comes down to, how perfect do you want to make the game? Was 
the game meant to be perfect? 

"For a fan, the more continuous north-south hockey with more scoring 
chances, goals and skills is better. We need to remember the game is for 
the fans and the players who play it. We have to be careful with how 
much we interfere." 

Jackson mentioned that in managing the game, referees have certain 
tools at their disposal, and one of those tools is penalties. If things are 
getting out of hand in scrums or gatherings after whistles, referees often 
assess unsportsmanlike conduct penalties to quiet things down. They 
also can call 10-minute misconducts if necessary. 

But there is never an edict to keep things even, or relatively even, the 
league insists. 

"For most officials, you don't walk out of the arena thinking, 'If both teams 
got two penalties each, that was a well-called game,'" Walkom said. "You 
walk out of the game and say, 'Did you call the game fairly?' If you call 
six penalties one way and one on the other team, it might not seem fair to 
fans, or maybe not to teams. But if there were six penalties one way and 
one the other, and that's all there was, you did your job and you'd be 
supported doing it." 

In all of the discourse about officiating, the psyche of the official is often 
left out. 

"It's extremely tough mentally because we're being told by everyone that 
we're ruining the game," Jackson said. "The only thing that keeps us 
sane is when Walkom sends daily emails that say, 'If you call the 
standard, we'll support you.'" 

BEING AN OFFICIAL is a grind. Most are on the road 20 days a month. 

"The players have 41 home games," Jackson said. "If you live in an NHL 
city you might get five home games. You're also doing your own laundry, 
booking your own hotels, rental cars." 

In addition to the in-game criticism from players and coaches, and the 
hue and cry from fans, officials are constantly being scrutinized by the 
league. There is a logger assigned to every game, who notes every call -
- as well as every potential missed call. At midseason, the officials 
receive a written evaluation that covers their judgment, professionalism, 
skating and fitness. 

Recently, there has become a shortage of officials at all levels of hockey 
in North America, a situation exacerbated by the pandemic. Just as the 
supply chain was dwindling, a more specialized workforce was needed. 
The game has evolved to become faster and more skilled, and the NHL 
needed a new level of officials to keep up. 

Over the past several years, Walkom has started recruiting former 
players, both from college and junior hockey. He said the biggest 
untapped market is among women's hockey players. For the first time 
this year, 10 women officiated in the AHL, the NHL's development 

league. All of those women went through the NHL's exposure combine or 
the NHL Officiating Association's mentorship program. 

The NHL had 11 officials make their debuts this season, which is a huge 
spike compared with typical years and has left the overall pool of officials 
less experienced than in the past. In the decade prior, the average 
number of officials to debut in a season was four, according to data 
tracked by the website Scouting the Refs. 

The biggest reason there are so many rookies? The NHL didn't hire any 
new officials in 2020-21. Combine that with five officials retiring after last 
season (three, including Peel, were scheduled; two had career-ending 
injuries), and the NHL needed to make some call-ups. When officials 
reach a certain age or see declining performance levels, the league 
works out a succession plan to phase them out. 

The NHL has 70 full-time officials, and almost all of them have a goal of 
working in the playoffs. A lot of it is for personal pride, but there's also a 
large financial incentive. 

Officials earn significant bonus money for every playoff round they work, 
but each round, the number of officials working gets cut in half. If an 
official works the Stanley Cup Final, he will earn a minimum of 25% of his 
yearly salary and up to 40% (depending on level of experience). 

And it's cutthroat. Just like the teams in the playoffs, if an official doesn't 
perform, he's not moving on. There are officials who worked the second 
round of the playoffs last year who will miss the postseason this year 
because of performance. Nothing is guaranteed. 

"You're getting the best officials in the playoffs," Islanders GM Lou 
Lamoriello said. "They're not going to be the deciding factor. What you 
don't want is anyone to manage the game. All you want is for them to call 
what they see, not what they thought they saw. Two things. Don't 
manage the game. And call what you're 100 percent sure of." 

Fans would likely have more empathy for officials if they could hear from 
them. Imagine if after a call or non-call, the officials were to explain what 
they saw from their sight line and shared insight on how they 
experienced the game unfold. Or if the officials spoke publicly from time 
to time, people might just realize ... how normal they are. And how they 
simply do their job for the love of the game. 

That's not happening anytime soon. 

"Officials understand their role," Walkom said. "It is to have the game 
called to the standard laid down by the league, to promote fairness and 
safety, and uphold the integrity of the game so that players can play the 
game at an optimal level. That's what the fans come to the rink for. They 
don't come to see the ref interviewed postgame. 

"Officials didn't get into the game to be media stars. They get into it to 
serve the game, and serve it in a manner that allows the players to play 
and the coaches to coach. Maybe that's what's best for the game." 

Like many matters with officiating, the answer is not necessarily black 
and white. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames finally flex offensive chops with sustained pressure 
in Game 4 win 

 

Eric Francis May 10, 2022, 2:28 AM 

 

DALLAS — Smack dab in the middle of a statement game for the 
Calgary Flames came a shift several members of the Dallas Stars won’t 
soon forget. 
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Moments earlier the Flames had finally cracked the Jake Oettinger code 
with a bar down point blast from Rasmus Andersson while on a two-man 
advantage. 

It was their 31st shot on net and it came at the game’s midway point for a 
1-0 lead. 

What followed was a powerful demonstration of just how dominant the 
Flames can be with the 5-on-5 forecheck they thrived on all season long. 

Dominating possession in the Dallas zone with patient passing, several 
shots and big hits, the Flames toyed with the Stars for more than four 
minutes, almost entirely in the Stars’ zone. 

While the Flames made several line changes in the process, Jason 
Robertson, Tyler Seguin and Miro Heiskanen gasped for air, desperate to 
keep the puck out of their net as they skated in circles trying to diffuse 
the situation. 

While Oettinger stood firm, the Stars endured the type of pressure the 
Flames became known for this year, cobbling together a momentum-
building push that had Robertson stuck on the ice for an unheard of 4:20. 

Seguin sucked air for 3:07, and Heiskanen endured a 2:45 sentence. 

Longer than most Darryl Sutter pressers. 

Even the lowest-intensity of beer league teams rarely see shifts like that. 

Why the Flames are 'untouchable' when on top of their game 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 2:20 

“That was a hard shift for them, then they iced it and had to keep them 
out there,” said Sutter, following a 4-1 win that evened their series 2-2. 

“A big point in the game there.” 

Four games into the series and the Calgary Flames were finally flexing 
their offensive chops. 

Sure, the period ended with the Flames up just 1-0 despite outshooting 
the hosts 39-22. 

However, the Flames had finally figured out a way to penetrate the 
forcefield surrounding Oettinger the first three games. 

Lots of traffic in front and plenty of point-blank chances. 

Solving Oettinger again suddenly seemed inevitable, as opposed to 
impossible. 

Midway through the third, a John Klingberg hook earned Johnny 
Gaudreau a penalty shot he made good on with a sweet forehand-to-
backhand deke he finished between the 23-year-old’s legs. 

“I was a tad nervous there to be honest with you,” smiled Gaudreau, who 
relieved some of the pressure heaped on him throughout the low-scoring 
series. 

“I felt like he had my number there tonight. I had three or four really good 
opportunities to put the puck in the net. It was nice to find the net there 
and give us a two-goal lead.” 

Gotta See It: Gaudreau slips it five-hole to score on penalty shot 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 0:49 

Soon thereafter he set up Elias Lindholm to put the game out of reach, 
giving the Flames home ice advantage in a best-of-three showdown 
starting Wednesday in Calgary. 

“I feel like since Game 1 I’ve been playing well and hard against this 
team, but obviously results weren’t there,” said Gaudreau, who now has 
three assists and a goal in the four games. 

“Last game had a breakaway with two minutes left and wanted that one 
back. And then tonight, little different story, found the back of the net. 

“That’s the way hockey is. You can’t score ’em all but it was nice to help 
this team win tonight. 

“The momentum is we’re going home and playing in front of our fans.” 

They’ll do so with a bounce in their step and a red-hot goalie who made 
34 saves. 

The only shot that beat Jacob Markstrom all night was a Tyler Seguin 
power play finish with the game out of reach with five minutes remaining. 

Gaudreau 'sensational' for Flames after taking worrying first shift hit 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 3:38 

Despite all the hand wringing in Calgary the previous few days, the 
Flames fly home Tuesday with every reason to believe they can solve the 
smothering Stars. 

Gaudreau’s six shots on goal included several Grade A chances the 
goalie robbed him on. 

“He’s good on breakaways,” said Sutter, straight-faced, two nights after 
being critical for Gaudreau’s breakaway miss in the dying minutes. 

“He’s got lots of different moves. This one worked.” 

One game after making strides with 41 shots on Oettinger, the Flames 
peppered the Stars netminding revelation with 54 shots, reminiscent of 
the domination the Flames had grown accustomed to this season. 

They’re back. 

Oettinger had to be spectacular to keep it within reach, before the 
Flames broke the game open, thanks largely to The Shift. 

“We had a good shift there, that’s what we can do 5-on-5,” said 
Andersson, whose club got an empty-netter from Mikael Backlund. 

“For the most part I thought it was our game. We had around 50 shots on 
net and a lot of long shifts in their zone. We didn’t take too many 
penalties and we got to play 5-on-5 and that’s where we are a really good 
team.” 

Get 4 Months of SN NOW for Only $50. 

SN NOW has launched a new pass in time for the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 
Save 17% by signing up for a 4 Month SN NOW STANDARD pass and 
stream every game of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, Blue Jays & MLB, 
Raptors & NBA and more. 

MORE DETAILS 

The Flames’ jump was evident from the opening puck drop, outshooting 
the hosts 19-8, which included a glove snare on Tyler Toffoli from five 
feet out that drew a roar from the crowd at American Airlines Center. 

“Listen, he was the only reason we were in the game,” said Stars coach 
Rick Bowness of his netminder. 

“I told the coaches after the game that ‘we just wasted a great 
goaltending performance.’ Their guy made some big saves, he didn’t get 
a lot of them but he made some big saves at the right time. Otter was 
outstanding and so that’s why it was 1-0 going into the third and we had 
some looks to make it 1-1 and then they got the penalty shot.” 

Stars' Oettinger stretches out glove to rob wide-open Toffoli 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 0:41 

By night’s end, every single Flame recorded at least one shot on goal, 
including Michael Stone who made his playoff debut with a game-high 
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eight shots. Sutter chose to play with seven defencemen at the expense 
of 12th forward Brett Ritchie. 

Sutter said he was worried the group was a tired bunch since playing 
short a defenceman in Game 1 when Andersson was tossed early. 

“Pretty solid game for us tonight — pretty similar to the last couple,” 
summed up Sutter, reminding everyone his message was simply to stay 
the course. 

“The strength of our game is 5-on-5, I’ve said it lots. Our special teams 
are a function of what we do 5-on-5.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Stanley Cup Playoffs Takeaways: Makar’s magic on 
display as Avalanche sweep Predators 

 

Emily Sadler 10, 2022, 2:38 AM 

 

On the same day he was announced as one of three Norris Trophy 
finalists as the league’s best rearguard, Colorado Avalanche star Cale 
Makar showed us all why. 

As if we needed any reminders. 

After tallying career-highs across the board in goals (28), assists (58) and 
points (86) in the regular season, Makar has been off to an incredible 
start in these playoffs, with 10 points already to his name after he put on 
a dazzling three-point performance in Game 4 against the Nashville 
Predators to complete the first-round sweep of their Central Division foes. 

He’s off to a historic pace, tallying more points than any other d-man in 
NHL history within the first four games of a post-season. And he’s 
earning some pretty high praise from his teammates. 

Said Nathan MacKinnon, “He might be the best player in the league right 
now.” 

No arguments here. 

Makar now has three three-point games so far in this post-season, 
bringing his career playoff total up to 41 points in 39 games. 

He’s clearly in Beastmode. Hmm… perhaps that explains the Skittles 
raining down from the crowd? 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE PREDATORS? 

For the first time in franchise history, the Nashville Predators find 
themselves on the losing end of a series sweep. It felt like this spring, 
against this opponent, they were kind of doomed from the start — even 
before they lost Juuse Saros to injury last month. Making the playoffs at 
all felt like the victory here, despite the club not being all that far removed 
from a real run at the Cup. 

So, where to now? 

Nashville saw some incredible performances from the players they 
needed most this season — Matt Duchene, for one, finally put up the 
kinds of numbers expected of him after he arrived a few years ago. Filip 
Forsberg posted career-highs across the board just in time to face a 
barrage of questions about his future and whether the pending UFA 
might hit the open market. Head coach John Hynes, too, faces an 
uncertain future as he’s due a new deal. 

The list of questions is long. And so, too, is the off-season ahead. 

SHESTERKIN’S STRUGGLES THRUST HIM INTO SPOTLIGHT 

The chants started early and rained down often in Pittsburgh Monday 
night: 

…IIIGGGOOORRR…! …IIIGGGOOORRR…! 

The thunderous jeers rolled through PPG Paints Arena, a relentless 
reminder for New York Rangers netminder Igor Shesterkin that the post-
season spotlight can be a very cruel and uncomfortable place to be. 

Shesterkin was pulled after letting in five goals in the second, the fans 
once again serenading him on his way out of what was a 6-2 game at the 
time before changing their tune (slightly) in the third to welcome 
Alexander Georgiev into the game. 

This was the second straight game that saw Shesterkin pulled after he 
was replaced just 20 minutes into Game 3 after allowing four goals on 15 
shots. 

Shesterkin’s struggles against his first-round foes have been one of the 
most striking developments of this post-season so far. Of course, the 
blame for Monday’s 7-2 Game 4 loss cannot, and should not, be placed 
entirely on Shesterkin’s shoulders. In his defence, New York played with 
very little defence, after all, as the Penguins dominated offensive zone 
play and fired 34 shots on net (including 10 against backup Georgiev in 
the third, scoring once). 

The Shesterkin we’ve seen in these past two playoff games has been 
very different from the one we watched over the course of the regular 
season — the one whose name will headline Tuesday’s Vezina finalists 
announcement and whose .935 save percentage through 52 starts was 
best in the league and makes him the likely runaway winner for the 
award. He was incredible in Game 1, stopping a historic 79 shots in the 
triple-overtime marathon loss, and stopped 39 of 41 as the Rangers 
rebounded in Game 2. 

Heading into the playoffs, perhaps no team was as well-versed in 
Shesterkin’s excellence as Pittsburgh. After all, in four regular-season 
meetings in 2021-22, Pittsburgh managed to put just four pucks past him. 
Now, four games into a series that sits at 3-1 for the Penguins, they’ve 
quadrupled that total with 16. They appear to have cracked the code, 
going five-hole on seven of their 16 goals this series so far and putting on 
a masterclass of net-front traffic and crafty redirections. 

Penguins strike twice in under 30 seconds to pad the lead vs. Rangers 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 1:24 

After the game, Rangers head coach Gerard Gallant wasted no time 
giving his No. 1 goalie a vote of confidence, telling reporters that he’ll be 
starting Shesterkin once again in Game 5 with the series on the line. 

CROSBY HITS 200-POINT MILESTONE 

Monday’s Penguins win to take a 3-1 series lead saw 13 different skaters 
land on the score sheet — none more impactful than the captain, of 
course. 

Crosby went into Game 4 with 198 career post-season points and by 
game’s end had 201 and a pretty cool slice of NHL history. With his goal 
and pair of assists, he became just the sixth player in NHL history to hit 
the 200-point milestone in the playoffs alongside Wayne Gretzky (382), 
Mark Messier (295), Jari Kurri (233), Glenn Anderson (214), and Jaromir 
Jagr (201). Only Gretzky (95), Kurri (143) and Messier (148) needed 
fewer games than Crosby’s 178 to reach 200 points. 

He’s put up multiple points in all four games in Round 1 so far, bringing 
his four-game tally to nine and counting. 

“It’s the best time of year to be a hockey player,” Crosby told Sportsnet’s 
Caroline Cameron following the game. “Competing like this, obviously, it 
means a lot. This is what you play for.” 

GUENTZEL’S GOT GAME 
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Joining Crosby in the Penguins’ history books is Jake Guentzel, who has 
been incredible in these playoffs so far with five goals in four games 
against New York. According to the team, he’s the first Penguin in 
franchise post-season history to score in each of the club’s first four 
games to open the playoffs. 

Stepping up his game in the playoffs is nothing new for Guentzel — he 
had 21 points in 25 post-season games as a rookie to help the Penguins 
claim the Cup in 2016-17, and matched that total in half the games the 
following spring. In three early exits from three trips to the playoffs 
between then and now, he managed just three goals and six points. He’s 
on pace for greatness once again. 

Crosby and Guentzel aren’t the only ones who made some history in 
Pittsburgh Monday night — head coach Mike Sullivan became the 
winningest coach in Penguins playoff history with No. 44. 

THE COMEBACK CATS SHOW THERE’S FIGHT IN FLORIDA YET 

They’re still not exactly cruising on all cylinders — that power play is still 
flat, now 0-for-13 in the playoffs and the only club without a PP goal this 
spring — but the Florida Panthers looked a lot more like themselves as 
they clawed back late in regulation Monday night to tie things up and 
force overtime with a 3-2 Game 4 win. 

Carter Verhaeghe had two goals, opening the scoring in the first and 
closing it in overtime, with Sam Reinhart tying things up with less than 
three minutes left in the third. Head coach Andrew Brunette earned some 
praise in the victory for his bold decision to call Sergei Bobrovsky to the 
bench with more than three minutes left in regulation to get an extra 
skater for a late (and a successful) push. 

The Capitals took the lead midway through the third period on a play that 
could be examined by the player safety department. As Panthers forward 
Sam Bennett attempted to enter Washington’s zone, Capitals forward 
T.J. Oshie levelled him with a hard hit that appeared to make contact with 
Bennett’s head. Oshie did not leave his feet or get his elbow up, and the 
two players’ paths clearly crossed making it a tricky play to assess. No 
penalty was called by the on-ice officials, and in fact the play sparked a 
rush the other way as Evgeni Kuznetsov scored just seconds later to take 
a 2-1 lead. 

Capitals' Kuznetsov scores after Oshie hits Bennett to cause turnover 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 1:28 

Following the game, Brunette voiced his displeasure at the incident. 

“I didn’t like the hit,” he said. “I thought it was targeted to the head.” He 
said he hopes the league will look at it. 

FLAMES FINALLY SOLVE OETTINGER… FOR NOW 

Through 82 regular-season games, the Calgary Flames had one of the 
league’s most powerful offences, ranking sixth in goals per game with 
3.55. 

And then they ran into a 23-year-old kid named Jake Oettinger. The 
Dallas Stars sophomore has been nearly unsolvable so far in Round 1, 
limiting the Flames to just three goals through the series’ first three 
games including a Game 3 shutout Saturday night. 

He was putting together another strong case for another shutout in the 
first half of the game, until Calgary finally put one past him and added 
two more in the third period before sealing the 4-1 win with an empty-
netter to tie up the series at 2-2. All told, it took a whopping 53 shots in 
order to score three goals on Oettinger, including a successful penalty 
shot for Johnny Gaudreau. 

It’s been a grind-it-out, goalie-driven, defence-heavy battle thus far 
between these Western clubs, and on Monday the advantage went to 
Jakob Markstrom and his 34-save game. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Thoughts on Maple Leafs’ Game 4: The worst-case 
scenario 

Maple Leafs bungled opportunity to take stranglehold on series with 
blowout loss to Lightning 

 

Justin Bourne May 9, 2022, 1:22 PM 

 

When Real Kyper and Bourne started up at 3:00 p.m. ET on May 3 — the 
day after the Leafs beat the Lightning 5-0 in Game 1 of the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs — we were coming off an unusual pre-show meeting. Our 
producer, Sam McKee, had pulled clips for us to go over from the 
coaches and players, and we were searching for the most essential 
topics, but it was a little harder than usual. It was hard because we’re a 
Leafs show, and for the Leafs … what went wrong? Who didn’t you like? 
Where was the conflict? 

Everybody was just … good. Great, in many cases. That doesn’t make 
for the best radio, as much as fans loved that we had this problem. 

That was six days ago. 

What a difference a week makes. 

To say the ghosts of the Maple Leafs’ (recent) past came back in Game 
4’s 7-3 loss is an understatement. It was a haunting. 

The fears were that this team doesn’t have killer instinct, right? That’s 
what we heard from Kyle Dubas in his 2021 post-season press 
conference. We heard it from Brendan Shanahan that year too, and if 
you want to go back to 2019, Patrick Marleau offered the same analysis 
about the group. 

The reputation is that the group wants success, but that the second they 
have it, they relax. The reputation is that they’re great at getting 
opponents in a rear naked choke, but as soon as they do, they don’t 
squeeze hard enough to make them tap or pass out. In the 2019 playoffs 
Toronto led 1-0, 2-1, and 3-2 over Boston and rolled over for the last two 
games. They needed a win to move past Columbus in 2020 and couldn’t 
muster a goal. In 2021 they led their series against Montreal 3-1 and 
worked their way to a listless seventh game loss. 

It’s not that the Leafs are tied 2-2 with the defending Cup champs right 
now that’s a problem. The problem is that the story of those past failures 
has been “Young players who have to learn how to win,” and the way 
they lost Game 4 would make fans worried that the learning isn’t 
happening. Today’s Real Kyper and Bourne podcast will inevitably be the 
inverse of the one we did after Game 1, because what went right for the 
Leafs in Game 4? Who could you like? 

In that fourth game, there’s only about 25 minutes of video worth 
analyzing, as once it’s a 5-0 score it goes off the rails when the Leafs 
tried to play a different brand of hockey than anything they’d ever employ 
in a close game, so we can’t learn much from it. 

What’s staggering is how much of this series has been played like that. 
Between the power plays and the amount of play with the score out of 
reach (making one team play uncommonly aggressive, which opens 
them up and changes the whole look of the hockey), we’ve barely got a 
sense for how these teams truly match up (though we have some inkling 
that it plays out in Tampa’s favour when they do). 

Check this out – the games haven’t been close at all: 

What’s strange is this isn’t unique to the Leafs/Bolts series. Right now the 
average margin of victory through a week of playoff games is over three 
goals per game (Prashanth Iyer, who tweeted the above, also pointed 
that out here). The playoffs have looked different. We’re used to seeing 
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tight defence squeezing the life out of offences, the game grinding to a 
halt, and teams eking out 2-1 and 3-2 wins. We’re used to seeing Dallas-
Calgary, not whatever the heck this round of playoffs has been. 

So, some thoughts and takeaways from what we’ve seen from the Leafs 
so far, who head home to Toronto with a best-of-three ahead of them, 
and home ice advantage. We’ll start with a positive, as challenging as 
they are to find. 

All is not lost for the Leafs 

Game-to-game momentum in the playoffs is rarely a thing when there 
aren’t injuries, and this series speaks that truth louder than most. If each 
game were a grind-it-out, every-inch-matters type series, you’d have to 
think that would favour the defending Cup champs, who have experience 
getting through those tough moments. If it’s going to be more of an 
offensive “who knows, anything can happen” series, that has to help 
Toronto. The uptick in offence during the regular season is finally spilling 
into the playoffs, and the Leafs can play that way. 

They returned a number of players from injury right before the playoffs 
who haven’t been impactful yet, namely Ondrej Kase and Michael 
Bunting. Those guys have had some runway to get going now, and the 
team has stayed healthy thus far. They should be at full capacity for a 
bounce back. In theory, of course. 

Let’s get more specific though: 

This isn’t about the bottom of the lineup, and the questions up top are 
massive 

You can quibble about the fourth line construction, or the third pair 
names, but at the end of the day, Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner are 
getting their lunch fed to them by the shutdown line of Killorn-Point-Cirelli, 
and maybe more importantly, Victor Hedman and Erik Cernak. 

Against that forward group over two games in Tampa Bay, they were 
outshot 15-1 at even strength, and out-chanced just as drastically. And 
that’s while starting in the offensive zone the sweeping majority of the 
times they’ve hopped on the ice. 

In the playoffs against Montreal in 2021, the Leafs didn’t shy away from 
Montreal’s desire to match Phillip Danault’s line against Matthews group, 
as they figured their top guys should win that matchup. They didn’t. 

Not only is Tampa’s defensive trio better than Montreal’s by a fair 
distance, but we’ve seen enough now to know the Leafs have to make 
efforts with last change to get their best players on the rink against 
inferior opponents. Sure, you want those guys to win their minutes 
regardless of their opponents, but you’ve got to put them in a position to 
succeed here. That’s the bulk of what coaching is: getting the right guys 
on the ice at the right time, and the Leafs will control that in Game 5. 

At home, I don’t think the Leafs need to make any drastic lineup changes 
to get away from Tampa (when they’re back in Tampa it may be a 
different story), they just need to deploy the Matthews line wisely. 

One last thing on this: at some point Matthews and Marner, regardless of 
who their linemate is and who their opposition is, have to win their 
minutes. When they’re on, they get to the dangerous areas. Their whole 
team does: 

Matthews may win the Hart and Marner will get some down-ballot votes. 
It’s gotta happen or the questions/concerns are bigger than anyone 
wants to contemplate just yet. 

OK now do Tavares/Nylander 

The Leafs’ game plan, by both logic and budget, has been that if 
Matthews and Marner draw the toughest matchup and game plan, 
William Nylander and John Tavares should be able to do some damage 
and control their minutes. 

That also hasn’t been the case. 

Boy, not at all. Nylander’s Game 4 may be the defining William Nylander 
Game, in that it’s so easy to see whatever you already think of the guy in 
his play. There was a universally shared clip of him pulling the ‘chute on 
a forecheck down five goals which, let’s be real, was as ridiculous as the 
internet made it out to be. For the love of god man, it’s the playoffs, take 
the bump for a chance to get the puck. 

On the other hand, you know what you get with him, and he made two 
brilliant plays to score goals after that. If you like him you see him 
contributing to a comeback, if you don’t, you think they’re meaningless 
points earned with the game out of reach. 

On John Tavares, though, I’m at a loss for the situation in which the 
Leafs find themselves with their captain right now. I know Sheldon Keefe 
has spoken about Tavares and Willy, and how he wants them to prioritize 
defence and keeping the puck out of their own net. Part of that, I think, is 
to take the pressure off their offence. I know Tavares has noted the 
“defence-first” stuff publicly, and that it’s really tight out there. 

Enough of that, though. 

Beating a dead horse or not, Tavares earns a lot, was a point-per-game 
player this year, and his minutes are supposed to be where the Leafs can 
find an advantage. Being underwater in his minutes is an obvious red flag 
for the Leafs. He was better in Game 4 than Game 3, but better than not-
very-good isn’t going to cut it. 

The discussion has started about whether to throw Marner on Tavares’ 
line in hopes of igniting a spark, and I believe it’s a legitimate option. It 
makes matching up against the Leafs harder, as their two best forwards 
would be on different lines. It’s been impossible to justify splitting 
Matthews and Marner for most of this season because they’ve been so 
awesome together. Now that they don’t look so awesome, would the 
Leafs do it? Would it get Tavares going? (If the answer were a clear “yes” 
they’d do it for sure, but unfortunately it isn’t.) 

The D pairs 

First, just the numbers: Through two games, Justin Holl has been the 
Leafs’ best D by “expected goals.” Over his two games, Timothy Liljegren 
has the Leafs’ worst number in that category. But early in Game 4, I was 
all but certain Holl was coming out for Liljegren again, seeing not just the 
early turnover but the lack of urgency from the Leafs big penalty killer. 
The question I wrote down about the initial 30 seconds of the game was 
“Did they not anticipate a push from Tampa?” 

By the time the game was over, I’m less sure of what the Leafs will do on 
D. 

For one, Ilya Lyubushkin struggled with some defensive reads, and 
wasn’t good with the puck on his stick. He was scratched in the regular 
season at times. And while Holl wasn’t great, he got better as the game 
progressed. I truly think this is an area where the staff will pick through 
shifts with a fine-toothed comb, look at some numbers, take some 
opinions, and have a very tough decision to make. 

My gut is Liljegren draws back in, but I also think they love what 
Lyubushkin gives them from a physical standpoint, and that Holl hasn’t 
been good, bad, or anything, he’s just been Justin Holl. 

Maybe Holl will come back out, but I don’t think there’s an obvious 
answer here. 

Maple Leafs have a mental playoff hurdle that they're going have to fix 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 3:27 

What about the 4th line? 

When you take out Jason Spezza, you lose an elite faceoff man and a 
good power play flank guy. Unfortunately, he hasn’t done anything of 
merit in his two appearances, and it’s hard to forget Keefe saying that 
their fourth lines have been best with Kyle Clifford in. 
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I like Clifford-Blackwell-Bunting just fine as a fourth line. But I can see a 
world where they give Bunting back to Matthews/Marner given their 
struggles without him. Clifford-Blackwell-Kase could be an option, with 
Kerfoot joining Nylander and Tavares? 

Whatever it ends up being, I can see Spezza coming back out for Clifford 
(or Wayne Simmonds, if not both). If it’s both, the next name out might be 
Kase, who hasn’t quite found his stride in the series, and the team would 
need someone to play centre, which Blackwell can do. 

Overall… 

The Leafs story isn’t about these little lineup details. It’s about that good 
old fashioned intangible stuff now, the heart and the effort and the ability 
to raise their level and stay there. Whether this team can play with 
anyone or not is long-since proven to be a resounding “yes.” Will they? 
Well, that’s still up in the air. 

Unfortunately, hockey isn’t as simple as controlling what you do, the 
other team gets a chance to play well too. And Game 4 was a reminder 
that the Lightning are a heck of a hockey team, the defending Cup 
champs, and aren’t just going to go away quietly. 

At some point we should expect both teams to play well at the same 
time, which is the challenge for the Leafs – holding up their end of the 
bargain. You can be sure Tampa’s going to be good the rest of the way. 
And once that happens, and it’s close, can the Leafs find a way where 
they failed in Games 5 and 6 last season? 

It feels to me like a close game is waiting in Game 5 and the scariest 
thing for Leafs fans has to be the haunting ghosts of playoffs past 
invoked in Game 4. Can they move past those? Are they different than 
years past? A week into the playoffs, and we’re still asking the same 
questions that were posed at the start of the season. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Why Maple Leafs’ fourth line has played oddly key role vs. 
Lightning 

Maple Leafs have a mental playoff hurdle that they're going have to fix 

The HC Panel breaks down the Maple Leafs lopsided Game 4 loss to the 
Lightning, where they simply didn't show up, and have to get over that 
mental hurdle of closing out teams, also weigh in on the Kings Game 4 
win over the Oilers to even that series. 

 

Sonny Sachdeva May 9, 2022, 11:21 AM 

 

Back when we were staring down Game 1 between these Toronto Maple 
Leafs and the Tampa Bay Lightning, this first-round rollercoaster seemed 
destined to be an all-time showcase of dynamic, creative offence. 

Of all-stars and future Hall of Famers, in one variety of blue and white or 
the other, flying down the sheet turn after turn to see who could best 
balance otherworldly scoring sense and stout defending. 

Through four games, it’s been more of a mess than a masterpiece, each 
meeting so far featuring an endless parade to the penalty box, plenty of 
bad blood, and two hard-fought wins apiece. 

The big boys on both sides have all factored into those W’s, for the most 
part. But heading into a crucial Game 5 back at Scotiabank Arena on 
Tuesday, where each club will look to push the other to the brink, it’s the 
games within the game that continue to come up crucial. And one area 
that’s had an oddly outsized impact so far has been the play of each 
club’s fourth line. 

Part of that simply comes down to the make-up of these two teams. With 
both featuring top-six units stuffed with elite scorers that, to a certain 
extent, cancel each other out, some portion of this series was always 
going to come down to how the bottom six matched up. To which 
organization had found the better depth gems over the course of this 
series’ 82-game run-up. 

But in the Maple Leafs’ case, it’s gone beyond that. Through the first four 
tilts of this best-of-seven, the fourth-liners have wound up playing a 
central role in swinging things towards the win or the loss column. 

In Game 1, it was Kyle Clifford seemingly burying his team by putting 
Tampa Bay on a five-minute man-advantage early, only to see his club 
come up with a galvanizing kill that they rode all the way to a win. 

In Game 2, it was Wayne Simmonds undoing his side with a pair of after-
the-whistle penalties that led directly to two Bolts goals, waking up the 
defending champs’ monster power play. 

In Game 3, it was Colin Blackwell scoring a key goal early, Jason 
Spezza’s return altering the complexion of the attack, and temporary 
fourth-liner Pierre Engvall setting up a pair of empty-netters to ice it late. 

And in Game 4, with Toronto looking to show some much-needed killer 
instinct, that last-line battle was the story of the night — the Maple Leafs’ 
crew on the wrong side of things more often than not, the Lightning’s 
three fourth-liners each finishing with a goal to their name. 

Stepping back, it’s clear the bottom-six battle has been key so far. But 
zooming in on what exactly that fourth line has done shift to shift, on how 
they’ve been utilized by head coach Sheldon Keefe, and there’s even 
more to their impact on the series so far. 

That said , with the bottom of the lineup finding itself in the spotlight time 
and time again, we went back to the film and reviewed every shift from 
the Leafs’ fourth-line personnel through Games 1-4 to get a better sense 
of their impact and their usage so far, with Game 5 looming. 

Asked before Game 3 what he’s looking for from his fourth line in this 
series, Keefe laid it out clearly: 

“Energy, physicality, and time spent in the offensive zone,” the coach had 
said. 

Let’s take a closer look at how the unit has done on that score, how 
they’ve contributed overall so far — for better or for worse — and how 
they’ve been used by Keefe throughout the game: 

GAME 1: Kyle Clifford, Colin Blackwell, Wayne Simmonds 

Game 1 is an odd bag for Keefe’s last unit, because of the game-altering 
play it came up with right off the hop. 

On the fourth line’s second shift of the game, Clifford lays the 
controversial on-the-numbers check that gifts Tampa Bay a five-minute 
stint for its all-star power play. That it wound up as a positive turning 
point for Toronto because of the dominance of the club’s penalty kill 
doesn’t render it a positive contribution, because it could just as easily 
gone the other way and buried the Maple Leafs early had the Lightning’s 
stars played how they have the rest of this series. 

Clifford’s absence also meant his team had to play down a forward for 
the rest of the game. And while Blackwell and Simmonds were involved 
in some chances — the former getting some momentum-building looks 
shorthanded, and the pair a part of some promising plays while out with 
John Tavares — they also got hemmed in their own zone on multiple 
occasions. 

It didn’t burn Toronto in Game 1, the team’s overall special-teams play 
glossing over any cracks in the foundation, but it’s tough to chalk that first 
game up as a positive for the unit. 

Game 1 Usage: Those familiar with the club know that Keefe is partial to 
the blender, his lines often morphing as the game progresses, partly 
dictated by the situation, and partly to simply find combinations that are 
rolling. For each of these games, we’ll lay out how the bottom six 
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combinations changed throughout the game, to show just how much the 
Leafs’ coaching staff alters the look of their bottom two lines in-game. 

In each game of this series, Keefe has used at least seven different 
configurations including names that started the night on the fourth line. In 
Game 1, that jumped to 12, the staff having little choice given Clifford’s 
short night. 

Following an early run with the original trio, Blackwell and Simmonds 
eventually saw time with Tavares, Alex Kerfoot, William Nylander, and 
Ondrej Kase. Keefe also used Blackwell alongside Kerfoot and David 
Kampf, Kerfoot and Matthews, Engvall and Kase, Engvall and Kampf, 
and with Nylander and Tavares. Simmonds, meanwhile, saw time with 
Engvall and Tavares, as well as Kampf and Kase. 

Clifford receives major penalty and game misconduct for hit on Colton 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 1:35 

GAME 2: Ondrej Kase, Colin Blackwell, Wayne Simmonds 

Much like the rest of the Leafs, the fourth line started Game 2 well, 
coming out in the first period and getting some good looks, throwing their 
weight around. And much like the rest of their bench, it start going south 
in the second. 

But a few moments in particular stand out, as they had a massive impact 
on the final result: 

The first came on the unit’s first shift in the second period, the trio coming 
on the ice right as Victor Hedman hit Corey Perry with an all-world stretch 
pass, sending the veteran in on a breakaway to score. It’s tough to pin 
that solely on Blackwell and Co., as it’s just as much on the timing of the 
line change, but the pass gets through the trio as they take the ice. Even 
so, the Perry goal is the least of their worries. 

On the very next shift, Perry and Pat Maroon get another good look, the 
puck sitting in the crease and nearly floating across the line. As Jack 
Campbell freezes it, Simmonds comes into the fray late and dumps 
Pierre-Edouard Bellemare beside the net, earning a trip to the penalty 
box. Tampa Bay scores on the ensuing power play. 

Fast forward to the third period. On the unit’s first shift of the frame, the 
Bolts’ fourth line again carries it into Toronto’s end and gets a good look. 
Perry fires one on Campbell and bee-lines to the crease. Simmonds joins 
the fray late and, after the whistle, shoves Perry to the ice, toppling over 
Campbell. He’s sent to the box again. The Bolts score again. 

In two of three periods, the Leafs were burned on their fourth line’s first 
shifts, and it wound up swinging the game. Overall, the fourth-line 
personnel contributed to a few good chances, particularly in the first. But 
that’s negated by the fact that they were a part of three goals-against, 
two of them coming off questionable decision-making after the whistles. 

Game 2 Usage: Game 2 is a more accurate look at how Keefe deploys 
the bottom six — he used seven different combinations including the 
fourth-line personnel in this one, mixing and matching with those depth 
pieces. Starting off, the original trio stuck together for most of the first, 
with Blackwell getting some time with Engvall and Kampf after Kase’s 
power-play shifts. In the second, though, Keefe moves Kase to a line with 
Tavares and Mikheyev, with Simmonds and Blackwell barely seeing the 
ice after the early chaos. 

In the third, Simmonds and Blackwell return to the mix alongside Kampf, 
with Kase sticking on Tavares and Mikheyev’s line (Kase also got a lone 
shift with Nylander and Engvall after a penalty kill). Midway through the 
third, Keefe switched it up again, sending Kase, Simmonds and Kampf 
out together, and then Blackwell, Bunting and Matthews, before reverting 
back to the trios from earlier in the third. 

Simmonds acknowledges he needs to be more disciplined moving 
forward in playoff series 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 0:38 

GAME 3: Jason Spezza, Colin Blackwell, Pierre Engvall 

Keefe moved away from the rough-and-tumble look in Game 3, opting for 
a unit that could play more in line with the team’s overall identity, as 
Jason Spezza was brought back into the mix while both Simmonds and 
Clifford sat. 

The fourth-line personnel had a far better night. Starting with Blackwell 
who tallied a quality goal in the first — though not off a shift with the rest 
of that fourth line but instead off a penalty kill shift, with Ilya Lyubushkin 
stepping out of the box and setting up Blackwell’s snipe as even-strength 
resumed. 

It was more than the goal, though. The next shift, Blackwell keeps the 
momentum rolling in the right direction, drawing a penalty while fighting 
off Nikita Kucherov to hold onto the puck in the Bolts’ zone, and taking a 
hit from Zach Bogosian to get it deep. His next shift, he puts in a quality 
backcheck to separate Bellemare from the puck and send it back up the 
ice. 

Spezza made his presence known too. The veteran, involved in some 
good looks over the course of the night, showed the value of his smooth 
skating by repeatedly helping the second power-play unit easily gain the 
offensive zone. Engvall, taking a brief spin on the last line, had his 
moments as well, setting up Ilya Mikheyev for a pair of empty-netters late 
in the game to ice it. 

It wasn’t flawless. The group got hemmed in their own zone more than a 
few times when the new line combinations were sent over the boards. 
But individually, in different situations, each of the three who started the 
game at the bottom of the lineup contributed meaningfully to a key win. 

Game 3 Usage: Once again, Keefe used seven different combinations 
including his fourth-line personnel. The original trio stuck together for 
most of the first, aside from Engvall getting some time with Kerfoot and 
Kampf following Spezza’s power-play shifts. In the second, Blackwell 
gets a lone shift with Nylander and Tavares, before Keefe goes back to 
the original fourth line. 

With Spezza on the man-advantage again in the second, Keefe puts 
Engvall out with Mikheyev and Kampf, and keeps him there, eventually 
throwing out Kerfoot with Spezza and Blackwell. In the third, Keefe 
changes it up again, sending Bunting out with Spezza and Blackwell. He 
sticks with those three for nearly the entire third, while keeping Engvall 
with Mikheyev and Kampf, and experimenting with an Engvall, Kase, 
Matthews line for one shift. 

Maple Leafs' Blackwell caps off 3-on-1 for first career playoff goal 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 0:57 

GAME 4: Jason Spezza, Colin Blackwell, Michael Bunting 

Game 4 was, simply put, a disaster for the fourth-liners. 

It started on their second shift of the game, with the Bolts allowed to get 
the puck deep into the Leafs’ zone, and the puck taking a wild bounce of 
a stick in the corner and straight to a wide-open Bellemare in the slot. He 
buries it, giving Tampa its second goal in the opening six minutes. 

The fourth line’s next shift comes right after Maroon scores a couple 
minutes later, Toronto desperate for a response with things starting to 
spin out of control early. Spezza and Maroon jostle off the faceoff and the 
veteran Leaf ends up knocking Maroon’s helmet off with his stick — he’s 
sent to the box, nullifying Toronto’s attempt at a quick comeback with 
another penalty kill to navigate. It’s a tough break for Spezza, as Maroon 
was more than worthy of a coincidental call himself, but regardless, not 
what was needed in that moment. 

Fast forward to the second period. On the unit’s first shift, the puck’s in 
the neutral zone and Blackwell has the opportunity to pick it up and head 
into the offensive zone on an odd-man rush — but he flies by with too 
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much speed and a falling Cal Foote gets a stick on the puck, disrupting 
Blackwell’s rush before it begins. There’s a battle in the neutral zone, and 
Brandon Hagel eventually whips a pass right by Blackwell to Ross 
Colton, who walks in and scores. 3-0 becomes 4-0. 

And once again, the impact of the unit comes in the timing of its usage. 
On the very next shift, Keefe sends out Spezza, Bunting and Tavares. 
Perry picks up the puck and steams down the right wing into Toronto’s 
zone, with Tavares following. The captain gives Perry a tap on the hands, 
and the winger goes down easy, sending Tavares to the box. On the 
ensuing kill, the Leafs put the puck over the glass, giving Tampa a five-
on-three, which they score on. 

4-0 becomes 5-0. 

Again, the Leafs find themselves burned by early shifts from the bottom-
six group, and it winds up swinging Game 4’s result further towards a 
loss. Those above key moments were also supplemented by plenty of 
shifts in which Perry, Maroon and Bellemare got the puck deep, 
controlled it along the walls, and kept Toronto’s unit stuck in their own 
zone. And to add insult to injury, all three Bolts finished the night with a 
goal. 

Game 4 Usage: For the fourth straight game, Keefe used seven different 
combinations involving his fourth-line personnel. This time, his original 
trio stuck together for the entire first period. In the second, he sends 
Blackwell over the boards for the tail end of an Engvall-Mikheyev shift, 
resulting in the Colton goal. He then sends Tavares out for a Spezza-
Bunting shift, resulting in a penalty that leads to a power-play goal-
against. Then the Leafs go back to their original fourth line. 

By the end of the second, though, Keefe’s moved Bunting back up with 
Matthews and Marner. In the third, Bunting remains on that top line, and 
the coach moves Kase down to play with Spezza and Blackwell. Late in 
the third, Keefe also experiments with a Bunting, Blackwell, Kase line, 
and a Spezza, Blackwell, Kerfoot line. 

Lightning strike quickly with three goals to open Game 4 vs. Maple Leafs 

Current Time 0:00 

Duration 2:11 

GAME 5: All eyes on Keefe 

Which brings us to an all-important Game 5, which will either set Toronto 
up to slay a half-decade’s worth of first-round demons, or push the Maple 
Leafs faithful to the brink of yet another heartbreak. 

The on-ice alchemy that will determine who comes out of that Tuesday-
night tilt with a win is a complicated one. Special-teams proficiency is 
certain to play a key role, and the tumultuous performances of both 
netminders will, too. But given how Games 1-4 went, it’s fair to assume 
Keefe’s fourth-line decisions could play a greater role than expected as 
well. And on the other side, there’s no question Tampa Bay’s last line will 
be key, as Perry, Maroon and Bellemare have straight up wreaked havoc 
so far. 

Expect another change in formation ahead of Game 5. Keefe spoke 
earlier this season about his staff’s affinity for moving bodies in and out of 
that fourth line each game, pleased with the response they’ve gotten 
from the competition that movement has bred. That’s held true this post-
season game to game, and period to period. 

More important than the question of who’s in and who’s out, though, is 
what philosophy drives the staff’s personnel decisions for the bottom six 
heading into Game 5. As the series has progressed, a pattern’s seemed 
to emerge when it comes to that choice — Toronto going one way and 
finding some success, Tampa Bay adjusting the next game and coming 
out on top. 

It happened in Game 1 when the Leafs went heavy and proved they 
could throw their weight around, only to see the Bolts’ heavies bait 
Toronto’s into regrettable penalties in Game 2. It happened again when 
the Leafs went all speed and creativity down there in Game 3, only to see 

the Bolts come back in Game 4 and focus less on the rough stuff and 
more on simply outplaying their counterparts with better chances and a 
greater impact offensively. 

At this point in the post-season, with the series entering its latter half, 
every decision is crucial, each a brick in the path towards celebration or 
collapse. We’ve seen how unexpectedly impactful the decisions on the 
bottom of the lineup have been so far. Now, all eyes are on the direction 
Keefe chooses ahead of Tuesday night’s reunion back at Scotiabank 
Arena. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Q&A with former Florida Panthers GM Dale Tallon 

 

Jason Bukala May 9, 2022, 2:44 PM 

 

From 2010-2020 I had the pleasure of working alongside Dale Tallon. He 
is a mentor of mine and a proven winner at the rink and on the golf 
course. 

In 1970, when the Vancouver Canucks stepped to the podium to make 
their first ever draft pick, they selected Tallon as a defenceman from the 
Toronto Marlboros of the OHA. In his first season with the young 
franchise, Tallon produced 14 goals and 42 assists, for 56 points in 78 
games. Fantastic results for a blueliner playing for an expansion team in 
the ’70s. 

After his career was cut short by numerous injuries, Tallon took his 
gregarious personality to the media side of the industry. He spent several 
years as a colour commentator with the Chicago Blackhawks. 

The next phase of his NHL journey started to take shape in the summer 
of 1998 when he joined the Hawks front office as their Director of Player 
Personnel. In 2005, he was promoted to GM of the team, a position he 
held until 2009. But he contributed greatly to the growth of that team, 
drafting an exceptional core of players that won Stanley Cups in 2010, 
2013 and 2015. 

In 2010 Tallon became GM of the Florida Panthers and similarly had a 
big impact in building that roster until 2020. The Panthers have been 
constructing their core for several years and broke through in 2021-22 by 
winning the Presidents’ Trophy as the best regular-season team. 

In both his stops as GM, Tallon has overseen marked improvement in 
two organizations. Consider how the Hawks franchise turned around 
under his watch, with a look at the team’s results from 2005-2010: 

2005-2006: 65 points 

2006-2007: 71 points 

2007-2008: 88 points 

2008-2009: 104 points 

2009-2010: 112 points (Stanley Cup Championship) 

His time in Florida reveals the same kind of growth, going from a 72-point 
team and eventually icing the Panthers’ first 100-point result. The 
challenge was different in Florida for a variety of reasons, but Tallon 
remained true to his vision of drafting a core and building around those 
players. The Panthers franchise has a historical winning percentage of 
just over .500. Under Tallon the franchise enjoyed a winning percentage 
of .533. 

He added much of the Panthers core you see today: Aleksander Barkov, 
Aaron Ekblad, Jonathan Huberdeau, Mackenzie Weegar, Sergei 
Bobrovsky, Spencer Knight and Mason Marchment. 
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I recently sat down with Dale to discuss how he wanted to build the 
Panthers, and to get more insight into his over 50 years in the NHL: 

Jason Bukala: During our time working together in Florida you provided a 
vision to the staff in terms of how you wanted to draft, trade, and sign 
players to our roster. How do you build a championship core? 

Dale Tallon: My philosophy has always been the same. I wanted to build 
our teams through the middle of the lineup. It’s imperative to find an elite 
centreman, scoring winger, top pairing defenders, and an elite goaltender 
through the draft. When the team starts to take shape and matures is 
when you start adding veterans to the core to hopefully push the group to 
another level. 

JB: As the core started to take shape in Florida you added Jaromir Jagr 
to the group. What kind of impact did you see Jagr have on the team? 

DT: First of all, one of the things I try to look for when adding veterans to 
a young team is winning pedigree. Veteran players who have won and 
can show the young players the way. Adding Jagr had a significant 
impact, especially with Barkov. Jaromir trained harder than anyone on 
our team and showed the kids what was required to be a good pro. He 
never had an off switch. He spent time with players before and after 
practice working on the subtleties of the game. Everything you hear 
about Jaromir is true. When we brought Jagr in it was not only for what 
he could do for our franchise on the ice, but also behind the scenes. He 
was a great mentor. 

JB: How significant a role does the player development department play 
in building the team? 

DT: It’s the most important department in the organization. Players are 
drafted, or signed in free agency, and require guidance. Right from the 
time they become part of the organization it’s imperative that they have a 
consistent, trustworthy relationship with player development. The process 
includes having the right coaches at the minor league level. Coaches 
who hold the group accountable, but also teach the right way. 

JB: How long does it take for a defenceman to become completely 
comfortable at the NHL level? 

DT: It’s very difficult for young defencemen in the NHL. It’s the best 
league in the world. Players are bigger, faster, and more skilled than they 
have ever faced. In my opinion it takes defencemen 300 games to 
become totally comfortable. 

JB: What are you most proud of when you reflect on your time in and 
around the NHL? 

DT: Without question the relationships I have developed over the years. 
Some of my best friends and longest lasting relationships have come out 
of the game. Another thing I’m really proud of is I have seen players and 
staff members become outstanding leaders over the years. I try to 
surround myself with quality people. To see them have success is 
something that I take a lot of pride in. 

JB: Do you foresee a return to the NHL on the horizon? 

DT: I’m fresh and feeling great. I’m ready to listen and would be open to 
something that makes sense for a team and myself. 

JB: How would you sum up your legacy as an NHL GM? 

DT: Being an NHL GM has a lot of moving parts and scenarios. Having 
said that I’m comfortable saying I left both Chicago and Florida in much 
better shape than I found them when I first arrived. 
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TSN.CA / Flames assert identity on Stars in dominant Game 4 win 

 

Salim Valji 

 

In a must-win Game 4 at the American Airlines Centre, the Calgary 
Flames’ best players were their best players as the Flames dominated 
the Stars and tied their series at two games apiece. 

Johnny Gaudreau turned in a fine performance. The star winger clearly 
was haunted by a breakaway late in Game 3 two nights earlier that could 
have tied the game. He went blocker side on Jake Oettinger and was 
denied. Two nights later and again partway through the third period, he 
was hooked by Stars blueliner John Klingberg and awarded a penalty 
shot. This time, Gaudreau deked out Oettinger to give the Flames their 
first two-goal lead of the playoffs. 

“I had some good looks there throughout the night and he’s made some 
big saves on me,” Gaudreau said. 

“I was a tad nervous to be honest with you. I felt like he had my number 
tonight. I had three or four really good opportunities tonight to put the 
puck in the net. It was nice to find the net there.” 

Gaudreau was not the only one who was nervous. 

“Nervous, no, but we know how skilled Johnny is,” Andersson joked. 

“It was really nice to see him put it in the net and go up 2-0…then we just 
beared down in the end.” 

“He’s good on breakaways,” head coach Darryl Sutter said after the 
game. 

Gaudreau and linemates Elias Lindholm and Matthew Tkachuk combined 
for four points and as a team, Calgary fired 53 shots on Oettinger. The 
turning point of the game (and potentially the series) was a five-minute 
stretch in the second period where Calgary pinned Dallas in its own end 
for over three minutes and fired nine shots in that stretch. At its five-on-
five best, Calgary dominates possession in the offensive zone, activates 
their defencemen while forwards cover for them, cycles, wins board 
battles, and dominates the shot clock. Throughout Game 4, the Flames 
did exactly that, pinning the Stars in their defensive zone while asserting 
their identity on them. Their 54 shots on goal was the third most in a 
playoff game in franchise history. 

“I think we had a lot of long shifts in their zone,” Andersson said.  

“We got to play five-on-five, and that’s where we’re a really good team.” 

 “We were on the wrong side of them too many times in all three zones,” 
Stars head coach Rick Bowness said.  

“ We were very slow to close on them in the defensive zone, which is 
why they were able to cycle the puck as much.  It started with the first 
shift where our forward got caught on the wrong side and we didn’t close 
quick enough in our zone.” 

Bowness admitted that his top goal scorer during the regular season has 
not found his game during the playoffs. 

 “We’re trying to free up [Jason Robertson],” He said.  

“He’s struggling.  We tried to free him up a little bit and see if we could 
get something going offensively.  We got some really good shifts.  If, in 
those first five minutes we could have scored, that would have turned 
that whole period around.  We had some looks but we didn’t score.” 

“I’m still trying to find spots and get shots, but I’ve got to do more for 
myself,” Robertson said. 

Darryl Sutter has constantly said that this Calgary Flames team needs to 
learn how to have success in the playoffs. Game 4 could go a long ways 
in what the players learn. 

“We won the game, so I think we learned how hard it is to win.” 

 SPARKS OFF THE FIRE 
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-Sutter dressed seven defencemen and eleven forwards in Game 4. He 
said the reason dates back to the first game of the series: “I thought our 
defence looked tired the last couple games. I think it goes back to Game 
1 when Rasmus [Andersson] played eight minutes and some guys 
played more than they normally do, and I think it trickled into our game 
the last couple.” 

-Sutter was perhaps not joking when, mockingly after the morning skate, 
he said that the lines were a “fluid situation that is evolving as the day 
goes along.” The Flames had several different line combos. Tyler Toffoli 
played with Trevor Lewis and Mikael Backlund, Elias Lindholm centred a 
trio with Toffoli and Dillon Dube, while Andrew Mangiapane played with 
Blake Coleman and Calle Jarnkrok, and on a separate trio with Coleman 
and Backlund. 

-Mangiapane played the lowest among all Flames forwards at 10:40 

-Michael Stone led all skaters with eight shots on goal in just over 10 
minutes of ice time. 

-Joe Pavelski did not score, but was out early at practice on Monday 
morning working on his tips. 

    — Salim Nadim Valji (@salimvalji) May 9, 2022 

Pavelski went 7-2 in the face-off dot in Game 4. 

-Interesting contrasts in bench management in Game 4: Calgary’s leader 
in ice time, Elias Lindholm, played 21:47 while Stone had the fewest 
minutes at 10:12 of ice time. For Dallas, Miro Heiskanen played 27:01 to 
lead all Stars skaters, and Joel Kiviranta played 5:53. The Flames clearly 
emphasized spreading minutes more. 
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TSN.CA / The NHL’s scoring surge continues early in the postseason 

 

Travis Yost 

 

Why did Game 4 go so different for Oilers? 

For two seasons now, we have seen an acute rise in scoring rates across 
the National Hockey League. This year’s move to the upside was 
particularly aggressive, and playoff contenders differentiated themselves 
from the pretenders through their ability to score at high rates. 

Save for perhaps the Dallas Stars and their defensive prowess, this is a 
postseason defined by great offensive teams facing great offensive 
teams. We’ve seen scoring grind to a halt in prior postseasons for a 
variety of reasons. Sometimes it’s the great goaltenders taking over 
games. Other times it seems like marked changes in officiating standards 
curb offence. And, sprinkled in over the past 15 years or so, a handful of 
elite defensive teams have managed to slow the pace of games and put 
the league’s most prolific scorers in a torture chamber. (This was just last 
season.)   

But after the opening week of this year’s postseason, we are seeing 
more of the same – a lot more of the same. Even-strength scoring is at 
its most elevated in 15 years, and it’s not from a short-term surge in 
shooting percentages. Expected goals are also aggressively moving 
upwards, while the ratio of playoff scoring to regular season is close to 
par. (Note: power-play rate scoring is in line and, at least for now, not a 
driver of the scoring increase in the playoffs.) 

The other notable takeaway from this? Look at the relationship between 
playoff scoring and regular-season scoring over the past four years. 
Stifling defensive play from the Montreal Canadiens last year saw them 
move into the Stanley Cup Final; the year prior, the Tampa Bay Lightning 

leaned heavily on their defence and goaltender Andrei Vasilevskiy to win 
their first Stanley Cup. And the year before that? The Boston Bruins, 
another great defensive team, silenced the rest of the Eastern 
Conference before losing in the Stanley Cup Final. 

Those teams, to some degree, kept the narrative of “the playoffs are low-
scoring and defence wins championships” alive and well. But this year, 
there seems to be a noticeable absence of that team. Rick Bowness’ 
Stars certainly fit the bill of a great defensive team that wins by choking 
games out, and they have frustrated the high-flying Calgary Flames in 
their opening three games. In the absence of Dallas making a run, 
though, this year’s winner is likely to score their way to the title. 

Consider each first-round matchup. The below shows each team’s per 
game scoring rate over the course of the playoffs versus their regular 
season benchmarks. 

Knowing how playoff scoring is generally down from regular-season 
scoring, seeing five of eight series above expectations feels 
extraordinary. Only one series – Dallas versus Calgary, of course – has 
seen a big drop in scoring so far: 

If you subscribe to the belief that more offence means more 
entertainment, and that the NHL’s low-scoring baselines of the past 
decade ran counter to what the sport should look like, this development 
is a long time coming. 

It’s important to frame why this surge in scoring now has some 
legitimacy: 

    Regular-season scoring was up significantly and now part of a five-
year uptrend 

    The correlation between scoring ability and win-loss record continues 
to rise, indicating teams are differentiating themselves through an ability 
to score  

    Teams are deploying deeper, more skilled lineups over time 

    Playoff scoring is now also on the move north, unlike prior seasons 

    The move in playoff scoring is not being aided by a change in 
officiating or a short-term fluctuation in conversion rates 

We will see what happens over the course of the playoffs, but I think the 
NHL is starting to accomplish what it has talked about for more than a 
decade: a sustained increase in scoring without overhauling the sport 
itself. It didn’t take perpetually tweaking the size of goaltender equipment 
or any other immaterial rule changes. 

This is about talent, an evolution in roster-building, core changes to 
structural strategy, and the overarching incentive systems. It’s taken 
time. And you can rest assured the defensive masterminds of the sport 
are working overtime right now. 

That’s the ironic part in this. The league’s best teams are now the 
league’s best offensive teams. But the teams who win come May and 
June will still need to get it done on both ends of the ice. And to that end, 
defence can never fall out of favour long-term. 
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TSN.CA / Oettinger turning heads as Stars lead Flames 

 

Salim Valji 

 

Dallas Stars goalie Jake Oettinger is asserting himself on the National 
Hockey League’s biggest stage. 
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The 23-year-old entered the season fourth on the organization’s goalie 
depth chart, behind Ben Bishop, Braden Holtby, and Anton Khudobin. 
Now Oettinger is front and centre in the Stanley Cup playoffs, having 
stopped 93 of 96 shots, including one shutout, as the Stars have taken a 
2-1 series lead over the Calgary Flames. 

Through three games against the Flames, Oettinger looks unflappable. 
His .969 save percentage is first among all playoff goalies, and his 1.01 
goals-against average is third.  

“It’s a dream come true to be a starting goalie here in the playoffs and I’m 
just going to keep trying to give my team a chance to win,” he said after 
Game 1. 

 Much of Oettinger’s success this spring can be attributed to his pedigree 
and work ethic.  

The 23-year-old was drafted 26th overall in 2017 out of Boston University 
and, according to teammate Tyler Seguin, entered an ideal situation in 
Dallas - precisely because of the netminders he usurped. During the 
regular season, he was 30-15-1, with a .914 save percentage and 2.53 
goals-against average. 

“He’s still a sponge around the rink,” Seguin said. “Being with guys over 
the last little while like Anton [Khudobin] and seeing [Braden] Holtby’s 
work ethic and getting advice from [Ben Bishop] on the grand scheme of 
things, he’s come into that perfect environment, and it’s just been 
dependent on how he took it all in and handled it. He’s done a great job 
and that’s why when these big moments have come, he’s rose to the 
occasion for us.” 

Bishop, who retired this season right before Christmas because of injury, 
has been an invaluable mentor for the young Oettinger, often sharing 
scouting reports on shooters he has faced and offering whatever 
guidance the Lakeville, Minn., native needs. 

  “I talk to him every day in practice and just, if I’m seeing something, tell 
him,” Bishop said. “He’s a great kid. That makes it that much better. He’s 
always trying to learn and is not afraid to ask questions and is easy to 
talk to. You try to keep him upbeat, talk to the players. If I see something, 
try to give him advice.” 

Stars head coach Rick Bowness has emphasized the need to 
communicate more directly with Oettinger and players of his generation, 
and texts him after every start. 

“Before he gets off the bus, I always send him a text just to keep the 
communication open and keep boosting him up,” he said, while crediting 
Stars goalie coach Jeff Reese for Oettinger’s development into a bona 
fide No. 1 goalie. 

“After a game, when he plays and we’re on the bus, I’ll always send him 
a text. Just, ‘Great job kid,’ just boosting him up and keeping him 
focused…he wants to know that we believe in him, and we do. Clearly, 
we do…especially with this generation, you’ve got to communicate, so 
we try to do as much as we can.” 

Bowness’ appreciation for Oettinger has grown as the series has 
evolved. 

“Elite athletes—it’s not just their physical attributes you admire,” he said 
after Game 3.  

“It’s their mental skills, which is just as important. Jake has that inner 
strength, that belief in himself. He has tremendous poise, and that’s what 
an elite athlete has. [Andrei Vasilevskiy], when I had him coming in, it 
took him a year and a half, two years to take off. With Jake, he was 
forced into a tough situation this year and it didn’t bother him, and now 
we’re throwing him in there in the playoffs, not bothering him. Elite 
athletes have that innate ability to believe in themselves and rise to the 
occasion at the right time.” 

Bishop has a similar view to his former head coach. He believes 
Oettinger has the mental makeup to succeed – and that his playoff 

performance in 2022 is likely a sign of things to come in his National 
Hockey League career. 

“He wants to be great,” Bishop said. “He puts in the time. He’s not 
satisfied with playing well. He’s always trying to get better, and he’s not 
scared of the big moment. He wants to be out there. He wants to be the 
guy. You don’t always see that in young guys. They kind of dip their toe 
in the water and say, ‘I can do this.’ Whereas he’s one of those guys 
that’s like, ‘I know I can do this, and I want to be the guy.’” 
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